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Abstract
Geometrically compliant mooring systems that change their shape to accommodate deformations
are common in oceanographic and offshore energy production applications. Because of the inher-
ent geometric nonlinearities, analyses of such systems typically require the use of a sophisticated
numerical model. This thesis describes one such model and uses that model along with experi-
mental results to develop simpler forms for understanding the dynamic response of geometrically
compliant moorings.
The numerical program combines the box method spatial discretization with the generalized-
α method for temporal integration. Compared to other schemes commonly employed for the
temporal integration of the cable dynamics equations, including box method, trapezoidal rule,
backward differences, and Newmark’s method, the generalized-α algorithm has the advantages of
second-order accuracy, controllable numerical dissipation, and improved stability when applied to
the nonlinear problem. The numerical program is validated using results from laboratory and field
experiments.
Field experiment and numerical results are used to develop a simple model for dynamic tension
response to vertical motion in geometrically compliant moorings. As part of that development, the
role of inertia, drag, and stiffness in the tension response are explored. For most moorings, the
response is dominated by inertial and drag effects. The simple model uses just two terms to
accurately capture these effects, including the coupling between inertia and drag. The separability
of the responses to vertical and horizontal motions is demonstrated and a preliminary model for
the response to horizontal motions is presented.
The interaction of the mooring line with the sea floor in catenary moorings is considered. Us-
ing video and tension data from laboratory experiments, the tension shock condition at the touch-
down point and its implications are observed for the first time. The lateral motion of line along
the bottom associated with a shock during unloading may be a significant cause of chain wear
in the touchdown region. Results from the laboratory experiments are also used to demonstrate
the suitability of the elastic foundation approach to modeling sea floor interaction in numerical
programs.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Mark A. Grosenbaugh
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A mooring system is typically understood as any type of cable, chain, rope, or tether assembly
that connects a floating or subsurface buoyant object (ship, buoy, platform) to an anchoring system
fixed on the sea floor. The floating object will move with environmental forcing, but the mooring
system will contain the movements to some area (the watch circle) centered about the anchoring
system. Any mooring system must provide compliance or flexibility to accommodate deforma-
tions induced by currents and by forcing with periods ranging from hours (tides) to seconds (wind
waves) without over-tensioning the system components.
This flexibility is typically achieved either through the use of elastically compliant members
such as rubber tethers or long lengths of synthetic rope, or through geometrically compliant config-
urations in which the system accommodates deformations by changing shape without stretching.
The geometrically compliant approach is more common in situations where adequate compliance
or a combination of strength and compliance cannot be provided by taught elastic members. This
is the case in extremely shallow water, where the lengths of the rope or tethers are so short as
to limit their compliance. Geometric compliance is also often found in offshore deep water ap-
plications where the pipe sections can be made relatively flexible in bending (through the use of
short lengths of pipe and flexible joints), but not in axial stretching. Examples of geometrically
compliant mooring shapes are shown in figure 1-1.
The shallow water mooring shown in figure 1-1(a) illustrates the type of mooring typically
used to moor oceanographic, meteorological, and aids-to-navigation buoys in shallow water (on
the order of 100 m) [5, 13]. The typical mooring for this sort of application consists entirely of
lengths of chain, with instruments possibly attached between chain segments. We say that this
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1-1: Examples of geometric compliance in mooring and riser systems: (a) shallow water
buoy mooring, (b) deep water oceanographic mooring, and (c) lazy wave riser configuration.
type of system is geometrically compliant because its primary mechanism to accommodate the
motion of the buoy is to lift and lower chain to and from the bottom, thus changing its shape. As
long as chain remains on the bottom in the steady state configuration, the system is typically more
flexible geometrically than it is elastically.
The advantages to this arrangement include very high strength due to the use of chain as the
primary strength member, and the ability to deploy this configuration in a variety of water depths.
The primary disadvantage to this type of mooring is the need for regular replacement of the chain
near the bottom of the mooring due to the abrasion of the chain on the sea bed [5, 23]. A recent
alternative to this type of mooring uses elastic tethers as the primary compliance mechanism [57,
77]. These systems feature significantly reduced tensions in most sea conditions because of the
much lower mass of the tethers compared to chain moorings. Drawbacks to elastic tether moorings
include the inability to place instruments along the tether and their susceptibility to cutting, either
in an accident or through vandalism.
The second type of system in figure 1-1 is an increasingly popular configuration for deep water
surface moorings for oceanographic applications [31]. Variations on this shape are also used to
moor meteorological buoys [13]. The s-curve in the mooring shape is achieved through careful
placement of flotation and ballast along the line. The location of this curve at mid-depth allows
for geometric compliance without a rigid bottom. Previous deep water surface moorings achieved
compliance through the incorporation of long lengths of highly stretchable synthetic rope [5]. The
advantage to the geometrically compliant system in figure 1-1(b) is the ability to run conductive
electromechanical cable along the full length of the mooring to bring signals from subsurface
instruments to the surface for telemetry. Elastically compliant electromechanical members have
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only recently been introduced [75,76] in the oceanographic community and are difficult to handle
and relatively expensive, particularly for very long lengths.
Both of the above described mechanisms, an s-shape at mid-depth, and a catenary shape along
the bottom are often employed together in offshore energy production systems, as pictured in
figure 1-1(c). In this case the mooring line of interest is typically a pipe running from the platform
to the wellhead. The platform may also be anchored (anchoring lines not shown in figure 1-1(c))
at multiple points by taut synthetic lines or heavy chain and wire lines forming a catenary similar
to that described for the shallow water buoy mooring. The need for geometric compliance in the
riser pipe arises from the inflexibility of these pipes to axial (elastic) deformation.
As a final consideration in this brief overview of compliant moorings, it should be noted that in
addition to achieving compliance through the mooring line, either geometrically or elastically, it is
possible in some cases to introduce compliance at the surface by using buoys or platforms which
have a very low natural frequency (very far below typical wave frequencies) such as a spar buoy.
This effectively puts a very soft compliant element between the wave forcing and the mooring
line. Because spar buoys are very long and slender, they typically have low reserve buoyancy and
are difficult to handle.
All of the systems pictured in figure 1-1 provide significant compliance to surface wave mo-
tions under most conditions. One well known mode under which these configurations do not
provide good compliance is in the case of large currents that pull the geometric shaping out of the
mooring. The impact of this failure mode can be lessened with the addition of elastic compliance
into the design. The geometric compliance in these systems can also break down during a large
storm in which the ability of the mooring to change shape may be limited by fluid drag on the
cable. This second failure mode is more difficult to design for as it can occur even in conditions
under which the static shape is preserved and may not be alleviated by secondary elastic compli-
ance. Finally, for cases with cable resting on the sea floor, friction, adhesion and the elasticity of
the bottom can affect the ability of the system to deform geometrically. A loss of geometric com-
pliance as a result of any of these mechanisms can lead to dangerously high tensions. A detailed
analysis of geometrically compliant systems, which will lead to better prediction of these types of
failures, is the primary goal of this thesis.
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1.1 Analysis of compliant systems
Much of the recent analytical work relating to geometrically compliant systems has been con-
ducted in the context of calculating the contribution of the mooring line damping to the overall
system dynamics. Brown et al. [7] provide a review of much of the literature to date in this area.
Most of the work has focused on frequency domain quasi-linearized numerical solutions for the
slow drift case. Extensive model scale tests have also been carried out [55, 59, 67].
Large floating structures (ships, offshore platforms) typically have little damping and low nat-
ural frequencies for motions in the horizontal plane. For these large structures, mooring tensions
at wave frequencies are much smaller than the excitation forces. At lower frequencies, the moor-
ing forces and wave forces are more comparable. Thus, the damping provided by the motion
of the mooring system plays a critical role in the response of these structures to slow drift mo-
tions [59, 96].
Motions and dynamic tension at wave frequencies are often ignored in these studies. This
allows for a simplified treatment of the dynamics. For example, Nakamura et al. [67] used cate-
nary formulae to calculate the integrated quasi-static velocity and acceleration along the mooring.
These integrated motions allowed them to write the dynamic tension due to slow drift motions in
a very simple form.
In the analyses of compliant systems developed in this thesis, the quantity of interest is typ-
ically dynamic tension rather than platform motion. Such an approach is particularly relevant in
oceanographic applications where the motion of the surface platform may not be critical, but dy-
namic tension is dominated by wave induced motions. Knowledge of the tension is critical in these
applications because components are typically not specified with large safety factors for fatigue
and ultimate failure (both for cost and ease of handling reasons).
Several authors have considered the impact of wave frequency dynamics on the slow drift
damping problem. Huse and Matsumoto [52–55] used a linearized finite element model to com-
pute the mooring line damping in the presence of a slow drift regular motion superposed with a
spectrum of high frequency first-order wave motions. Their calculations showed that the damping
was two to four times higher when the high frequency motions were taken into account. Simi-
lar results were obtained by Dercksen et al. [22] and Fylling et al. [32] with more sophisticated
numerical models.
In other work that looked at both slow drift and wave frequency excitation, Webster [99]
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characterized the mooring line damping of a non-dimensionalized catenary riser system (a system
shaped like that shown in figure 1-1(a)) as a function of static tension, excitation frequency and
amplitude, scope, stiffness, drag, and current. The excitation was sinusoidal and either purely
vertical or purely horizontal. The numerical model that he used was a time-domain nonlinear
finite element code.
Webster [99] also briefly touches on the “impedance” of mooring systems which he describes
in terms of the trade-offs between geometric and elastic compliance. This is a concept first intro-
duced by Triantafyllou et al. [94] to characterize the ratio of elastic to catenary stiffness. They
noted that fluid drag limits the ability of the mooring to deform geometrically and as a result,
dynamic tensions increase.
1.2 Bottom interaction
An important part of the response in many geometrically compliant systems is the interaction of
grounded line with the sea floor. Several recent papers have described numerical methods for
modeling this interaction [16, 56, 63, 89, 90]. To date, however, these models have not been used
to extensively analyze the implications of the bottom interaction on the total mooring response.
Thomas and Hearn [91] and Liu and Bergdahl [63] examined the bottom interaction problem in
the context of mooring line damping. The results from both papers suggest that bottom interaction
effects do contribute to mooring line damping, with the in-plane friction being more important
than the out-of-plane effects [91].
Aranha et al. [2], Pesce, Aranha, and Martins [79], and Pesce et al. [80] have examined the
curvature of riser pipes in the touchdown region using an analytical boundary layer approximation.
Their goal is to provide better predictions of the bending moment to reduce fatigue failures. Some
of the background for their analytical approach comes from work by Burridge et al. [12] and Bur-
ridge and Keller [11] for the motion of a string on a unilateral constraint. That work demonstrated
that a shock wave will form when the velocity of the touchdown point exceeds the transverse wave
speed of the cable. The analytical development in Aranha et al. [2] assumes that the touchdown
point speed is always below this critical limit. No work has been performed that examines the
implications for mooring dynamics when this assumption does not hold and shock waves do form.
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1.3 Modeling tools
The problem of predicting the steady state configurations and transient motions of pipe, hose,
cable, chain, and rope systems in a marine environment is encountered in numerous applications.
Oftentimes, the methods of solving the problem seem equally numerous. Buoy and ship moorings,
offshore platforms, and towed systems are often analyzed in very different ways, yet are at heart
very similar types of structural systems.
In a 1970 survey paper, Casarella and Parsons [14] compiled an extensive list of work related
to the hydrodynamic response of cable systems. Their history starts with analytical work dating
from 1917 to calculate the steady state configuration of cables in air. Through 1950, treatments
of the steady state problem dominated the literature in this area, with the first dynamic models for
cables in water appearing in 1957. Thomas [90] provides a detailed summary of the development
of the modern dynamic models, beginning with Walton and Polachek’s paper in 1960 [98], and
emphasizing developments in the literature from the offshore energy field.
The model developed as part of this thesis provides a nonlinear time-domain solution to the
mooring dynamics problem. The other modern models described below can be similarly classi-
fied. Other types of models include frequency domain and linearized or quasi-static time domain
models. While attractive for their computational efficiency, these latter types of models are typ-
ically not used for the types of highly nonlinear motions that are inherent in the phenomena that
are analyzed in the thesis.
1.4 State-of-the-art time-domain models for mooring systems
Numerical models for mooring systems can be categorized in several different ways. The most
often cited distinguishing characteristic of a model is the method used to discretize the physical
system in space. Among the most common methods are finite elements, finite differences, and
lumped parameter. While there is more universal agreement on the temporal discretization method
(most use finite differences), there is some variation in the way that the temporally discretized
equations are integrated in time. Beyond these distinctions are the mathematical and physical
features incorporated by the various models such as bending stiffness, sea bed interaction effects,
and treatment of vortex-induced vibrations.
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1.4.1 Spatial discretization
Walton and Polachek [98] published the first treatment of the dynamic solution that resembles
very closely the solution methods in use today. They formulate the equations of motion for dis-
crete elements and use centered finite differences to discretize the time derivative terms and step
the solution forward in time. With the addition of cable extensibility by Polachek et al. [81], a re-
markably complete treatment of the nonlinear time domain problem existed as early as 1963. This
first solution, using a force balance on discrete elements to write the equations of motion is what
we now categorize as a lumped parameter method. The terminology arises from the lumping of the
mass and externally applied forces at adjacent nodes which are joined by massless springs. This
discretization approach has an intuitive simplicity to it and as such is relatively easy to implement.
Recent models that make use of this approach are described by Huang [47] and Thomas [90, 91].
In contrast to the summation of forces approach used by lumped parameter methods, finite ele-
ment methods derive their governing equations through principles of virtual work. One advantage
of this approach is the possibility of a more sophisticated treatment of mass. Lumped parameter
derivations must necessarily place all mass at discrete nodes and then write the governing equa-
tions. Finite element methods can derive the governing equations using an integration of the mass
over the entire element, thus leading to the “consistent” mass formulation [62]. The starting point
for finite element methods as applied to the marine cable problem is typically a discrete element,
much like the lumped parameter methods. Examples of such derivations include Engseth [28]
and McNamara et al. [64]. Paulling and Webster [78], following Garrett [33], take the alterna-
tive approach of formulating differential equations of motion which are solved by the substitution
of a discrete collection of shape functions which minimize the element energy. The majority of
state-of-the-art programs currently being used for riser modeling are based on finite elements [61].
A third approach is to write the continuous partial differential equations and then apply a
spatial discretization scheme based on finite differences. This is the approach taken by Ablow and
Schechter [1] among others. We distinguish between this and lumped parameter methods based
on the starting point, which in this case is an infinitesimally small differential element and in the
lumped parameter case is a finite discrete element. Given similar physical assumptions the two
methods are entirely equivalent, as demonstrated by Huang [47]. The distinction between this and
the lumped parameter approach is based largely on the applications of the method. Many of the
numerical solutions for tow cable dynamics have used finite differences of the continuous partial
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differential governing equations. Another reason for the distinction in this case is simply that, to
date, most pure lumped parameter methods do not include the effects of bending stiffness in the
equations of motion [91]1. Authors deriving continuous forms of the governing equations have
easily incorporated this effect [10, 46, 93]. The model development detailed in chapter 2 is based
on this approach.
Finally, a few alternatives to the spatial discretizations outlined above have appeared in the
literature. Chiou and Leonard [17] and Sun et al. [86] describe the Direct Integration Method,
whereby a boundary value problem is recast as a set of initial value problems. Each initial value
problem is integrated spatially from a boundary with known boundary conditions, and the solu-
tions from these integrations are combined to form a total solution that satisfies all boundary con-
ditions. Because the initial value approach allows for explicit numerical integration in space, the
method has the advantage that the solution of large linear systems of equations typical in implicit
finite difference and finite element schemes can be avoided. There is of course a spatial discretiza-
tion implied by the numerical integration of the transformed governing equations. Sun et al. [86]
point out the need for a method to suppress any spurious solution components that may grow as
the spatial integrations proceed along the cable. Another alternative scheme is collocation which
breaks the cable into a small number of segments and fits high order Chebyshev polynomials as a
solution to the governing equations over each region [15].
1.4.2 Temporal discretization
For all spatial discretization methods the resulting equations are typically written as a non-linear
matrix equation known as the semi-discrete equation of motion, because the time derivatives of
the vector of dependent variables are left as continuous functions. The exception to this procedure
is in finite difference based solutions which typically are differenced both in space and in time
as part of the same process. This leads to yet another distinction between lumped parameter and
finite difference approaches. The starting point for a finite difference method is typically a set of
first-order hyperbolic partial differential equations. The equations of motion for lumped parameter
schemes are most often presented in matrix form as a system of second-order ordinary differential
equations – the semi-discrete equation of motion.
Most temporal integration schemes in use today have their roots in the method developed by
1 Buckham and Nahon [9] have recently incorporated bending effects into a lumped parameter model for low tension
ROV tethers.
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Newmark [70]. Hughes and Belytschko [50] provide a summary of the development of these types
of methods in the context of linear finite element structural dynamics. The methods typically em-
ploy temporal finite differences, with a variety of different schemes used to interpolate the solution
over the time step. Most classical methods can now be cast into unified multi-parameter integra-
tion schemes where an adjustment in the parameters leads to one of several different methods with
different numerical properties (e.g., [44,100,102]). Thomas [90] studied the three “classic” meth-
ods (Newmark, Houbolt, and Wilson-θ) and their applicability to the mooring dynamics problem.
He concluded that Houbolt was the best choice. This is not a surprising result – earlier, Park [74]
noted that Houbolt was a good choice for highly nonlinear problems. Thomas did not consider any
of the more modern developments in time integration that are taken up in more detail in chapter 2.
In addition to Newmark and its variants which are popularly employed with finite element
based models, researchers in the cable dynamics field have employed a variety of different schemes
for the temporal integration problem. Chiou and Leonard [17] use simple backward finite differ-
ences. Sun et al. [86] use the generalized trapezoidal rule which is a first-order variant of the
Newmark method; it will be discussed in some detail in chapter 2. Garrett [33] and Paulling and
Webster [78] use the Adams-Moulton method, which in first-order form reduces to the trapezoidal
rule. Sanders [84] used a computationally expensive but fourth-order accurate Runge-Kutta pro-
cedure. This is unusual in that most researchers have accepted first- or second-order accuracy in
order to reduce computational expense.
The most popular finite difference scheme is the box method, in which the governing equations
are discretized on the half-grid point in both space and time. This method was first employed for
the solution of tow cable dynamics by Ablow and Schechter [1]. Since then it has been employed
in both towing and mooring applications by Milinazzo et al. [65], Howell [46], Tjavaras [93], and
Chatjigeorgiou and Mavrakos [15] among others. As will be shown, the temporal portion of this
discretization is a special form of the generalized-α method to be developed in chapter 2. That
development will also demonstrate that the box method is seldom the best choice of temporal
discretization schemes for the cable dynamics problem. In a recent paper, Koh et al. [60] came to
this same conclusion and proposed a modified box method that used backward differences for the
temporal discretization.
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1.4.3 Forcing, boundary, and material effects
There is little disagreement in the proper method of incorporating fluid forces, including buoy-
ancy, viscous drag, and added mass forces, into state-of-the-art numerical codes. As late as 1970,
Casarella and Parsons [14] did choose to distinguish between models according to the treatment
of drag and whether or not tangential drag was included, but there do not appear to be any sig-
nificant differences between modern approaches. Likewise, Breslin [6] laid the groundwork for a
consistent treatment of buoyancy and effective tension in modern codes. One significant source of
hydrodynamic forcing that has not yet been fully incorporated into a nonlinear time domain code
is vortex-induced vibrations. This is an area of active research [95].
The numerical treatment of the interaction of the cable with the sea bed is also an area of active
research. Three basic approaches are prevalent in the literature. Frequency domain models (e.g.,
[94]) and some time domain models (e.g., [89]) cut the mooring off at the touchdown point and
attach an equivalent linear spring and/or dashpot. This approach is only valid for small dynamic
motions about the static touchdown point. A second method is the lift-off and grounding approach
described by Nakajima et al. [66] and Thomas [90]. In this method, the mass of the discrete
nodes or elements is reduced to zero as they approach the bottom. This simulates a perfectly rigid
bottom with no impact loads (a smooth rolling and unrolling of the cable, similar to the analytical
calculations of Aranha et al. [2]). Thomas noted significant numerical difficulties associated with
the implementation of lift-off and grounding. The third approach is to model the sea bed as an
elastic foundation. This method has been used by Inoue and Surendran [56] and Webster [99].
It is relatively easy to implement and places few restrictions on the types of systems that can
be modeled. The primary difficulty with this method is in determining appropriate elastic and
damping constants to associate with a given type of soil. The elastic foundation approach is the
basis for the bottom interaction model developed as part of this thesis.
For material effects, modern codes may or may not include the effects of material nonlinear-
ities or bending stiffness. There is little disagreement, however, on the conditions under which
these effects should be included if an accurate response calculation is to be made. Most finite el-
ement codes, developed for riser systems that are built from relatively large diameter metal pipes,
do include bending stiffness, but may neglect material nonlinearities without a significant loss
of accuracy. In the oceanographic community where small diameter synthetic mooring lines are
common, material nonlinearities can be important and bending stiffness can often be neglected.
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Some codes employ a hybrid approach whereby bending stiffness is included only in low tension
regions as a numerical smoothing effect (e.g., [87]). A general purpose code should allow for both
linear and nonlinear materials and for materials with and without bending stiffness.
1.5 Overview of the thesis
Chapter 2 describes the development of the generalized-α method for the time integration of the
cable equations. As an example, the governing continuous partial differential equations for moor-
ing lines in two dimensions are presented and the reduction to semi-discrete form, using spatial
finite differences, is derived. The analysis of the stability of a time integration scheme is introduced
using the stability of the box method as an example. Potential problems with the box method are
described and alternative methods are explored. The generalized-α method is introduced and the
stability and accuracy of the method as applied to the cable equations are presented. Comparison
is made between the new method and many of the previously used methods, including backward
differences and the generalized trapezoidal family.
Additional details about the numerical program, including boundary conditions and the han-
dling of bottom interaction effects, are described in chapter 3. The algorithms used for spatial
mesh refinement and adaptive time stepping are also described. Details not provided in chapter 3
are given in the appendices.
The field experiment is described in chapter 4. The centerpiece of the experiment was a heavily
instrumented all chain mooring. Mooring hardware and instrumentation are described. Calibration
and data quality issues are also discussed.
The model is validated and the numerical parameters used in the model are studied in chapter 5.
The validation is based on analytical and experimental results for a laboratory scale hanging chain
problem and on full-scale mooring data from the experiments described in chapter 4.
Chapter 6 details a statistical and analytical study of the different contributions to the dynamic
tension in geometrically compliant systems. These contributions are characterized as drag, stiff-
ness (geometric and elastic), and inertia. The study is based on experimental data and extensive
numerical runs. Statistical and spectral analyses are used along with parametric numerical stud-
ies to isolate each of the different tension mechanisms. The result of these analyses is a very
simple model that can be used to predict dynamic tension given a basic characterization of moor-
ing properties, steady state tension, and sea state parameters. The chapter concludes with an
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investigation of the effect of the directionality (vertical, horizontal, vertical and horizontal, fully
three-dimensional) of the input motion.
A detailed examination of the interaction between the mooring line and the bottom is pre-
sented in chapter 7. This includes numerical and laboratory simulations of cases where there is
significant buckling of the line in the region near the touchdown point. The implications of the
shock condition at the touchdown point are also considered.
Conclusions and recommendations for follow-on study are presented in chapter 8.
1.6 Original contributions
The numerical program developed in this thesis is based on that of Tjavaras [93] and Howell [46].
In the thesis, the program is extended to include bottom interaction effects and adaptive dis-
cretizations in time step and mesh density. A new temporal integration scheme, the generalized-α
method, is developed and placed in the context of the recent structural analysis literature. An
analysis of the stability and accuracy of the overall procedure is presented and comparisons are
made with other schemes. The new procedure has substantially improved stability properties when
compared to the old method. The model validation detailed in chapter 5 is new for this particular
numerical model.
The analysis of dynamic tension in geometrically compliant systems in chapter 6, using reg-
ular and random, vertical, horizontal and three-dimensional input motions, and a broad range of
hydrodynamic and material parameters, is more extensive than any of the previous work in this
area. The approach to and the development of the simple formula for predicting dynamic tension
in these system is unique to this thesis.
Finally, the consideration of the extreme responses of the mooring line on the bottom is new.
Previous authors [2, 94] have limited their analyses to the subsonic case. This is the first time that
the shock criterion has been experimentally verified and the implications of the tension shocks
observed and discussed.
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Chapter 2
Development of the Time Integration
Algorithm
2.1 Governing partial differential equation
Detailed derivations of the three-dimensional dynamic governing equations for a cable with bend-
ing stiffness suspended in water are provided by Tjavaras [93]. For completeness, a derivation
of the two-dimensional equations, upon which the analyses presented in this chapter are based,
is provided in Appendix A. While the procedure developed below can be applied equally well
to both two- and three-dimensional models (as will be illustrated through the use of both in sub-
sequent chapters), the two-dimensional equations are used here for simplicity and succinctness;
the two-dimensional model requires six equations where the three-dimensional model requires
thirteen. The two-dimensional equations for a nonlinearly elastic cable with bending stiffness in
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steady current are
T
 
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mv
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ρwdpiCdt ur  ur  1

ε  0  (2.1)
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
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∂u
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∂φ
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
∂ε
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 0  (2.3)
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
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∂φ
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

1  ε  ∂φ∂t
 0  (2.4)
∂φ
∂s
 Ω3  0  (2.5)
EI
∂Ω3
∂s
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
1  ε  3  0  (2.6)
The cable properties are defined by the tension strain relationship, T

ε  , wet weight, w0, mass,
m, and added mass, ma, per unit length, diameter, d, and normal and tangential drag coefficients,
Cdn and Cdt . The motion and force state of the cable is completely described by five degrees of
freedom (DOF): tangential and normal velocity, u and v, strain, ε, shear force, Sn, and inclination,
φ. A sixth DOF, the curvature of the cable, Ω3, is introduced to remove higher order derivatives of
φ. The current is given in the global vertical and horizontal coordinates by U and V , respectively.
The relative velocities in local coordinates are given by
ur
 u  U cosφ  V sinφ  (2.7)
vr
 v
 U sin φ  V cosφ  (2.8)
The independent variables are s, the Lagrangian coordinate measuring length along the unstretched
cable and t, time. Equations 2.1 through 2.6 can be cast in matrix – vector form as
M
∂ 
∂t
 K
∂ 
∂s



 s  t   0 (2.9)
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where     ε  Sn  u  v  φ  Ω3  T and the mass and stiffness matrices, M and K, and the forcing vector

are defined in appendix A.
2.2 Discretization of the governing equation
The discretization of the partial differential gov-
s
t
00 1 j-1 j n-1 n
i
i-1
Figure 2-1: Stencil of the box method.
erning equation can proceed in several different ways.
A straightforward method is to use finite differences
in both space and time using the box method. This
is the approach taken by Ablow and Schechter [1],
Howell [46], Tjavaras [93], Chatjigeorgiou and Mavrakos [15],
and others. With this scheme, the discrete equations
are written using what look like traditional backward
differences, but because the discretization is applied
on the half-grid points the method is second-order ac-
curate (see appendix B). The stencil for the method is shown in figure 2-1. The result is a four
point average centered around the half-grid point. Equation 2.9 becomes
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 i  1
j
 i  1
j  1 
 0  0 (2.10)
The subscripts j define the spatial grid points (the nodes) and the superscripts i define the tem-
poral grid points (the time steps). For n nodal points, equation 2.10 defines a system of 6  n  1 
equations to be solved for the 6n dependent variables at time step i. The six equations needed to
complete the problem are provided by boundary conditions.
2.3 Stability of the box method
The most convenient way to analyze the stability of the box method is to consider the stability
of the method as applied to an equivalent linear, single DOF system in semi-discrete form. The
first step is to apply the half-grid spatial discretization of the box method to equation 2.9. At each
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half-grid point we derive a set of six equations which we can write as
˜M j  12  
˙
 j  1
˙
 j


˜K j  12  
 j  1
 j


j  12
 0 (2.11)
where the overdot signifies differentiation with respect to time. The nodal matrices ˜M and ˜K, and
vector

are defined by
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The shapes of the matrices and vectors in equation 2.11 are diagrammed in figure 2-2. If we
assemble the blocks associated with the n  1 nodal matrices and vectors (along with appropriate
boundary conditions) according to the scheme shown in figure 2-3, then it is clear that we can
write the semi-discrete equation of motion for all of the dependent variables at all of the nodes as
˜M ˙  ˜K    0  (2.15)
This is similar to the assembly procedure common in finite element analysis [48]. From the semi-
discrete equation of motion, then, we proceed to reduce the system to a single DOF, linear, homo-
geneous problem to analyze the stability of the numerical time integration procedure. In general,
the stability of equation 2.15 in full, nonlinear form, cannot be studied analytically. The usual
practice is to study the same numerical procedure on a simplified model equation, and extrapolate
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Figure 2-2: The shape of the matrices and vectors in equation 2.11.
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Figure 2-3: Assembly procedure for the nodal matrices and vectors into global form. With N1

N2  N total boundary conditions the system is square. The procedure for the global mass matrix
and force vector is similar.
stability properties from there [48, 100]. Numerical experiments can then be used to verify the
analytical result on the full-scale problem.
The equivalent linear, homogeneous, single DOF problem is
y˙  ωy  0  (2.16)
Applying the box method’s temporal discretization yields a second-order accurate approximation
for yi
y˙i  y˙i  1  ω 	 yi  yi  1


 0  (2.17)
where
y˙i  y˙i  1  2 
 y
i  yi  1
∆t 
 (2.18)
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Rearranging equation 2.18 yields the recursion relationships
y˙i  2 

yi  yi  1
∆t 
 y˙i  1  (2.19)
yi 
∆t
2
	 y˙i  y˙i  1


 yi  1  (2.20)
If we substitute each of the recursion relationships separately into equation 2.17 we can write
equations for yi and y˙i in matrix form as
 
yi
y˙i


 
2  ω∆t
2   ω∆t 0
 4
2   ω∆t
 1

 
yi  1
y˙i  1

 (2.21)
The 2  2 matrix on the right hand side of equation 2.21 is the amplification matrix. The spectral
radius, ρ, of this matrix, defined as
ρ  max


λ1    λ2    (2.22)
governs the growth or decay of the solution from one time step to the next [48]. λ1   2 are the
eigenvalues of the amplification matrix. For ρ  1, the solution will remain steady or decay and
is said to be stable. For ρ  1, the solution will grow and is said to be unstable. For the time
integration scheme defined by the box method,
λ1 
2  ω∆t
2  ω∆t
 (2.23)
λ2   1  (2.24)
and the spectral radius is unity (and the scheme is stable) for all values of ω and ∆t. When there are
no conditions on stability, a procedure is called unconditionally stable. An alternative analysis of
the stability of the box method, using classical von Neumann stability analysis for finite difference
methods, is provided in appendix B.
In spite of the unconditional stability of the box method, however, the scheme has significant
problems. Because the update equation for yi in equation 2.21 is decoupled from y˙i  1 we can
simply write
yi  

2  ω∆t
2  ω∆t 
yi  1  (2.25)
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As ω∆t goes to infinity this becomes
yi   yi  1  (2.26)
This is the phenomenon known as Crank-Nicolson noise [100], whereby the high frequency com-
ponents of the solution oscillate with every time step. In a linear problem, this noise can be
removed by computing step-to-step averages once the solution is completed. For a nonlinear
problem, however, the noise can be a source of instability and hence should be eliminated as the
solution progresses.
A second, related, problem is that the spectral radius is constant at unity. An artifact of the
spatial discretization process is that at some point the high frequency (or equivalently, high spatial
wave number) components of the solution are not well resolved and the numerical solution is
inaccurate. For this reason it is desirous to have numerical dissipation in a scheme such that
the spectral radius is less than unity for increasing values of ω∆t [48]. The box method has no
numerical dissipation.
Finally, Wood [100] cites difficulties with averaging schemes in general as applied to nonlinear
problems. For the nonlinear single DOF case, equation 2.17 can be written as
y˙i  y˙i  1  ωiyi  ωi  1yi  1  0  (2.27)
The update equation for yi, equation 2.25, becomes
yi  

2  ωi  1∆t
2  ωi∆t 
yi  1  (2.28)
and the stability now becomes conditional as the parameter ω changes with time. The practice
suggested by Hughes [49], Wood [100] and others, for avoiding this problem is to use an averaged
value of ω, such as
y˙i  y˙i  1  

ωi

ωi  1
2 
	 yi  yi  1


 0  (2.29)
2.4 Alternatives to the box method
Given the stability problems associated with the box method, a new solution method is sought.
Hughes [48] cites the following desirable characteristics in a time-stepping algorithm:
1. Unconditional stability when applied to linear problems: Unconditional stability allows the
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time step to be chosen based on accuracy and resolution concerns, without regard for purely
numerical issues.
2. No more than one set of implicit equations to be solved at each time step: This minimizes
computational expense compared to schemes which may achieve a high order of accuracy
at a significant computational cost.
3. At least second-order accuracy: This is a reflection of the constraints imposed by Dahlquist’s
theorem which states that a third-order accurate method with the most appropriate stability
conditions does not exist [48]. Again, without a significant increase in computational effort,
second-order accuracy is the best we can do.
4. Controllable algorithmic dissipation in the higher modes: In some cases with sufficiently
small temporal and spatial discretizations, it may be desirable to have less high frequency
numerical dissipation.
5. Self-starting, no information is needed prior to time step zero: Accuracy at time step zero
(and thus accurate algorithm starting information) is critical in transient analysis applica-
tions. It is less important in cases where we can slowly ramp up a forcing scenario and are
not concerned with start-up transients.
Hulbert [51] adds the following two desirable characteristics:
6. Single step, that is the solution at i depends only on information at i and i  1: The ad-
vantage to a single step algorithm is that it facilitates the implementation of an adaptive
time-stepping scheme. If the time step is to be adjusted to ∆t1 in going from step i  1
to step i, then the storage and computational requirement are significantly reduced if the
solution at i does not also depend on information at i  2 which is ∆t0 behind i  1.
7. Asymptotically annihilating, or ρ   0 as ω∆t   ∞: Asymptotic annihilation is particularly
beneficial in nonlinear problems where it is desirable to damp out high frequency noise
in just one time step [19]. If the spectral radius at infinity is greater than zero, possibly
destabilizing noise sources may take several time steps to decay completely.
Finally, based on the idea that nonlinear coefficients should be averaged as discussed above, we
add that an algorithm should have:
8. A clear approach to the averaging of temporal coefficient matrices.
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Of unconditionally stable single step algorithms, Thomas [90] compared three historically
popular algorithms, Newmark, Houbolt, and Wilson-θ, as applied to mooring dynamics problems.
His conclusion was that Houbolt was the best choice of the three. Other recent authors, however,
have noted that Houbolt has an undesirable amount of low frequency dissipation [19, 48]. Also,
while asymptotically annihilating, the numerical dissipation cannot be controlled (i.e., it can only
be asymptotically annihilating). In work similar to that described here, Koh et al. [60] proposed a
method that retained the box method’s spatial discretization but replaced the temporal discretiza-
tion with a backward difference scheme. This scheme is asymptotically annihilating, but only
first-order accurate. Sun et al. [86] employ a generalized trapezoidal rule, which does allow for
controllable dissipation, but is only first-order accurate when there is dissipation. Zueck [103]
uses the Newmark method, which is the generalized trapezoidal rule for second-order problems,
and as such also loses second-order accuracy when numerical dissipation is present.
In the structural dynamics literature, several different schemes have been proposed to satisfy
the above outlined criteria. Most are developed to solve the second-order semi-discrete struc-
tural dynamics equations, but can be adapted to the first-order problem considered here. In fact,
equation 2.15 has the same form as the semi-discrete equation for transient heat conduction finite
element problems.
Some of the more recently proposed schemes include the HHT-α [42] and WBZ-α [101]
methods which combine Newmark style difference formulas with some temporal averaging of
the terms in the semi-discrete equation of motion. HHT-α averages stiffness, damping and force
terms. WBZ-α averages the mass terms. Cornwell and Malkus [20] have applied the HHT-α
method to the first-order semi-discrete heat conduction equation. Bazzi and Anderheggen [3]
proposed a method whereby the spectral radius at infinity was directly set as the sole parameter of
the scheme and no coefficient averaging was required. With dissipation, however, it is only O

∆t 
accurate. Several multi-parameter “unified” sets of algorithms have been published (e.g., [44, 71,
102]). Through appropriate choices in the parameters, these authors are able to implement many
of the older methods in addition to new schemes. Hoff and Pahl [44, 45] developed what appears
to be the most all-encompassing such scheme, based on six different parameters. Niemi [71]
developed a set intended directly for the first-order problem. For our purposes, however, the large
multi-parameter families in their most general forms do not offer a clear and direct approach to
the temporal averaging of the nonlinear coefficient matrices. A reasonably complete family of
algorithms that does offer such a clear approach is the generalized-α method proposed by Chung
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algorithm γ αk αm 1st order problem 2nd order problem
box method 12
1
2
1
2 Ablow and Schechter [1]
backward differences 1 0 0 Koh et al. [60]
generalized trapezoidal
  1
2  1  0 0 Sun et al. [86] Newmark [70]
Cornwell and Malkus 12
 α α 0 Cornwell and Malkus [20] HHT-α [42]
WBZ-α 12

α 0 α WBZ-α [101]
Table 2.1: Algorithms included in the generalized-α method. The box method and α methods are
second-order accurate given the γ values as shown. The generalized trapezoidal rule is second-
order accurate only for γ  12 . Backward differences are always first-order accurate.
and Hulbert [18]. The method is a subset of Hoff and Pahl’s [44] six parameter family and can be
seen as a straightforward combination of the WBZ-α and HHT-α algorithms.
2.5 The Generalized-α method
Cornwell and Malkus [20] applied the HHT-α algorithm to the first-order problem. In this method
the semi-discrete equation of motion is discretized with temporal averaging of the stiffness and
force terms,
˜M ˙ i 

1  α  ˜K i  α ˜K i  1 

1  α   i  α  i  1  0  (2.30)
The difference equation is the same as for the generalized trapezoidal rule [48],

i


i  1  ∆t
 

1  γ  ˙ i  1  γ ˙ i   (2.31)
Following Chung and Hulbert’s development of the generalized-α method for second-order equa-
tions, we add temporal averaging of the mass terms and equation 2.30 becomes

1  αm  ˜M ˙ i

αm ˜M ˙ i  1


1  αk  ˜K  i

αk ˜K  i  1


1  αk 

 i  αk

 i  1
 0  (2.32)
The three parameter family of algorithms defined by equations 2.31 and 2.32 defines the generalized-
α method for the first-order semi-discrete problem. Several of the algorithms that can be imple-
mented through appropriate choices for γ, αk, and αm, are summarized in table 2.5.
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2.5.1 Accuracy
As before we analyze the accuracy and stability of the method by studying a single DOF problem

1  αm  y˙i

αmy˙i  1


1  αk  ωyi

αkωyi  1


1  αk  f i  αk f i  1  0  (2.33)
yi  yi  1  ∆t
 

1  γ  y˙i  1  γy˙i   (2.34)
The order of accuracy of the method is determined based on a multi-step (information at possibly
more than just i and i  1), single-stage (only y or y˙ appears, but not both) version of the recursion
relationship defined by equations 2.33 and 2.34. If we write equation 2.33 at time step i, eliminate
y˙i using equation 2.34, and add the result to equation 2.33 written at i  1 and multiplied by
∆t

1  γ  , we find
 

1  αm 
 γω∆t

1  αk   yi
   1  2αm  ω∆t

1  γ  αk
 2γαk   yi  1   αm  ω∆tαk

1  γ 

yi  2
 ∆tγ

1  αk  f i  ∆t

1  γ  αk
 2γαk  f i  1  ∆tαk

1  γ  f i  2  0  (2.35)
The local truncation error, τ, is the error associated with the use of the difference equation 2.35
instead of the exact ordinary differential equation
y˙

t 

ωy

t 
 f  t   0  (2.36)
If y 	 t i


is an exact solution to this ODE at time t i, then the truncation error is defined by [48]
τ

t i  
1
∆t
2
∑
n   0
 
Bny
	
t i  n


 Cn f 	 t i  n



 (2.37)
where Bn and Cn are the coefficients of the yi and f i in equation 2.35. Expanding y and f terms
in Taylor series about t i and then eliminating forcing terms using the exact ODE, equation 2.36,
yields after some algebraic manipulation
τ
	
t i


 ∆t 	 12
 γ  αm

αk


y¨ 	 t i


 O 	 ∆t2


 (2.38)
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Thus, the method is second-order accurate if
γ  αm  αk  12  (2.39)
2.5.2 Stability
Following the same procedure as employed with the box method, the generalized-α method for
first-order problems can be written in amplification matrix form as
 
yi
y˙i

 A
 
yi  1
y˙i  1

(2.40)
where the amplification matrix is defined as
A  1
1  αm 
 γ

1  αk  ω∆t
 


1  αm   γαkω∆t ∆t

1  γ  αm 
 ω  αm


1  γ 

1  αk  ω∆t

(2.41)
The eigenvalues of this matrix are
λ1   2 
1
2   γω∆t

αk
 1   αm  1 
 
2αm  1


1  γ  αk
 2γαk  ω∆t

ω2∆t2 

γ  1  2  αk

αk
 2γ  2  	  2ω∆t   γ  2αm  αk  1 
 1   (2.42)
The method will be stable for all values of ω∆t provided that
αk
 1
2  αm
 1
2  γ 
1
2  (2.43)
Chung and Hulbert [18] suggested a procedure to reduce the scheme to a one parameter
method. Taking the limit as ω∆t   ∞, the eigenvalues of the amplification matrix become
λ∞1   2 
αk
αk
 1

γ  1
γ   (2.44)
Requiring second-order accuracy according to equation 2.39 yields λ∞ as a function of αk and αm
only
λ∞1   2 
	
αk
αk
 1

αk
 αm
 1
2
αk
 αm
 1
2 
 (2.45)
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Figure 2-4: Spectral radii of the generalized-α family algorithms.
Then, by forcing λ∞1  λ∞2 we can determine αk and αm such that the spectral radius at infinity
takes on a specific value
αk

λ∞
λ∞  1
 αm

3λ∞  1
2λ∞  2  (2.46)
This yields a second-order accurate algorithm in which the only parameter is the spectral radius at
infinity, ρ∞.
Spectral radii of some of the algorithms that are included in table 2.5 along with results for
various values of ρ∞ are shown in figure 2-4. Note that taking λ∞     0  1  as the basis for the
spectral radius results in a different set of algorithms than λ∞      1  0

. For ρ∞  1 the only option
is the negative eigenvalue and this results in the box method. A non-dissipative algorithm with
λ∞   1 cannot be achieved. The asymptotically annihilating form of the algorithm is defined by
αk
 0, αm   12 , and γ  1.
The addition of averaging of the mass terms and the αm parameter provides the extra degree
of freedom that we need to control both the accuracy and the stability over the full frequency
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range. Equations 2.39 and 2.42 define a system of three equations and three unknowns. Without
the third parameter, αm, we would still have three equations but only the two unknowns, γ and
αk. The results from Cornwell and Malkus [20] reflect the fact that both λ1 and λ2 cannot be
controlled while maintaining second-order accuracy. This leads to the bifurcations in the spectral
radii, evident in figure 2-4, and at some point an increase in spectral radius with frequency. Their
suggested algorithm is αk  14 , γ

3
4 . Without αm, this is the only possible algorithm that drives the
bifurcation point to ∞. It is the same algorithm that results from setting λ∞   13 in equation 2.46.
2.6 Application to the nonlinear problem
In applying the generalized-α method to the nonlinear problem we must choose the time point at
which we will evaluate ˜M, ˜K, and  . A natural choice, consistent with the practice suggested by
Hughes [49] for nonlinear first-order problems and exemplified by equation 2.29, is provided by
the temporal averaging of terms that is already a part of the method. At time step i equation 2.32
becomes

1  αm  ˜Mi  αm ˙ i

αm ˜Mi  αm ˙ i  1


1  αk  ˜Ki  αk  i

αk ˜Ki  αk  i  1


1  αk 

 i  αk

 i  1
 0  (2.47)
where the averaged coefficient matrices are defined as
˜Mi  αm 

1  αm  ˜Mi

αm ˜Mi  1  and (2.48)
˜Ki  αk 

1  αk  ˜Ki

αk ˜Ki  1  (2.49)
For use with the nonlinear solver described in appendix C, in which the global stiffness and mass
matrices are never explicitly assembled, it is more convenient to expand equation 2.47 as

1  αm  2 ˜Mi ˙ i

αm

1  αm 
 
˜Mi ˙ i  1  ˜Mi  1 ˙ i   αm2 ˜Mi  1 ˙ i  1


1  αk  2 ˜Ki  i

αk

1  αk 
 
˜Ki  i  1  ˜Ki  1  i   αk2 ˜Ki  1  i  1


1  αk 

 i  αk

 i  1
 0  (2.50)
Equation 2.50 represents the temporally and spatially discretized form of the two- or three-
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dimensional cable dynamics equations. The numerical program that implements this discretiza-
tion is described in chapter 3. In chapter 5, this program is used to examine the stability of the
generalized-α method as applied to the nonlinear cable dynamics equations, with particular em-
phasis on appropriate choices for αk , αm, and γ (or λ∞1   2).
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Chapter 3
Implementation of the Numerical
Program
The time integration procedure described in chapter 2 is only one piece of the numerical program
that was developed as part of this thesis. Other important pieces include the boundary conditions
that round out the governing equations to form a fully determined system of equations and the
static solution which serves as the initial condition for the dynamic solution. The entire solution
procedure is diagrammed in figure 3-1. The more interesting blocks are described below. Details
of the nonlinear solution procedure are presented in appendix C. The shooting method solution,
which serves as the initial guess for the static solution, is described in appendix D. The calcula-
tion of coordinate positions is presented in appendix E. Details of the program interface and the
procedure for model and environment description are given by Gobat et al. [35].
3.1 Boundary conditions
As mentioned in the derivation of the semi-discrete equation of motion in chapter 2, the governing
equations provide only N 

n  1  equations for the N unknown DOF at each of the n nodes.
The remaining N equations that are needed to completely determine the solution are provided
by boundary conditions. The procedures for specifying the boundary conditions for the static
and dynamic problems are described separately, below. Note that much of the complexity in the
specification of the static boundary conditions arises from the fact that the coordinate positions of
the boundaries are not explicitly included as dependent variables in the governing equations. For
a discussion about the merits of this formulation see appendix E.
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Figure 3-1: Flowchart of the complete numerical solution procedure. Details are given in the text
and the appendices.
3.1.1 Static problem
For the two-dimensional static problem there are four unknowns at each node (N  4, see ap-
pendix A for details). The most common boundary conditions are based on specifying zero cur-
vature at both ends and applying a known force at the top end. Zero curvature is realistic if the
cable is attached top and bottom with a joint, shackle, or pivot that releases the moment at the
termination. The applied force at the top end comes from environmental and other applied forces
(a tensioning winch for example) on the platform (buoy, ship, drill rig, etc.). The four additional
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equations are
Ω31  0  (3.1)
Ω3n  0  (3.2)
Fx    T

εn  cos φn  Snn sinφn   0  (3.3)
Fy

  T

εn  sin φn  Snn cosφn   0  (3.4)
where Fx and Fy are the applied forces at node n in the global
 
i and
 
j directions, respectively.
In many cases, Fx and Fy are not known directly. For oceanographic surface moorings the
interaction between mooring forces and buoy forces are coupled through the buoy draft. Thus,
Fx and Fy cannot be known before the problem is solved. For offshore applications, the specified
boundary condition is often the position of the platform relative to the anchor and the forces Fx and
Fy are sought as part of the solution. To accommodate these conditions we must iteratively solve
the static problem with consecutively better guesses at the top forces until the desired conditions
are satisfied.
Solving for buoy draft
Vertical and horizontal forces applied by a surface buoy to the cable segment under the buoy are a
function of the buoy draft and the known buoyancy and drag properties of the buoy. The solution
begins with forces calculated from the draft found as part of the initial shooting solution, H 0g . After
solving the full nonlinear equilibrium problem, we then calculate the actual draft, H 0s , for these
forces based on the position of the top node. The absolute error is
e0H
 H0s  H
0
g  (3.5)
To bracket the solution we make a second guess
H1g 

1  µd
e0H

 e0H



H0g  (3.6)
that is some small percentage, µd , above or below the initial guess, depending on the sign of the
error. µd expresses the confidence interval on the initial shooting solution. A value of µd  0  1 is
typically conservative and works well. With the actual solution now bracketed between H 0g and
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H1g , we proceed to use a linear interpolation root finding technique [82] to calculate a final solution.
This root finding procedure forms a second, outer loop of iterations. At each new guessed draft
we must go through a new series of iterations within the nonlinear solution procedure to solve the
problem. The inner loop of iterations calculates the equilibrium position for a given applied static
force based on the current best guess at the draft. The outer iterations continue until the guessed
draft coincides (to within some specified tolerance) with the calculated draft.
Resolving platform position
For the case where we know the position of the upper platform we can use a similar outer loop iter-
ation procedure to change the topside applied force until the top end is brought into that position.
The adjusted applied force at each outer iteration is calculated from
 
Fk   1 
 
Fk  µp

 
X k 
 
X

(3.7)
where
 
Fk and
 
X k are the applied force vector and calculated position of the platform at outer
iteration k, and
 
X is the desired position of the platform. µp is a numerical “stiffness” factor that
can be used to accelerate or slow the procedure. These outer loop iterations continue until the
calculated platform position is within some specified tolerance of the known position. The initial
values for the forces are determined from the shooting method solution which uses this same
procedure to bring the platform to the required coordinates.
A third situation requiring outer iterations arises from the inverse of the platform positioning
problem. In this case, the tension is specified but the horizontal offset of the platform relative
to the anchor is unknown. In this case we must iterate on the angle φ at the top node such that
the specified tension produces forces Fx and Fy such that the platform is on the surface. Like
the solution for buoy draft, we can take advantage of the fact that the initial shooting solution
for φ at the top node should be reasonably accurate. Using that initial solution as the first guess,
the final solution can be bracketed with a second guess that is only some small distance away
from the initial guess. Once φ is bracketed, it can be computed using either bisection or linear
interpolation [82]. Again, the outer iterations proceed until the calculated vertical position of the
platform is within some specified tolerance of the vertical coordinate of the surface.
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3.1.2 Dynamic problem
For the two-dimensional dynamic problem with 6 degrees of freedom per node we need to for-
mulate a total of six boundary conditions at the two ends. Like the static problem, two equations
are provided by releasing moments at the two terminations. At the anchor we simply impose no
motion by setting both normal and tangential velocities to zero. At the top we can impose either
time varying forces or velocities in the two global directions. Velocities are the more common
case, as we are typically interested in the response of the system to a specified environmentally
induced motion of the top of the mooring. In this case, the six boundary equations are
Ω3i1  0  (3.8)
ui1
 0  (3.9)
vi1
 0  (3.10)
Ω3in  0  (3.11)
U if 
	
uin cosφin  vn sinφin 
  0  (3.12)
V if 
	
uin sin φin  vn cosφin 
  0  (3.13)
where U if and V if are the specified velocities at time step i in the global vertical and horizontal
directions, respectively.
Velocities are typically specified in one of three ways. The first case is a regular motion
specified as displacements in the two global directions
xif  Ax sin
	
ωxt
i  ψx


 (3.14)
yif  Ay sin
	
ωyt
i  ψy


 (3.15)
The velocities for this case are
U if  Axωx cos
	
ωxt
i  ψx


 (3.16)
V if  Ayωy cos
	
ωyt
i  ψy


 (3.17)
where Ax   y, ωx   y, and ψx   y define the amplitude, period, and relative phase of the displacements in
the two directions, respectively.
Secondly, we may specify a random motion profile for a given sea state by breaking the spec-
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trum into a summation of individual frequency components with separate amplitudes and random
phases [29]. For example, a Bretschneider spectrum, specified with a modal frequency, ωm, and
significant height, Hs,
S

ω  
1  25
4
ω4m
ω5
H2s e
 1   25

ωm
ω 
4
(3.18)
can be discretized over m frequencies, ωk, with a spacing of ∆ω. The amplitude of the kth compo-
nent is
Ak  2S

ωk  ∆ω  (3.19)
The displacement is the sum of all the discrete components
Ai 
m
∑
k   1
Ak sin
	
t i
 ψk


 (3.20)
The random phases, ψk, are generated as uniform random numbers on the interval    pi  pi  . The
total velocity is
U if 
m
∑
k   1
Akωk cos
	
ωkt
i  ψk


 (3.21)
This procedure is not limited to spectra which are known analytically. It can easily be applied to
wave spectra derived from field data gathered by such instruments as wave-following buoys and
acoustic doppler current profilers.
Finally, for model validation purposes it is often convenient to impose an entire time series
of motion onto the top of the mooring. These time series might be the integrated motions from
accelerometer data that were recorded during storm events. Given the known platform motion
we can compare model predicted tensions to those actually recorded in the field. The velocity
record necessary for this application can either be numerically integrated from acceleration or
numerically differentiated from displacements, depending on the available data. If the velocity
record consists of discretely sampled points, U ke , with a spacing between points of ∆tv then the
velocity at time step i is interpolated by
U if 

U k   1e  U ke



t i
∆tv
 k  1

 U ke  (3.22)
where k defines the appropriate index into the zero-offset velocity record,
k  int 
 t
i
∆tv

 1  (3.23)
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3.2 Bottom interaction
Following the same basic approach as Webster [99], the unilateral boundary condition at the sea
floor is modeled as an elastic foundation with linear stiffness and damping properties. Given the
vertical coordinate of the bottom, which may vary with horizontal position, xbottom

y  , the bottom
exerts a force on node j if x j  xbottom

y j  . For both static and dynamic problems the force is
defined as
Fb  k

 x j


 (3.24)
where k is the stiffness per unit length of the bottom. In static problems the force is constrained
so that Fb

w0. The force is always assumed to act in the global vertical direction and as such
can be treated simply as a modification to the wet weight, w0, in the governing equations. In the
dynamic problem we also add a damping force,
Fd   bv j  (3.25)
where b is the dashpot constant of the bottom and v j is the normal velocity of node j.
One of the disadvantages of this approach is that appropriate values for k and b are difficult to
calculate without extensive field and laboratory experimental testing of soils. For most problems,
however, the gross response of the system is largely insensitive to the choice of values. Typically,
we specify k as the fraction of the line wet weight that will be supported with a deflection equal to
one diameter. A non-dimensional form of the stiffness, ˜k, can be defined as that fraction,
˜k  kd
w0
 (3.26)
The damping constant b is calculated from a specified value of a damping ratio, ζ. Given ζ,
the mass plus added mass of the grounded line, m  ma, and the natural frequency of the elastic
foundation/cable system, ωn, the damping constant is [92]
b  2ζ  m  ma  ωn  (3.27)
The natural frequency of the system is calculated as
ωn

 k
m

ma
 (3.28)
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A damping ratio of 0.5 is typically sufficient to eliminate any spurious high frequency effects that
result from the line impacting the bottom without significantly affecting overall system response.
The advantages to this treatment of the bottom are the simplicity with which it can be imple-
mented and the generality which it allows. The approach places no restrictions on the number
of touchdown points or where and how those points move during the dynamic problem because
the entire mooring, including grounded line, is always “in play”. This contrasts with approaches
which may track a single touchdown point, adding or removing line from the problem to calculate
a dynamic response only for line that is instantaneously above that point. The implementation
described above has no difficulty handling cases in which positively buoyant portions of the line
float above the bottom between heavier portions of line which remain on the bottom or in which a
traveling wave of ungrounded line moves along a portion of grounded line.
3.3 Refinement of the spatial discretization
In many moorings with low flexural stiffness, the half grid spatial discretization can lead to unde-
sirable spatial oscillations in the solution. This phenomenon can be easily understood by consid-
ering the equation relating shear force to curvature,
EI
∂Ω3
∂s
 Sn

1  ε  3  0  (3.29)
For a static solution this equation is discretized as
2EI 
Ω3 j  Ω3 j  1
∆s j

 Sn j

1  ε j  3
 Sn j  1

1  ε j  1  3  0  (3.30)
If EI   0 and ε
   
1 as is typical, the only solution (barring ∆s j  0) is Sn j    Sn j  1. If  Sn   0,
the shear force will oscillate about zero from one node to the next. This error is particularly
manifest in areas of high curvature and at the boundaries. The problem can be minimized by
increasing the density of the spatial mesh [10].
Without a priori knowledge of the static solution the most easily applied spatial discretization
is uniform,
∆s j 
L
n  1
 (3.31)
where L is the length of the cable segment and n is the number of nodes used in the discretiza-
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tion. Unfortunately, a uniform mesh with small ∆s to reduce spatial oscillations can require large
numbers of nodes. An alternative is to make the mesh finer only in problem areas: areas of high
curvature and at the boundaries. To automate this allocation of nodes we can develop a procedure
such that given a static solution based on a uniform mesh, we can optimize the mesh in some
sense and then recalculate the static solution to take advantage of the refinement. The procedure
outlined below is based on that described by Eggleton [27]. It is worth noting that Press et al. [82]
describe a procedure, also based on Eggleton’s approach, that adaptively refines the mesh as part
of the nonlinear solution procedure. That procedure had significant problems with convergence
when applied to the geometrically nonlinear problems considered here. It also requires that three
equations and additional dependent variables be added into the problem.
The approach to mesh refinement can be understood by considering a minimization of the sum
given by
n
∑
j   2
  cw

Ω3

s j   Ω3

s j  1  


s j  s j  1  
2
 (3.32)
The s j coordinates of the n nodes are unknown, but from our previous static solution we can
provide a good estimate of Ω3

s  for any value of s. The first term in the sum will keep nodes
close together in areas of high variability in Ω3. The second term will keep nodes from getting
too far apart in areas with low variability in Ω3. cw is a constant that controls the weighting used
to place nodes with respect to the two effects. cw   1 will result in a large proportion of the n
available nodes being used in areas of high curvature with large spacing between the remaining
nodes in other regions of the system. In contrast, cw
   
1 results in a nearly uniform mesh, with
little emphasis placed on refining mesh density in high curvature regions.
Minimizing equation 3.32 requires that we solve an n degree of freedom nonlinear least
squares problem. Alternatively, we can approximate the sum as an integral and cast the mini-
mization as a variational problem. If we define the mesh control function
f  s   cwΩ3

s 

s  (3.33)
then equation 3.32 is simply
n
∑
j   2
  f  s j   f

s j  1   2  (3.34)
Without affecting the solution of the minimization problem we can introduce a new independent
variable, q, that varies uniformly throughout the mesh (∆q is a constant) and rewrite the summation
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as
n
∑
j   2

f  s j   f

s j  1 
s j  s j  1

2 
s j  s j  1  2
∆q  (3.35)
We can approximate this sum as the integral given by
  L
0

d f
ds 
2 ds
dqds 

  L
0
 cw
dΩ3
ds
 1 
2 ds
dqds  (3.36)
The integral form can now be minimized by solving the variational problem
δ
  L
0
 
cwΩ
 
s

s 
 1  2
ds
dqds
 0  (3.37)
In writing equation 3.37 we have substituted a normalized estimate of the curvature gradient, Ω
 
s,
for the spatial derivative of Ω3. Ω
 
s is defined as
Ω
 
s j


 Ω3 j  Ω3 j  1


max

Ω3k  Ω3k  1 
 k  1    n  1  (3.38)
This formulation normalizes the curvature to have a maximum value of one and a lower bound at
zero. cw can then be interpreted as the mesh density weight for curvature effects, relative to unity.
The solution to the variational problem in equation 3.37 can be written as [21, 27]
ds
dq

β
cwΩ
 
s
 1
 (3.39)
where β is a constant to be determined. Equation 3.39 is a boundary value problem for s with
boundary conditions s  0 at q  0 and s  L at q  L. We use the shooting method [82] and
bisection to determine β such that all boundary conditions are satisfied. Bounds on β can be
derived by considering the extreme cases Ω
 
s

s   0 and Ω
 
s

s   1; both conditions lead to a
uniform mesh,
Ω
 
s

s   0   dsdq
 1   βmin  1  (3.40)
Ω
 
s

s   1  
ds
dq
 1   βmax  1  cw  (3.41)
With each trial β, we integrate from q  0 to q  L using fourth order Runge-Kutta integration. The
error function for the bisection is simply s

q  L   L, i.e., the difference between the integrated s
coordinate of node n and its known coordinate, sn  L.
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The final step in the process it to recalculate the static solution on the refined mesh. With some
care, it is possible to minimize the computational expense associated with outer iterations during
this second solution because the solution for the unknown boundary conditions is unlikely to vary
significantly from the uniform mesh solution to the refined mesh solution.
3.4 Adaptive time-stepping
The stability analysis of the generalized-α method that was presented in chapter 2 can be strictly
applied only to a linear form of the problem. In the nonlinear case the method cannot guarantee
stability because the nonlinear solution procedure at each time step is not unconditionally con-
vergent. Because the nonlinear solver uses the result from the previous time step as the initial
guess at the solution for the current time step, the solution may not converge if those two solutions
are significantly different. For this reason, there are limits to the maximum allowable time step
that can successfully be used to propagate the solution in time without giving rise to numerical
instabilities.
Typically, we choose a value of ∆t based on factors such as the accurate resolution of the
physics in the problem and the desired sampling rate of the numerical solution. Depending on the
particular problem this value of ∆t may not be small enough to avoid numerical instabilities that
arise over the course of the simulation. This situation is common in cases where the cable goes
slack for brief periods of time or when there is rapid lifting and lowering of cable to and from the
bottom. A procedure for avoiding the numerical problems in these cases, without modifying the
baseline time step for the whole problem, is adaptive time-stepping.
The adaptive time-stepping procedure that is implemented here is relatively simple. If an
instability arises the time step will be reduced automatically to try to get through that portion
of the simulation. At each time step where the baseline time increment is not small enough to
accurately propagate the solution, ∆t is reduced by a factor of ten. The solution then proceeds
through ten steps at the smaller increment. The reduction can be recursive, with a practical limit
set as four orders of magnitude below the base value of ∆t. If the nonlinear solver fails even at this
lowest increment, the solution is aborted. This procedure has the advantage that the simulation
always produces results on the originally requested sampling grid.
Adaptive time-stepping is only of limited usefulness, however, without some care being taken
in the choice of a baseline time increment. If the algorithm is deciding that it needs a smaller time
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increment at every step then it would be faster to have set a smaller time step in the first place.
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Chapter 4
Description of the Field Experiment
Numerical studies of complex mechanical systems, like the geometrically compliant moorings
considered in this thesis, have the advantages that they place few constraints on the system under
study and that they are relatively inexpensive to conduct. In contrast, experimental efforts are
limited by practical and cost considerations. Nevertheless, a numerical study alone is seldom able
to paint a complete picture of the physics that govern the responses of these kinds of systems.
For this reason, both a field and a laboratory experiment were conducted as part of this thesis to
provide an added level of detail and confidence. The field experiment described in this chapter of-
fered the chance to collect full scale data that reflect a response to real environmental conditions.
The results from the experiment are used in chapter 5 as part of the validation of the numerical
program and in chapter 6, along with simulation results, to analyze the dynamic response of moor-
ing systems. The laboratory experiments described in chapter 7 provide higher spatio-temporal
resolution under more controlled conditions. These advantages facilitate the detailed analysis of
the bottom interaction described in that chapter.
4.1 Location and climatology
The Shallow Water Engineering Experiment (SWEX) was conducted at an area known as the
WHOI Buoy Farm. This is a one km2 area approximately 40 km southwest of Woods Hole, Mas-
sachusetts or 18 km southwest of Gay Head on the island of Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts.
The site location within Rhode Island Sound is shown in figure 4-1. The locations of the moorings
within the Buoy Farm are shown in figure 4-2. Nominal water depth at the site is 42 m.
The experiment was deployed on 5 December 1998 and recovered on 20 January 1999 to
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Figure 4-1: Geographic map of field experiment site. The star marks the WHOI Buoy Farm. The
base GPS receiver station was located at the Gay Head lighthouse on the southwestern most tip of
Martha’s Vineyard, marked by the black square. The Buzzards Bay tower is marked by the black
circle.
coincide with a portion of the winter storm season. As shown in figure 4-1 the site is exposed with
significant fetch to wind and storms from the south, southeast, and to a more limited degree the
southwest. There is much less exposure to significant storms from the north and northeast due to
limited fetch. Based on climatological records from the nearby Buzzards Bay C-MAN tower, the
dominant winds blow from the southwest during this period. Figure 4-3 shows the hourly averaged
wind records from the Buzzards Bay tower during the experiment. Through December and January
the average wind direction was 224   (southwest) and average wind speed was 18.3 knots. There
were several large storm events, however, with winds from the southeast. The largest of these
occurred on 3 January 1999, with peak sustained winds of 50 knots.
4.2 Mooring hardware
The primary experimental mooring was an all chain catenary mooring. The mooring design is
shown in figure 4-4. The system consisted of 80 m of 12 -inch galvanized steel trawler chain, broken
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Figure 4-2: Location of the experimental moorings within the Buoy Farm during SWEX. Surf
= surface mooring, ST = Seatex waverider buoy. The 600 kHz ADCP was located in a bottom
mounted tripod that was on the groundline between SSB and SSB P/U. Dashed circles indicate the
approximate watch circle of each mooring. A,B,C, and D mark the four corner guard buoys that
delimit the Buoy Farm. Other markers indicate additional experiments and fishing floats that were
deployed at the Buoy Farm during the field experiments.
only by three inline accelerometer instruments (AxPacks). The AxPacks were hose clamped onto
stainless steel strongbacks and the strongbacks were shackled between shots of the chain. The
surface buoy was a cylindrical block of Surlyn foam 1.27 m in diameter and 0.75 m high. An
instrument well extended through the middle of the buoy and 1.4 m beyond the bottom of the foam.
The well is approximately 24 cm in diameter. The properties for all of the mooring components
are summarized in table 4.1.
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Figure 4-3: Winds during the field deployment. The data are hourly averaged results
from the Buzzards Bay C-MAN tower maintained by the National Data Buoy Center
(http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov). Shaded areas indicate dates where all channels (dark) or just the
y accelerometer channel (light) of the surface buoy instrument had significant data errors.
4.3 Instrumentation
4.3.1 Engineering instrumentation
Mooring line instrumentation
The mooring chain was instrumented with three AxPack self-contained accelerometer instruments
as shown in figure 4-4. They were located so as to span the region of high curvature near the touch-
down point over the range of currents that were expected at the site. The lowest instrument was
placed so that it would be approximately 3 m off the bottom at the lowest tide and slack current.
The data indicate that it probably did hit the bottom at various times during the deployment.
Each AxPack consists of Tattletale Model 8 microcontroller (with eight channels of 12-bit
A/D) from Onset instruments mated to a Persistor CF8 compact flash board (with a 24 MB com-
pact flash card) from Peripheral Issues. The accelerometer is a Summit Instruments model 34103A
triaxial accelerometer with a 0 - 5V output scale over the range  1  5G. The primary advantage to
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Figure 4-4: Schematic of the surface mooring used in the field experiments.
material length (m) m (kg/m) w0 (N/m) EA (N)
1
2 -inch chain 3.73 31.85 6  4  10
7
AxPack 0.76 10.02 70.82 8  0  107
shackle/ring/shackle 0.22 16.22 81.23 8  0  107
Table 4.1: Properties of the components used in the experimental mooring. AxPack properties
include two 58 -inch chain shackles and a
3
4 -inch pear ring at each end of the strongback. The axial
stiffness of components that include a shackle are based on the stiffness of a shackle.
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these accelerometers is that they are completely self-contained. Given a single  5V power supply
they produce an amplified and filtered 0 - 5V signal. The internal filter is a single pole Butterworth
filter with the 3 dB point at 4.6 Hz. The accelerometer is packaged in a small cube less than 2.5 cm
on a side. Power is provided by three 3.6V lithium C cells (manufactured by Tadiran). All power
conditioning is done on board the Tattletale.
The sample rate throughout the experiment was 10 Hz. The AxPack accelerometers were sam-
pled for 20 minutes beginning on the hour at 0800, 1600, and 0000 hours localtime. Because there
is no communication between the instruments during the experiment, each unit carries a separate
battery backed real time clock (Dallas Semiconductor DS1302). These clocks were synchronized
using an electronic trigger pulse prior to deployment. The crystals for these clock chips appear
to have been cut from the same batch and exhibit similar drift characteristics, with each AxPack
losing approximately 50 seconds in 30 days. These clocks retain the real time in case of a fault
and reset in the Tattletale.
The electronics and accelerometer are secured into a machined aluminum rack and together
with the batteries sealed into delrin pressure cases. The pressure cases are 21 cm long and 7.5 cm
in diameter. A photo of the assembled and unassembled AxPack components is shown in figure 4-
5. The driving factor in the AxPack design was to keep the size, mass, and wet weight of the units
as consistent as possible with the rest of the mooring. However, on their strongbacks and taking
into account the shackle/ring/shackle assemblies that are required to attach the AxPack inline with
the rest of the mooring, the AxPacks have approximately twice the mass and wet weight per length
of the 12 -inch trawler chain.
Buoy instrumentation
The buoy was instrumented with a six axis motion package: triaxial linear acceleration (Columbia
Research Laboratories model SA-307-TX) and three Systron Donner single axis gyro rate chips.
The instruments were controlled and logged (at 12-bit resolution) by a Tattletale Model 6F con-
troller. The surface package also included a Precision Navigation TCM2 electronic compass mod-
ule. The digital signal from the compass was converted to an analog signal using the onboard
8-bit digital to analog converter. This analog signal was then sampled by the Tattletale for log-
ging, providing 256 levels of heading around the 360   of the compass in the final dataset. The
connection to the mooring chain was made through a 5000 pound capacity load cell. The load
cell was also sampled by the Tattletale. All of these instruments were sampled at 12.5 Hz (though
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Figure 4-5: AxPack strongback, pressure case, and electronics.
the effective update rate of the compass is only 1 Hz) three times a day for twenty minutes. Due
to a programming error prior to deployment, the start time of each sample was delayed by five
minutes relative to the AxPack sample periods; the three sample periods began at 0805, 1605,
and 0005 localtime. No attempt was made to synchronize the surface instrument clock with the
AxPacks beyond setting them within approximately one second of each other before sealing the
instruments.
All of the instruments performed well for the first three weeks of the deployment. Data from
the surface buoy instruments had significant drop-outs and obvious signal problems from 27 De-
cember through 31 December. After 31 December, the y accelerometer signal (one of the hor-
izontal axes) was always bad, but the other channels appeared to be problem free. During a
post-deployment analysis it was determined that the multiplexer channel for the y accelerometer
had failed. Our speculation is that while it was in the process of failing it caused problems with
the other channels, but that once it had failed completely, the remaining channels were unaffected.
GPS instrument
The surface buoy also contained a GPS (global positioning system) receiver. The motivation for
including this instrument was to verify the quasi-static position of the buoy within its watch circle.
From the ship’s GPS during deployment we knew the location of the anchor to within several
meters. By recording GPS signals at the buoy and at a non-moving base station located at the Gay
Head lighthouse on the island of Martha’s Vineyard (figure 4-1) we hoped to resolve the motions
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of the buoy to within better than one meter [24]. The GPS receivers were Canadian Marconi
Allstar units with 1 Hz position, velocity, and time output and 1 Hz carrier phase output. On
the buoy the GPS receiver was controlled by a Tattletale Model 8 with logging to a Peripheral
Issues Persistor AT8 with a 175 MB flash card. The base station GPS receiver was controlled
by a standard PC. Unfortunately, the remote receiver failed. We feel confident, however, that the
technique can provide an interesting and valuable dataset and thus the system will be redeployed
on a future engineering test deployment.
4.3.2 Environmental instrumentation
In order to quantify the environmental forcing on the surface mooring, both waves and current
were measured during the deployment. Current was measured using two acoustic doppler current
profilers (ADCPs): a 600 kHz unit mounted in a tripod on the sea floor and a 1200 kHz unit
mounted on top of a subsurface buoy that was tethered at 13 m depth. Directional wave spectra
were measured by a Seatex Wavescan buoy (Seatex A/S). This buoy is moored such that it has
a significant portion of its tether floating on the surface. This allows it to respond freely to the
incident waves in heave, pitch, and roll. The motion of the buoy is measured using a six axis
Hippy unit.
As part of a separate effort, the Wavescan data will be compared with the ADCP data to test
the ability of the ADCP to resolve directional wave spectra. This comparison required relatively
high frequency sampling of the ADCP. The ping rate was 3 Hz, with the velocity results averaged
and stored at 1 Hz (i.e., each 1 Hz current sample represents the average current result from three
pings over the previous second). The current data is provided as a profile, with 75 cm between
depth bins on the 600 kHz unit and 25 cm between bins on the 1200 kHz unit. Accounting for
the tripod height above the bottom, the first current point is 1.95 m above the bottom. An overly
conservative number of bins was used so that the last bin always fell beyond the surface. The
ADCPs were sampled for 40 minutes (600 kHZ) and 26 minutes (1200 kHz) three times per day
(0800, 1600, 0000).
4.3.3 Data telemetry
All of the instruments stored their data locally. The Wavescan buoy and the surface buoy both
had ARGOS satellite transmitters that were used for location purposes only. This allowed remote
monitoring of the location of the buoys to ensure that they had not failed and gone adrift.
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4.4 Data processing
All accelerometer and gyro calibrations were performed using manufacturer supplied calibration
coefficients. The validity of the accelerometer calibrations was verified both before and after the
deployment through a check of each instrument’s outputs in a variety of tilted positions. The
5000 pound load cell was sent to the manufacturer for a recalibration immediately prior to the
experiment.
The motion of the buoy in earth referenced coordinates was computed using the approach out-
lined by Edson et al. [25]. In this procedure, the orientation of the local coordinate system is
computed using a complementary filter in which the high frequency signal from the rate gyros is
combined with low frequency tilt and heading information derived from the horizontal accelerom-
eters and the compass.1 The result of the complementary filter is a time series of buoy orientation
which can be used to transform the recorded accelerometer signals into east, north, and vertical
components. These earth referenced accelerations are then integrated into velocity and displace-
ment, with a highpass filter at each step to remove any low frequency (greater than 30 second
period) drift.
For use with the numerical model it is convenient to determine an approximate orientation
for the plane of the mooring and to project wind, current, and motion vectors into a coordinate
system oriented with this plane. This approximation and projection allows us to apply forcing data
derived from the three-dimensional experimental results in two-dimensional model simulations.
Definitions for the procedure are shown in figure 4-6. We determine the direction of the plane of
the mooring by considering the net force due to wind and current on the buoy only. We neglect
for now any current drag on the chain because the currents tended to decay sharply away from the
surface and thus drag forces on the chain were much smaller than the forces on the buoy due to
current and wind. For a current profile
 
V

z  with magnitude and direction at the surface VH and
θH , and wind with speed W and direction θw, the north and east components of the force, Fn and
Fe, are
 
Fn
Fe


 
cosθH cos θw
sinθH sinθw

 
1
2 ρSbCdbV 2H
1
2 ρairSwCdwW 2

 (4.1)
1 Results after 27 December 1998 were processed with the assumption that the low frequency y accelerometer signal
was identically zero, i.e., that there was no systematic tilt in that direction. The assumption is easily justified given
the near zero mean y accelerometer signals prior to 27 December and it allowed us to compute an estimate of the
vertical motion even after the loss of the y accelerometer. Motions in the horizontal plane (east and north) were not
computed for data after 27 December.
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Figure 4-6: Definitions for the procedure to determine the approximate two-dimensional plane of
the mooring.
where Sw, Cdw, Sb and Cdb are the projected area and drag coefficient above and below the buoy
waterline, respectively. The resultant effective direction of the plane of the mooring is
θeff  tan  1


Fe
Fn

 (4.2)
Given the effective plane determined by θeff, we seek effective values of the wind, Weff, and
current profiles, Veff

z  , which yield the same level of force as the true forces projected onto the
effective plane
Fc cos

θeff  θ

z    12 ρSbCdbVeff

z  2  (4.3)
Fw cos

θeff  θw   12 ρairSwCdwW
2
eff  (4.4)
Taking care of signs, we define the effective current and wind in this plane as
Veff

z   sign   cos

θeff  θ

z  

V

z  

cos

θeff  θ

z  

 (4.5)
Weff  sign   cos

θeff  θw   W   cos

θeff  θw    (4.6)
The north and east components of the buoy motion, Xn

t  and Xe

t  , respectively, are converted
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into in-plane and out-of-plane components according to
Xip  Xn cosθeff
 Xe sinθeff  (4.7)
Xop   Xn sinθeff
 Xe cos θeff  (4.8)
Because the average water depth of 42 m was near the maximum range of the 600 kHz unit,
the data from the 1200 kHz unit appear to be more accurate near the surface. As the near surface
currents (along with the wind) dominate the steady-state response of the mooring, the profiles,
 
V

z  , used in the procedure outlined above are based on data from the 1200 kHz instrument, with
extrapolated values below 13 m depth. While both instruments recorded three ping ensembles at
1 Hz, only temporally averaged profiles (over the 26 minute length of each sample period) were
used.
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Chapter 5
Validation and Parameterization of the
Numerical Program
The numerical model described in chapters 2 and 3 and appendices C through E was validated
using the data collected during the full scale field experiment and by comparison with two hang-
ing chain problems with known solutions. The first step in the validation is to characterize those
aspects of the model which are purely numerical, particularly the time integration and mesh re-
finement parameters. We do this by comparing simulation results to a known solution. This allows
us to establish reasonable values for the numerical parameters which are then used in the compar-
ison of model results with experimental results in order to establish the ability of the numerical
program to accurately predict dynamic response under a variety of forcing conditions.
5.1 Response of a hanging chain
Figure 5-1 depicts the hanging chain system used for the first part of the validation. Two cases will
be considered. In the first case we apply a very small initial displacement to the chain and then at
time t  0, release it. The dynamic response of the chain for t  0 can be calculated analytically
for the small motions that result. In the second case we impose a sinusoidally varying horizontal
displacement to the top of the chain and analyze the forced response. This latter problem was
studied both numerically and experimentally by Howell [46].
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5.1.1 Free response to an initial displacement
For small motions and an inextensible chain, the equation of motion for the chain can be written
as
m
∂2q
∂t2

∂
∂s
 mgs
∂q
∂s   (5.1)
Assuming a harmonic solution of the form
q

s  t   q

s    Acosωt  Bsinωt

(5.2)
the mode shapes, q

s  , are [97]
q

s   c1J0

 2ω  s
g 

c2Y0

 2ω  s
g 
 (5.3)
The requirement that the solution be finite at s  0 leads to the elimination of the Y0 term and the
requirement that q

L   0 leads to the natural frequencies, ω. They are given by the roots of
J0

2ω L
g 
 0  (5.4)
The complete response is the sum of the response in each mode
q

s  t  
∞
∑
n   1
J0

 2ωn

s
g 
 An cosωt
 Bn sinωt   (5.5)
The coefficients An and Bn are determined from the initial displacement, q0

s  , and velocity,
q˙0

s  . Given q˙0

s   0, we can immediately determine that Bn  0. To determine An we first write
q

s  0  
∞
∑
n   1
AnJ0

 2ωn

s
g 
 q0

s   (5.6)
Multiplying both sides by J0

2ωn
 
s
g  , integrating from s
 0 to s  L, and making use of the
fact that
  L
0
J0

 2ωn

s
g 
J0

 2ωm

s
g 
ds  0  for n  m  (5.7)
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yields the following equation for An,
An 
L
 
0
q0

s  J0

2ωn
 
s
g  ds
L
 
0
J20

2ωn
 
s
g  ds
 (5.8)
For comparison with simulation results, the analytic solu-
q
s
Q(t)
Figure 5-1: Definitions for the
hanging chains problems.
tion was computed for a chain released from an initial cate-
nary configuration. For simplicity all of the model parameters
(mass per length, gravity, length) were set to unity. The hor-
izontal force applied at s  0 to create the initial deflection
was set to 0.001. For simulation results EI was set to 10  6
and EA to 109. All of the integrals were computed using the
trapezoidal rule with 10000 panels. A 400 second time se-
ries of the response at the free end was constructed using the
first 20 modes of the analytic solution. The analytic result was
sampled at 20 Hz; the natural frequency for mode 20 is approximately 5 Hz.
Because the primary distinction amongst the various algorithms contained within the the
generalized-α method is the amount of numerical damping, all results are compared in the fre-
quency domain. For each 400 second time series, power spectra of the response at the free end
were computed using non-overlapping 256 point FFTs. As an example, figure 5-2 shows the power
spectra for the analytic solution and for a numerical solution with λ∞1   2  12 , ∆t  0  01 s, and 50
nodes. The circle and square markers indicate the spectral peaks as computed using a crude peak
detection algorithm. In subsequent results only the peaks are plotted.
Figure 5-3 shows a comparison between the analytic solution and numerical solutions for six
different parameterizations of the generalized-α method. At this time step, ∆t  0  01 s, most of
the algorithms are accurate out to the fifth or sixth mode. The notable exception is the first-order
accurate backward differences, which substantially underestimates the response even in the first
mode. All of the algorithms show a marked fall off from the analytic solution at higher frequencies,
with the solutions for λ∞1   2  0 showing the most decay and the trapezoidal rule appearing to be
the most accurate.
In figure 2-4, the numerical damping of the various algorithms varies with the product ω∆t.
The idea that we should see less numerical damping at a fixed frequency with a decrease in ∆t
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Figure 5-2: Power spectral density of the response of the free end of the chain for the analytic
solution and for a numerical solution with λ∞1   2  12 , ∆t  0  01 s, and n  50.
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Figure 5-3: Power spectra peaks of the response of the free end of the chain for the analytic
solution and for six variants of the generalized-α method with ∆t  0  01s, and n  50.
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Figure 5-4: Power spectra peaks of the response of the free end of the chain for the analytic
solution and for six variants of the generalized-α method with ∆t  0  001s, and n  50.
is illustrated in figure 5-4 which shows the same results comparison as in figure 5-3 for a time
step of ∆t  0  001 s. At this time step most algorithms are accurate out to the tenth mode. Only
backward differences, which due to its first-order accuracy is again a poor solution even at very
low frequencies, and λ∞1   2  0 (which like backward differences is asymptotically annihilating) are
worse than this.
That the other algorithms, with their varying levels of dissipation, have converged to the same
solution suggests that the remaining error is not due to numerical dissipation. Figure 5-5 shows
the comparison for four cases with λ∞1   2   12 and ∆t  0  001 s, with a varying number of nodes.
As the node density is increased, the numerical model is better able to resolve the mode shapes
associated with the higher frequencies. At n  800, the numerical solution is in agreement with
the analytic solution over the full range of the analytically computed response.
These results demonstrate that the ability of the model to accurately resolve high frequency
response is dependent on temporal and spatial discretizations and on the numerical dissipation
for a given algorithm. Given sufficient temporal and spatial resolution, all forms of the algorithm
appear ultimately capable of accurately calculating the free response of the swinging chain. Based
on its better accuracy at the larger time step, the best choice of algorithm for this problem appears
to be the trapezoidal rule. As will be demonstrated, however, this may not always be the case,
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Figure 5-5: Power spectra peaks of the response of the free end of the chain for the analytic
solution and for λ∞1   2  12 , ∆t  0  001 s, with n  50  200  400  800. Note that the y axis scaling
has changed from previous power spectra plots.
particularly in cases where numerical instabilities arise.
5.1.2 Forced response to an imposed motion
Two-dimensional simulations
The second hanging chain problem that we consider is the case studied by Howell [46]. In this
problem, a 1.75 m long chain is suspended from an actuator which imposes a sinusoidally vary-
ing horizontal displacement, Q  t  , to the top of the chain (see figure 2-1). There is no analytic
solution for this problem so we will compare numerical solution results to snapshots of the chain
configuration derived from experiments conducted by Howell. Figure 5-6 shows the configuration
of the lower portion of the chain from 3.43 s to 3.46 s for six different algorithms, all with n  100
and ∆t  0  01 s. Howell observed that the free end of the chain intersects the chain above it at
approximately 3.4 seconds. The box method and trapezoidal rule most closely match this result,
with intersection occurring by the 3.43 second mark. For the other algorithms, the delay in inter-
section is proportional to the amount of numerical dissipation in the algorithm. The solution for
backward differences is again the worst; the chain never intersects itself. Likewise for λ∞1   2  0,
though it comes closer to doing so. For λ∞1   2   0  7, intersection actually happens at 3.47 seconds
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Figure 5-6: Snapshots of the chain configuration near the time of expected intersection for six
variants of the generalized-α method.
and for λ∞1   2  0  5, at 3.5 seconds.
The situation changes somewhat if we consider the effect of temporal and spatial discretiza-
tion. Figure 5-7 shows the same time points for versions of the box method with n  100  200
and ∆t  0  01  0  001  0  0001 s. In this case we see that increasing the number of nodes does not
significantly effect the solution, suggesting that n  100 is adequate to accurately capture the re-
sponse. An increase in temporal resolution, however, from ∆t  0  01 s to ∆t  0  001 s, leads to a
delay in the crossover to approximately 3.46 seconds. The result at the even smaller ∆t  0  0001 s
confirms that the solution has converged at these smaller time steps. Figure 5-8 shows this same
behavior for the trapezoidal rule. The only notable difference between trapezoidal rule and box
method solutions is the better smoothness of the trapezoidal rule solutions at ∆t  0  01 s.
Similar results for λ∞1   2   0  5 are shown in figure 5-9. In this case, the solution at ∆t 
0  001 s has not quite converged to the solutions from the trapezoidal rule and the box method at
the 3.46 second point. The solutions for ∆t  0  0001 s are in good agreement with the similar
solutions in figures 5-7 and 5-8. A notable difference in the solutions for the various algorithms
does appear in the half second (solutions were only run for four seconds) following intersection.
Both trapezoidal rule and box method solutions required significant adaptation of time step to
get through the collapse of the lower portion of the chain following the crossover. The enhanced
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Figure 5-7: Snapshots of the chain configuration near the time of expected intersection for the box
method with different spatial and temporal discretizations.
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Figure 5-8: Snapshots of the chain configuration near the time of expected intersection for the
trapezoidal rule with different spatial and temporal discretizations.
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Figure 5-9: Snapshots of the chain configuration near the time of expected intersection for λ∞1   2 
 1
2 with different spatial and temporal discretizations.
stability of solutions with λ∞1   2   0  5 allowed for a smooth numerical solution in this region,
with no or very little adaptation. Without experimental verification, however, we cannot say if this
numerically more easily obtained solution is accurate.
The basic accuracy of the solutions from all of the algorithms can be verified by comparison
with Howell’s [46] data for the chain configuration prior to intersection. The data points were
recovered graphically from digitized versions of the hardcopy plots. Because the original plots
did not contain absolute offset information for the points, the experimental points were aligned
with the simulation snapshots by matching the first experimental point with the free end of the
chain. The comparison for the lower half of the chain is shown in figure 5-10. The simulation
results are for λ∞1   2   0  5 with ∆t  0  0001 s and n  200. At this temporal and spatial resolution
the solutions from all of the second-order accurate algorithms were essentially identical. The
results at all three time points show good agreement. The comparison at t  3  07 s improves with
a slight adjustment to the horizontal offsets that were applied.
These results are in agreement with the observations drawn from the free response problem.
At sufficiently small time steps and adequate spatial resolution, all three algorithms: box method,
trapezoidal rule, and λ∞1   2    0  5, provide accurate solutions. Trapezoidal rule is the best choice
in terms of the computational costs of accuracy, where cost is measured simply in terms of time
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Figure 5-10: Comparison of simulation and experimental results from Howell [46], figure 5.29.
Simulation results are for λ∞1   2   0  5 with ∆t  0  0001 s and n  200.
step. As indicated, however, in regions where the solution becomes numerically unstable some
numerical dissipation may be necessary to obtain a solution. This suggests a trade-off between
optimizing the time step for accuracy and optimizing the algorithm for stability.
Three-dimensional simulations
In order to further explore these trade-offs, three-dimensional simulations were conducted to ex-
plore the behavior of the solutions beyond the time when the chain crosses over itself. Howell [46]
noted that out-of-plane motions of the experimental chain only became significant after this point.
The simulations were conducted with a small initial out-of-plane force applied at the free end to
promote the initiation of out-of-plane motion. This models the inevitable presence of small dis-
turbing forces which produce instabilities in the two-dimensional motion and eventually lead to a
fully three-dimensional response.
Table 5.1 lists the observed time of the chain crossing over itself and the total running time
(out of a possible ten second simulation) of the simulation before failure. Depending on time step,
only solutions for  0  4  λ∞1   2

 0  2 ran for the full ten seconds and resulted in an accurate
cross-over prediction. At ∆t  0  01 s, the stable solutions (at λ∞1   2  0  3 and λ∞1   2  0  2) were
less accurate than the two-dimensional simulations for λ∞1   2   0  5 at this same time step. This
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∆t  0  01 s ∆t  0  001 s
method x-over (s) run length (s) x-over (s) run length (s)
box – 3.38 3.45 3.64
trapezoidal 3.41 3.78 3.45 3.60
λ∞1   2   0  7 – 3.40 – 3.40
λ∞1   2   0  5 – 3.42 – 3.40
λ∞1   2   0  4 3.49 3.56 3.46 10.0
λ∞1   2   0  3 3.51 10.0 3.46 10.0
λ∞1   2   0  2 3.52 10.0 3.47 10.0
λ∞1   2   0  1 – 3.60 – 3.40
λ∞1   2  0  0 – 10.0 – 3.42
λ∞1   2  0  1 – 10.0 – 3.42
Table 5.1: Comparison of the predicted cross-over time and total simulation time before failure
for three-dimensional simulations of the forced hanging chain.
is consistent with the observation that as damping increases the cross-over time is delayed, until
with enough damping it does not occur at all. Also consistent with the two-dimensional results
is the convergence to an accurate prediction of 3.46 s with an increase in temporal resolution to
∆t  0  001 s.
The stability of results for λ∞1   2  0  0 and λ∞1   2  0  1 at ∆t  0  01 s, but not at ∆t  0  001 s,
illustrates the dependence of the stability on the frequency content of the response, the time step,
and the damping properties of the algorithm. Because the spectral radii in figure 2-4 all initially
decrease with the product ω∆t, at a fixed frequency a decrease in ∆t will result in less damping. If
the response at that frequency was responsible for the instability then the solution at the smaller
time step may actually be less stable.
Figures 5-11 and 5-12 show the in-plane and out-of-plane motion of the free end of the chain
for all simulations which ran for the full ten seconds. At ∆t  0  01 s there is little consistency
between the levels of out-of-plane motion predicted by the different algorithms. For the solutions
at ∆t  0  001 s the results for out-of-plane response appear roughly equivalent. A trace of the
motion of the free end in the horizontal plane for ∆t  0  001 s and λ∞1   2   0  3 is shown in figure 5-
13. The roughly circular whirling motion revealed by the trace after the three-dimensional motion
is fully developed is the type of response that we expect for this problem [68].
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Figure 5-11: In-plane and out-of-plane motion of the free end of the hanging chain for the stable
algorithms with ∆t  0  01 s.
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Figure 5-12: In-plane and out-of-plane motion of the free end of the hanging chain for the stable
algorithms with ∆t  0  001 s.
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Figure 5-13: Trace of the horizontal motions of the free end of the hanging chain for λ∞1   2  0  3
and ∆t  0  001 s.
5.2 Solutions for a full scale mooring
As a final study of the stability and accuracy of the time integration algorithm we consider a full
scale mooring with an imposed sinusoidal vertical motion at the top node of the mooring. Given
the coordinate integration procedure described in appendix E, errors in the overall solution will
be evident based on the error in the computed coordinates of the top node. We can see this if we
consider integrals for the top node position in continuous form. From equations E.1 and E.2 it is
clear that we can write those positions as
x

L  t  
  L
0
  1  ε

s  t 

cosφ  s  t  ds  (5.9)
y

L  t  
  L
0
  1  ε

s  t 

sinφ  s  t  ds  (5.10)
If we had a perfect solution, the dynamic vertical motion at the top, x

L  t  would always match
the imposed vertical sinusoidal motion and the horizontal motion, y

L  t  , would always be zero.
Ignoring any errors associated with the numerical integration of equations 5.9 and 5.10, any de-
viation away from the ideal solution represents error in the computed values of ε and φ along
the entire mooring. Thus, comparing the time evolution of the computed horizontal displacement
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algorithm αk αm γ
box method w/o coefficient averaging – – –
box method w/ coefficient averaging 0.5 0.5 0.5
trapezoidal rule 0.0 0.0 0.5
backward differences 0.0 0.0 1.0
λ∞1   2  0  0 0.0 -0.5 1.0
λ∞1   2   0  33 (Cornwell and Malkus [20]) 0.25 0.0 0.75
λ∞1   2   0  2 0.167 -0.167 0.833
λ∞1   2  0  1 -0.111 -0.722 1.111
Table 5.2: αk, αm, and γ values for the tested algorithms. Solutions for the box method without
averaging are based on an old version of the program and cannot be obtained within the newly
developed generalized-α family of algorithms.
of the top node, when the imposed motion is purely vertical, provides a simple and convenient
estimate of the error associated with a particular form of the time integration algorithm.
The physical characteristics of the trial mooring are the same as for the field experiment,
as described in table 4.1 and figure 4-4. For each form of the algorithm under consideration,
the model was run for 300 seconds of simulation time with a base time step of 0.1 seconds. To
facilitate comparison with results from a previous version of the program, the spatial discretization
was uniform over each segment. The flexural stiffness, EI, of the chain was set to 0  1 N m2. The
environmental forcing was chosen to simulate rather severe conditions with a uniform current of
2.0 m/s and an imposed vertical motion with amplitude 2.0 meters and period 8.0 seconds.
Figure 5-14 shows the computed top node horizontal position for four cases: the original box
method without any averaging of the coefficient matrices, the box method that arises from the
generalized-α method with αk  0  5, αm  0  5, γ  0  5, the generalized trapezoidal rule, and
backward differences. For all cases, the values of αk, αm, and γ are summarized in table 5.2. Note
that for both box methods the solution failed before the full 300 second run was completed. A
solution fails when the nonlinear solver cannot get a convergent solution even after adapting ∆t
down by a factor of 10  4. For the original box method without any coefficient averaging this
happened at 131 seconds. The box method with coefficient averaging (this is the box method
that we can achieve within the generalized-α family derived in chapter 2) lasted somewhat longer,
with failure at 260 seconds. In addition to those failures, it appears that the solution from the
trapezoidal rule is beginning to exhibit the same type of behavior starting at around 250 seconds.
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Figure 5-14: Calculated horizontal displacement of the top node of the trial mooring for the box,
trapezoidal, and backward difference algorithms.
This solution does indeed fail completely at 445 seconds when allowed to proceed beyond 300
seconds.
The failure of these three algorithms reinforces two of the important motivations that we gave
in developing the generalized-α method for the cable dynamics equations. The difference in the
box method solutions illustrates the improved stability characteristics of the algorithm with tem-
porally averaged coefficient matrices. That all three eventually failed illustrates the importance of
numerical dissipation in improving stability. Figure 5-15 illustrates the calculated shear force at
the top node for these four trials. With EI  0  1 for this chain mooring we expect very little shear
force. Prior to failure, however, all three algorithms developed obvious Crank-Nicolson type noise
in the shear force. The solution using backward differences has significant error in the calculated
horizontal displacement and a slightly noticeable drift in the shear force, but remains stable. The
numerical dissipation associated with backward differences eliminates the Crank-Nicolson noise
and the solution proceeds with good stability (albeit with relatively poor accuracy).
Solutions with significantly improved stability and error properties are obtained from the one
parameter form of the new generalized-α algorithm. Figure 5-16 shows the error in calculated
horizontal displacement for the trial mooring using four different values of λ∞1   2. Noting the dif-
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Figure 5-15: Shear force at the top node in the trial mooring for the three failed solution algorithms
and backward differences. Note that the vertical axes on all four plots are different.
ferent vertical scales in figures 5-14 and 5-16 it is clear that the drift in the calculated horizontal
displacement is substantially reduced for all four of these cases relative to backward differences.
The worst case in figure 5-16 has approximately two orders of magnitude less error at 300 seconds.
The best case is nearly four orders of magnitude better.
The rate of error growth, defined as the maximum absolute value of the horizontal displace-
ment divided by the 300 second simulation time, is plotted (with circles) for a number of λ∞1   2
values in figure 5-17. This error rate is essentially the slope of the trends represented by the four
curves in figure 5-16. The error is minimized for λ∞1   2    0  19.
Unfortunately, as the additional curves in figure 5-17 illustrate, the optimum value of λ∞1   2 is
highly problem dependent. The first three curves reflect the error growth rate for the mooring in
the 2.0 m/s current with three different dynamic excitation conditions. The second set of three
curves shows the error growth rate for the mooring in 0.5 m/s current with the same three dynamic
excitation conditions. The static shapes of the mooring in the two different current conditions are
shown in figure 5-18.
For the high current configurations, the location of the error minimum does not change sig-
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Figure 5-16: Calculated horizontal displacement of the top node of the trial mooring for λ∞1   2 value
of 0  0,  0  33, 0  1, and  0  2.
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mooring as a function of λ∞1   2.
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Figure 5-18: Static configuration of the trial mooring configurations in 0.5 m/s and 2.0 m/s uniform
current.
nificantly for excitations with the same period but differing amplitudes. When the period of the
excitation is changed, the location of the minimum does shift. This behavior is consistent with the
frequency response of the mooring not changing significantly with amplitude of excitation. This
contrasts with the low current configurations for which the error maxima and minima are shifted
most dramatically when the amplitude, not the excitation period, changes.
Such behavior makes it difficult to draw any general conclusions that would aid in choosing an
appropriate value of λ∞1   2 for a given problem. We can say that the overall level of error appears to
be a direct function of the severity of the excitation, as measured by the amplitude of the imposed
velocity, A 2piT , for example. The safest choices also seem to be λ∞1   2   0 to avoid the local maxima
seen in the low current configuration.
Additional support for choosing λ∞1   2   0 comes from an examination of the stability of the so-
lution as a function of λ∞1   2. If we modify our adaptive time-stepping scheme such that it functions
like the adaptive relaxation scheme described in appendix C, we can determine the largest ∆t that
can successfully and consistently be used to propagate a solution in time. At each time step, we
either increase or decrease ∆t by some small factor depending on the success of the solution at
that step. Given
t i   1  t i
 ∆t i  (5.11)
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Figure 5-19: Average successfully adapted time step as a function of λ∞1   2 over the course of a 100
second simulation for the low current configuration with 1.0 m amplitude and 8.0 second period
excitation.
if we can successfully solve the nonlinear problem for t i   1 then we increase the time step
∆t i   1  R2∆t i  (5.12)
and try for the solution at t i   2  t i   1  ∆t i   1. If the solution at t i   1 is unsuccessful, then we
decrease the time step
∆t i  ∆t
i
R1
 (5.13)
and try again. R1 and R2 are constants slightly larger than unity with 1
 R2
 
R1 so that a failed
step decreases ∆t more than a successful step increases ∆t. For these trials R2  1  02 and R1  1  1.
This procedure tends to drive ∆t to an optimum value in a relatively small number of time steps.
Figure 5-19 shows the average (over a 100 second simulation) successfully applied value of ∆t
as a function of λ∞1   2 for the low current configuration with 1.0 m amplitude and 8.0 second period.
This configuration was chosen because the simulations with λ∞1   2  0 in the latter three curves (the
low current configurations) in figure 5-17 required base time steps of 0.05 seconds to proceed
without constant adaptation1 . Simulations with λ∞1   2   0 used a base time step of 0.1 seconds and
1 Adaptation in those simulations refers to the standard adaptive time-stepping algorithm which reduces ∆t by factors
of 10 to ensure that the solution remains on the original sample grid.
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proceeded successfully with little or no adaptation. This suggested, and figure 5-19 confirms, that
the maximum time step value for these cases was dependent on λ∞1   2. Data from the high current
configurations shows a similar trend, with the maximum ∆t decreasing sharply for λ∞1   2  0. There
is more variability in the data for λ∞1   2   0, however, as the maximum ∆t is significantly larger
than for the low current configurations (between 0.5 and 1.0 second) and in each case shows more
variability as the solution progresses.
Based on data in figures 5-17 and 5-19 then, we can conclude that a value for λ∞1   2 between
 0  5 and  0  9 is reasonable in terms of maximizing stability (as measured by the largest allowable
∆t) and minimizing the drift error in long time simulations. In this range both the error and stability
properties appear to be relatively flat and near optimal for most of the cases considered. λ∞1   2   1
should clearly be avoided as it is the box method with no dissipation and is prone to the type of
failures exemplified in figure 5-15. A trial using a value of λ∞1   2   0  98 demonstrated the same
failure mechanism after approximately 2250 seconds of simulation. This suggests that even a
small amount of numerical dissipation can significantly improve long term stability, but that for
guaranteed stability there is a nominal level of dissipation which must be provided. A run with
λ∞1   2   0  9 showed no signs of Crank-Nicolson noise build-up after 3000 seconds of simulation.
These results are consistent with the observations gleaned from the hanging chain problems,
with the additional caveat that in the case of real moorings, solutions with λ∞1   2    0  5 are signifi-
cantly more stable than trapezoidal rule solutions. That we might be able to use a slightly larger ∆t
to achieve the same level of accuracy with the trapezoidal rule is no consolation when we cannot
in fact get a stable long-time solution at any reasonable ∆t.
5.3 Mesh refinement
In studying the spatial discretization of a model mooring system there are three important factors
to consider. At the most basic level we must choose how many nodes to use in discretizing each
continuous segment of the mooring. The mesh refinement procedure described in chapter 3 also
requires that we set cw, the weighting factor used in assigning the available nodes. Finally, the
value of the flexural stiffness, EI, for a given segment has an important effect on the static solution
over that segment. For relatively high EI, oscillatory solutions for curvature and shear, described
in section 3.3, are not typically a problem and uniform meshes with relatively low numbers of
nodes are generally sufficient. For materials with zero EI or EI just large enough to prevent the
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singularities associated with zero tension, which is the typical situation for chain moorings, these
oscillations can be quite significant and mesh refinement becomes important.
For the chain mooring deployed during the field experiment we arbitrarily set the value of EI
to a value of 0.1. Experience has shown that this value is large enough to prevent zero tension
singularities in the dynamic solution. In practical terms this is the flexural stiffness of a steel wire
that is 1.76 mm in diameter. Alternatively, if we take the diameter of the chain to be the shaft link
diameter and consider that
EI   EA
d2
16
 (5.14)
then our small value of EI is 1

6500 smaller than the value of EI for a circular rod of equivalent
axial stiffness. Given that the refined mesh solutions with this value of EI are satisfactory, it
seems reasonable to avoid any question that a larger artificial value of EI might begin to affect the
dynamic solution in a non-negligible way.
To examine the effect of cw on the static solution on the refined mesh we consider two mooring
models. The first models the system as a single, continuous shot of chain, neglecting the presence
of inline instruments. The second models the field experiment mooring as it was deployed, with
the inline AxPack instruments between shots of chain. In both cases the current was uniform over
the water column at 0.5 m/s. The static shape of the mooring (which is nearly the same for both
configurations) for this current profile is shown in figure 5-18. For each trial static solution we
compare the curvature to a baseline solution generated on a uniform mesh with twice as many
nodes and EI increased to 10.0.
The static curvature solutions for the continuous chain model are shown in figure 5-20. The
trial solutions used 162 nodes over the 80.78 m total length of the mooring. The solutions on
the mesh refined with cw  10 and cw  50 appear to be a clear improvement over the unrefined
uniform mesh (cw  0) with the same number of nodes and EI value. To quantify the improvement,
the error in curvature for a range of cw values is plotted in figure 5-21. The error is calculated as
the root mean square difference between the baseline curvature solution (resampled on the trial
solution mesh using cubic splines) and the curvature from the trial solution.
The error is minimized for a value of cw   5. Higher values of cw give too much weight to
curvature oscillations and produce a mesh which is too coarse in the interior portions of the system.
This is clearly shown in the top half of the mooring for cw  50 in figure 5-20, where there are now
oscillations in the solution where there were none in the uniform mesh trial solution. Figure 5-22
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Figure 5-20: Curvature from the static solutions of the continuous all chain mooring.
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Figure 5-21: Root mean square error in the curvature of the trial solutions.
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Figure 5-22: Mesh density after refinement of the all chain mooring.
shows the mesh density (defined as the number of elements per meter) for the same three cases
shown in figure 5-20. The solution with the lower weight is able to distribute sufficient density
near the boundary while maintaining a density that is not significantly lower than the uniform
mesh in the rest of the mooring. The higher weight solution devotes many more nodes to the area
near the boundaries and as a result cannot provide enough density to other areas.
Figure 5-23 shows the baseline solution, the uniform mesh solution (cw  0), and two refined
mesh solutions for the mooring with inline instruments. The locations of the instruments along the
mooring are clearly visible as the flat spots in curvature at s   45 m, s   50 m, and s   57 m. The
number of nodes on each of the chain segments was 91 (over 45.0 m), 18 (over 3.5 m), 36 (over
7.0 m), and 47 (over 23.0 m). Each 0.76 m AxPack was modeled using 3 nodes. The baseline
solution with uniform mesh had twice the number of nodes over each of the chain segments. The
relatively larger number of nodes in the shorter chain segments reflects the fact that the length of
the decay of oscillations in the curvature is related more to mesh density than to physical length.
This means that comparable numbers of nodes must be employed near each segment boundary,
regardless of the length of the segment.
For this case there is no striking minimum in the error shown in figure 5-21. A value of cw  20
appears to give the best solution, but values at least out to cw  100 also appear reasonable based
on this measure of the error. In looking closely at figure 5-23 for cw  50, however, the sharpness
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Figure 5-23: Curvature from the static solutions of the mooring with inline instruments.
of the plot around the curvature maximum (s   35) indicates that oscillations near the boundaries
are being reduced at the expense of an overly coarse mesh elsewhere.
5.4 Comparison with experimental results
The final phase of the model validation process is a comparison of simulation results to data from
the full-scale mooring described in chapter 4. For both the two- and three-dimensional models we
make two types of comparison. In the first we compare time series and spectra from individual data
sets to verify the ability of the model to accurately capture the detailed response of the mooring.
In the second comparison we consider statistics of the response from all data sets. This analysis
provides a check that our chosen hydrodynamic coefficients and environmental parameters yield
accurate solutions over a wide range of forcing conditions.
The hydrodynamic coefficients for the chain and AxPacks in the validation runs are shown
in table 5.3. The added mass can be calculated from the added mass coefficients, Can and Cat ,
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material d (m) Cdn Cdt Can Cat
hal f -inch chain 0.0495 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.1
AxPack 0.075 0.8 0.069 1.0 0.5
Table 5.3: Mass and drag coefficients for the validation simulations.
according to
man
 ρw
pid2
4
Can  (5.15)
mat
 ρw
pid2
4
Cat  (5.16)
where d is the width of a link of chain. Coefficients for the chain are based on experimental
results from Gopalkrishnan [37] and previous numerical studies (e.g., [8]). AxPack coefficients
are approximations based on cylinder and flat plate coefficients. The bottom stiffness was set to
100 N/m2 and the bottom damping ratio to 1.0. The buoy normal drag coefficients for the static
solutions were 0.5 (in water) and 1.3 (in air). For the purposes of the validation, all of these
values were chosen because they were physically reasonable and produced simulation results that
matched experimental results over most data sets. Variations on these parameters and schemes for
choosing parameters that best match the experimental data are studied in detail in chapter 6.
5.4.1 Two-dimensional model
For each of the experimental data sets, the effective values for wind and current in the two-
dimensional plane and the time series of buoy vertical velocity are used as input to the model
and a time series of mooring response is computed. The procedures for calculating these inputs
are described in section 4.4. Because of the relatively low currents and winds that were observed
during the experiment, static solutions for the simulations were obtained using the dynamic relax-
ation procedure described in section C.4.
Examples of the simulated tension beneath the buoy, along with the corresponding experi-
mentally observed values are shown for two cases in figure 5-24. In both cases, the agreement
between simulation and experiment is excellent. For the 6 December data with relatively moder-
ate environmental conditions (approximately 15 knot winds), the mean and standard deviation of
the simulated tension over the full 200 seconds of simulation time (excluding a 10 second initial
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Figure 5-24: Comparison of experimental and two-dimensional model simulated tension. (a) 6 De-
cember 1998 at 0800 localtime. (b) 3 January 1999 at 1600 localtime.
ramp-up period) were 1503 N and 201 N, respectively. The corresponding statistics for the exper-
imental data were 1503 N and 208 N. The statistics for the 3 January storm (with near 50 knot
winds) also show close agreement: 1611 N and 471 N for the simulation compared to 1610 N and
476 N for the experiment. In this latter case a few of the tension peaks are higher in the simulation
than in the experiment. Given the sharpness of these peaks, it is possible that the analog filtering
in the buoy instrumentation attenuated the experimental signal.
Figure 5-25(a) shows the tangential acceleration signal recorded by the lowest AxPack for the
3 January 1999 storm. For comparison, we calculate the simulated acceleration, a

t  , at this point
based on the tangential velocity, u

t  , and the inclination from the vertical, φ  t  ,
a

t  
du
dt
 Gcosφ  t   (5.17)
where G is the acceleration due to gravity. This quantity is plotted in figure 5-25(b). After time
aligning the two signals using the peak observed just before 170 seconds, the results look very
similar. Based on a comparison of the spectra of the responses (figure 5-26) and the experimental
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Figure 5-25: Comparison of experimental (a) and two-dimensional model simulated (b) accelera-
tion signal at the lowest AxPack for the 3 January 1999 storm event.
standard deviation, 1.54 m/s2, and simulation standard deviation, 1.55 m/s2, the level and fre-
quency content of the responses also show excellent agreement. The mean of the acceleration
(which is an indication of the static tilt of the mooring chain at that point) is lower in the exper-
iment than in the simulation (6.54 m/s2 versus 8.23 m/s2). This suggests that the AxPack may
have been lower along the chain than expected. Given the predicted static shape for the mooring
under these conditions, any error of two to three meters in the position of the lowest AxPack could
produce this discrepancy in the mean accelerations.
For a more complete picture of the model performance, we consider the tension statistics for
all 119 experimental and simulated data sets. The standard deviation and mean of the tension
are plotted versus the standard deviation of heave acceleration (a measure of the severity of the
dynamic forcing) in figure 5-27. The heave statistic is identical for simulation and experiment
because the experimental buoy motion is imposed as an input for the simulation. Overall, the
agreement in the dynamic results (as measured by standard deviation of tension) is quite good, with
nearly exact agreement in low sea states and good agreement in higher sea states. The root mean
square difference between experiment and simulation is 16.1 N. The relative RMS difference,
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Figure 5-26: Spectral comparison of experimental and two-dimensional model simulated acceler-
ation signal at the lowest AxPack for the 3 January 1999 storm event.
defined as
e 
 


1
n
n
∑
j   1


σT   exp
 σT   sim
σT   exp

2
j
 (5.18)
is 5.8%.
The simulated mean tensions do not correspond quite as well with experimental results, but
again the trend with sea state appears to be correct. The root mean square difference between
simulation and experiment, 37.0 N, is less than 16% of the total observed variation in mean tension
over the course of the experiment. Given the lack of collocation of the wind measurement, the
heavy temporal averaging of both wind and current, and the assumptions made in projecting wind
and current into a two-dimensional plane, these larger discrepancies in steady-state results are not
unexpected. Relative to dynamic results for which we have exact knowledge of the forcing (though
we are neglecting the horizontal motions of the buoy), we do not have sufficient information to
hope for an exact comparison.
Finally, for a frequency domain analog to the time domain comparisons above, we consider
the errors in the simulated tension spectra. Because the standard deviation is a measure of the
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Figure 5-27: Comparison of experimental and two-dimensional model simulated tension statistics
over all 119 data sets. (a) Dynamic response as measured by the standard deviation of the tension.
(b) Steady-state response as measured by the mean of the tension.
energy over the entire spectrum,
σT


 
∞
0
ST

ω  dω  (5.19)
it is possible for positive and negative errors at different frequency components to effectively
cancel in a comparison of standard deviations. A spectral error metric that scales similarly to the
RMS error in standard deviation, but prevents the cancellation of positive and negative errors can
be derived by modifying the spectrum from the simulation so that all errors have the same sign,
S  T   sim

ω  

 ST   sim

ω   ST   exp

ω 


 ST   exp

ω   (5.20)
The standard deviation from the discrete form of this modified spectrum with N frequency com-
ponents is
σ
 T   sim

1
N
N
∑
i   1
S
 T

ωi   (5.21)
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Figure 5-28: Comparison of simulated and experimental tension spectra for the 6 December 1998,
0800 data record.
Analogous to equation 5.18 then, the spectral error over n data sets is simply
e
 

 



1
n
n
∑
j   1


σT   exp
 σ
 T   sim
σT   exp

2
j
 (5.22)
Equation 5.22 applied to the full simulation data set produces an error result of 0.068. To better
understand the magnitude of this error, figures 5-28 and 5-29 show the experimentally observed
and simulated tension spectra for the 6 December and 3 January data sets. The spectral errors for
these two individual cases are 0.040 and 0.074, respectively. Visually, the error in these two cases
is quite small, indicating that the error value of 0.068 over the entire data set is quite reasonable.
5.4.2 Three-dimensional model
The validation process for the three-dimensional model is similar to that described above for the
two-dimensional model. Only 60 experimental data sets are available for the validation, how-
ever, because of the loss of the y accelerometer channel after 27 December. For data sets before
27 December we are able to calculate the vertical, horizontal in-plane and horizontal out-of-plane
velocities of the buoy to use as dynamic inputs into the three-dimensional model. Like the two-
dimensional simulations, static solutions are obtained using the dynamic relaxation procedure.
With the current and wind projected into the effective plane of the mooring and horizontal mo-
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Figure 5-29: Comparison of simulated and experimental tension spectra for the 3 January 1999,
1600 data record.
tions rotated into in-plane and out-of-plane components we can use the same high current static
solution as the initial condition in all of the dynamic relaxation solutions, regardless of the orien-
tation of the mooring in earth reference coordinates.
A comparison of the experimental and three-dimensional model simulated tension beneath the
buoy is shown in figure 5-30 for the same 6 December data set as in the two-dimensional validation
and for a storm on 22 December with winds of 35 knots. In both cases the results agree well.
For the 6 December data set the tension standard deviation from the two-dimensional simulation
(201 N) better matches the experimental result (208 N). For the 22 December storm the tension
standard deviation from a two-dimensional simulation is 392 N and the result from the three-
dimensional simulation (405 N) is closer to the experimental result of 430 N. In both cases, the
mean tension is less accurate in the three-dimensional simulation than in the corresponding two-
dimensional simulation (the mean tension in a two-dimensional simulation of the 22 December
data is 1571 N). Statistics for all of these cases are summarized in table 5.4.
Tension statistics for all 60 data sets prior to 27 December are plotted in figure 5-31. The root
mean square difference between experimental and simulated standard deviations is 11.2 N. For
the mean tensions it is 31.7 N. In the two-dimensional simulations of these same 60 data sets, the
corresponding differences are 10.7 N and 29.6 N, respectively.
On average then, for the hydrodynamic coefficients and environmental parameters chosen for
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Figure 5-30: Comparison of experimental and three-dimensional model simulated tension.
(a) 6 December 1998 at 0800 localtime. (b) 22 December 1998 at 0800 localtime.
6 December 22 December 3 January
data set σT (N) ¯T (N) σT (N) ¯T (N) σT (N) ¯T (N)
experiment 208 1503 430 1617 476 1610
2D simulation 202 1508 389 1580 471 1615
3D simulation 194 1474 402 1552 - -
Table 5.4: Tension statistics for the comparison data sets.
the validation runs, the two-dimensional results are marginally more accurate when compared to
experimental data. However, for the purposes of the validation, both models appear to accurately
simulate the mooring response over a wide range of forcing conditions. The primary reason for
the different results from the two models is that the hydrodynamic coefficients for the simulations
were originally chosen to produce reasonably accurate results with the two-dimensional numerical
model. As discussed in section 6.11 the two-dimensional model can often give accurate results
with purely vertical input motion, even if the true input motion is three-dimensional, if the drag
coefficients are adjusted slightly upwards from their true values. In a three-dimensional simulation
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Figure 5-31: Comparison of experimental and three-dimensional model simulated tension statis-
tics. (a) standard deviation of tension. (b) mean tension.
these same values will be slightly too high. This is the situation here where for simplicity and
consistency we have used the same set of hydrodynamic coefficients for both two- and three-
dimensional results.
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Chapter 6
A Simple Model for Dynamic Tension in
Catenary Compliant Systems
In this chapter the validated numerical program and data from the field experiment are used to de-
velop a simple model to predict dynamic tension in geometrically compliant moorings, particularly
shallow water oceanographic moorings. Motivated by the strong correlation between the tension
and acceleration standard deviations in figure 5-27, a model is sought that can predict the dynamic
tension (as measured by σT , the standard deviation of tension) given only very simple inputs. Such
a model can offer a significant reduction in computational cost and provide a framework for the
understanding of the physics of these systems. While complete time domain simulations have
the advantages of high accuracy and completeness in terms of resolving the motions and loads
throughout the mooring, they are computationally expensive. The full set of two-dimensional
simulations generated for the program validation in section 5.4.1 took approximately six hours to
complete on a 533 MHz Alpha LX workstation (119 simulations at approximately three minutes
per simulation). For analyses requiring long-term statistics of mooring response under a wide
variety of forcing conditions, as in fatigue studies [39], such an expense can be burdensome. In
other situations, such as response prediction for offshore floating structures, a simplified model
could eliminate the need for a fully coupled mooring–structure interaction model.
In the past, analytical formulations for these types of models have been developed for the slow
drift damping problem. Nakamura et al. [67] used catenary theory to calculate the quasi-steady
vertical velocity and acceleration along the mooring. By integrating these quantities they were
able to approximate the dynamic force at the top of the line due to low frequency motions in both
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the horizontal and vertical directions. When investigating the role of high frequency dynamics on
the damping problem, however, previous investigators have relied on numerical simulation [55].
In the development that follows, analytical arguments are combined with statistical relationships
gleaned from the experimental data to develop a model appropriate for wave frequency dynamics.
6.1 Physical motivation for a simple model
Previous authors have used a single degree of freedom (SDOF) spring-mass-dashpot system to
model the dynamic effects in both taut [38] and geometrically compliant catenary moorings [34,
40]. The equation of motion for the SDOF system shown in figure 6-1 is
T

t   Mz¨

t 
 Bz˙

t 
 Kz

t   (6.1)
where the overdots signify differentiation with respect to time. Reversing the standard convention
and treating z

t  as the input and T

t  as the output, the frequency domain transfer function, H

ω  ,
for this system is
H

ω    Mω2  iωB  K  (6.2)
For a linear time-invariant system, the spectrum of T , ST

ω  , and the spectrum of z, Sz

ω  , are
related by
ST

ω  

H

ω 

2 Sz

ω   (6.3)
The spectra of the input velocity, Sv

ω  , and acceleration Sa

ω  , are related to the input displace-
ment spectrum by
Sv

ω   ω2Sz

ω   (6.4a)
Sa

ω   ω4Sz

ω   (6.4b)
By substituting equation 6.2 into equation 6.3 and making use of equation 6.4, the spectrum for
tension can be written as
ST

ω   M2Sa

ω 

	 B2  2MK


Sv

ω 
 K2Sz

ω   (6.5)
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To apply this SDOF spring-mass-dashpot model to the data from the SWEX experiment, a
nonlinear fitting procedure is used. For each time series from the experimental data, spectra of
tension and heave displacement, velocity, and acceleration are computed. These spectra are then
fitted to equation 6.5 using a minimization of the spectral error defined by equation 5.22 to de-
termine individual values, Mi, Bi, and Ki for that data set. On these terms, and elsewhere in this
chapter, the subscript i is used to reinforce the idea that the value in question relates to a single ex-
perimental data set. The resulting coefficients can be plotted against a non-dimensionalized form
of the mean tension to observe how the coefficients change with the shape of the mooring. The
non-dimensionalized mean tension, ∆τ, is defined as
∆τ 
¯T  T0
T0
 (6.6)
This value serves as a convenient way to represent the amount that the system is pulled away
from a purely vertical (∆τ  0) configuration. T0 is the suspended weight of the mooring at slack
current: T0  w0H , where w0 is the wet weight per length of the mooring and H is the water depth.
Figures 6-2 through 6-4 show the coefficients from
z(t) T(t)
M
BK
Figure 6-1: An SDOF spring-mass-
dashpot system.
the fits to the 119 SWEX data sets. The overall qual-
ity of each individual fit is quite high. The spectral
error over all data sets from equation 5.22 is 0.023.
The maximum spectral error in any one data set is
0.055 and 89% of data sets have a spectral error of
less than 0.03. There is a significant amount of scat-
ter in the aggregated results, however. In spite of the
scatter, trends are apparent in both the fitted mass and
drag coefficients. The mass that participates in the
response increases with increasing ∆τ. This is con-
sistent with additional mooring line being pulled off the bottom as ∆τ increases. The damping
coefficient also increases with mean tension. This is a result of both the additional suspended line
and the fact that the normal motion (and hence normal drag) over the entire mooring increases
as the mooring is pulled into a more open configuration. There is no apparent trend in the fitted
stiffness coefficients.
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Figure 6-2: Mass values from each of the 119 spectral fits to equation 6.5.
The very high scatter in the stiffness is likely due to the difficulty in determining a robust value
when stiffness effects are relatively small. The scatter in the mass and drag coefficients is more
interesting, however, as it may well be real. That is, it may reflect natural variation in the data that
simply looks scattered given the presentation as a function of ∆τ only. It may also be a reflection
of the fact that the model is not capturing all of the relevant physics.
From the governing equations (equations A.44 through A.49) the four basic mechanisms that
produce dynamic tension are inertia, drag, geometric stiffness, and elastic stiffness1 . The spring-
mass-dashpot model includes these same mechanisms, but given the highly coupled, nonlinear,
multiple degree of freedom form of the full model there is no particular reason that it should be an
accurate SDOF representation of the coupling between these mechanisms. To explore these ideas,
simulations of a simplified version of the SWEX mooring were run with the mooring properties
varied so as to isolate the various contributions to the dynamic tension. The mooring model
consisted of a single continuous shot of chain (the AxPacks were removed) in a fixed water depth
of 40 m.
Simulations were run for five levels of non-dimensional mean tension, ranging from ∆τ  0  05
to ∆τ  1  0. At each ∆τ the static tension at the top of the mooring was specified and the static
configuration of the mooring was determined using the second of the procedures described in
1 Elastic stiffness effects are negligible in most geometrically compliant systems.
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Figure 6-3: Damping values from each of the 119 spectral fits to equation 6.5.
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Figure 6-4: Stiffness values from each of the 119 spectral fits to equation 6.5. Negative values
are not physically meaningful; they are an artifact of fitting to data sets with very small stiffness
effects.
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Figure 6-5: Static configurations of the simplified SWEX mooring used in the study to isolate
tension mechanisms.
variation m (kg/m) w0 (N/m) Cdt Cdn
k 0.01 31.85 0.0 0.0
mk 3.73 31.85 0.0 0.0
tk 0.01 31.85 0.01 0.0
nk 0.01 31.85 0.0 0.5
mdk 3.73 31.85 0.01 0.5
dk 0.01 31.85 0.01 0.5
Table 6.1: Variations on the mooring properties used in the simulations to isolate individual tension
mechanisms. Normal and tangential added mass were zero.
section 3.1.1. The static configuration of the mooring at each ∆τ is shown in figure 6-5. No
current was present in the simulations. This procedure was used so that ∆τ would remain fixed
even with variations in the mooring drag coefficients. Dynamic excitation was sinusoidal with
amplitudes ranging from 0.2 to 2.0 m and periods ranging from 4 to 15 seconds. The mooring
configurations that were run are shown in table 6.1.
The first four versions can each be used to isolate a single contribution to the dynamic tension.
For example, with negligible mass, and no drag, the only contribution to the dynamic tension in
the first variant is stiffness. Because the wet weight cannot be varied without changing ∆τ, other
effects are obtained by subtracting the known stiffness contribution. If Tk

t  is the dynamic tension
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record from the simulation with stiffness only then the dynamic tension due to mass is
Tmass  Tmk

t   Tk

t   (6.7)
where Tmk

t  is the dynamic tension record from the simulation with both mass and stiffness
effects present. If σmass, σtan, σnor, and σstiff, are the standard deviations of the time series of the
tension contributions due to mass, tangential drag, normal drag, and stiffness, then a convenient
way to summarize the effect of each mechanism is to derive effective mass, drag, and stiffness
coefficients using
M   
σmass
σa
 (6.8)
C
 dt

σtan
1
2 ρpidHσv   v  
 (6.9)
C  dn

σnor
1
2 ρdHσv   v  
 (6.10)
K   
σstiff
σz
 (6.11)
Note that for the drag coefficients in particular, these are effective calculated values, rather than
the actual values assigned to mooring materials for the numerical simulation. Standard deviations
are used because they are a convenient expression of the amplitude of a sinusoidal time series.
σa, σv
 
v
 
, and σz are the standard deviations of the heave acceleration, quadratic velocity, and
displacement.
Figure 6-6 shows the four calculated coefficients as a function of ∆τ. For each coefficient type,
only simulations that had a symmetric, regular tension response were used to calculate coefficients.
For the mass coefficients this means that only results for 15 second period simulations are used.
Simulations with 4 and 8 second periods did not have a regular response because of impact loading
at the bottom and the lack of damping. For the normal drag coefficients only results for amplitudes
of 1 m or less and 8 and 15 second periods were used. With no inertial forces the tension response
at high velocity was not symmetric. The full range of simulations were used for the tangential
drag and stiffness coefficients.
All of the coefficients behave roughly as expected. Mass, stiffness, and normal drag coef-
ficients all increase roughly linearly with ∆τ as additional line is pulled off the bottom. The
tangential drag coefficient, which at ∆τ  0 is nearly equal to the actual tangential drag coefficient
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Figure 6-6: (a) Mass, (b) stiffness, (c) tangential drag, and (d) normal drag coefficients calculated
from simulations with isolated tension contributions.
used in the simulations, decreases with ∆τ. This is because the amount of tangential motion along
the chain decreases as the chain is pulled into more open configurations.
The coefficients in figure 6-6 represent the behavior of the mooring with little or no coupling
between the tension mechanisms. The resulting mass and drag coefficients are affected by the
presence of geometric stiffness, but because stiffness effects are small, the results are similar to
those that would be obtained if pure isolation were possible. Variations mk, mdk, and dk in
table 6.1 can be used to calculate mass and drag coefficients in the presence of more significant
coupling. For these calculations a single effective drag coefficient,
C
 d

σdrag
1
2 ρdHσv   v  
 (6.12)
combining the effects of tangential and normal drag, is used.
Assuming that the time series of tension for variation mdk (with all effects present) can be
written as
T

t   Tmass

t 
 Tdrag

t 
 Tstiff

t   (6.13)
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Figure 6-7: Fully isolated mass coefficient (circles) and mass coefficient when drag is present (x).
then a drag coefficient in the presence of mass coupling can be calculated by subtracting the
tension from variation mk (with mass and stiffness) from variation mdk (with mass, drag, and
stiffness). Likewise, a mass coefficient in the presence of drag coupling can be calculated by
subtracting variation dk (with drag and stiffness) from variation mdk. These results are presented,
along with the uncoupled coefficients, in figures 6-7 and 6-8 for mass and drag, respectively.
The coupled drag coefficients differ from the more fully isolated results in that they represent
the drag contribution to tension in the presence of motions which are enhanced by mass effects.
In the fully isolated case, the drag contribution was calculated in a simulation that had no mass.
The coupled drag coefficient is calculated by subtracting the mass and stiffness contributions to
tension from the tension in a simulation with all effects present. The effects of mass on the motion
in this latter simulation are not removed and thus the effect of that motion on the drag coefficient
is reflected in the final result. This same reasoning applies to the coupled mass coefficient as well.
In both of figures 6-7 and 6-8, the motion effects due to the coupling lead to increases in
coefficient values. For drag coefficients the presence of mass leads to increased levels of motion
along the length of the mooring. This increased motion leads in turn to increases in the drag
forces. Because the calculated drag coefficient is normalized by the motion at the top of the
mooring only, the increase in the drag contribution to tension is reflected by an increase in the
drag coefficient. For the coupled mass coefficients, the presence of drag restricts the ability of the
mooring to deform, in effect increasing the overall stiffness of the mooring. To comply with the
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Figure 6-8: Fully isolated drag coefficient (circles) and drag coefficient when mass is present (x).
topside motion then, the amount of mooring line pulled off the bottom increases relative to the
simulations in which no drag is present. This increase in line off the bottom results in a slight
increase in the mass.
The coupling of mass effects into the drag coefficient is clearly the most significant of these
relationships, particularly at low values of ∆τ. This coupling could explain much of the scatter
that is apparent in the fitted mass and damping coefficients for the experimental SWEX data in
figures 6-2 and 6-3. Using the the individual coefficients in those figures the spring-mass-dashpot
model accurately captures the tension response in any single data set. This is clear from the good
quality of any one of the spectral fits described above. However, the coupling between mass and
drag means that the coefficients are a function both of the steady state configuration and of the
excitation frequency and amplitude. Thus, when the coefficients are plotted as a function of the
configuration (as measured by ∆τ) they show significant scatter. This scatter, and the underly-
ing dependence on both static configuration and input excitation, make it difficult to formulate
analytical relationships for the coefficients.
One approach to developing a simple model then is to find representations of the data that
have low scatter. If the scatter in the data can be minimized, such representations could lead to a
model that naturally expresses some of the coupling in the system. In such a model the coupling
is expressed within the form of the model rather than in the individual coefficients. This makes
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Figure 6-9: Comparison of scatter in the relationship between σT and various function of σa: (a) as
a function of σa, (b) as a function of ∆τσa, and (c) as a function of τσa.
mass and drag effects easier to isolate and thus facilitates analytic prediction of model mass and
drag coefficients.
6.2 Development of the simple model
Figure 6-9 shows three presentations of σT . In the first, σT is plotted against σa as in figure 5-27(a).
In the second it is plotted against the product ∆τσa. The third panel presents σT as a function of
the product τσa, where τ is defined as
τ 
¯T
T0
 (6.14)
There is a marked reduction in the scatter in this presentation compared to the first panel.
Motivated by figure 6-9(c) a proposal for the model is
σT
 Mτσa
 f  σv   v     (6.15)
where M is a single coefficient that, together with τ, expresses the model mass effect for any
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Figure 6-10: Comparison of scatter in the relationship between the portion of σT attributable to
drag and various functions of σv   v   . The preliminary value for M, M
 
is 173.7 kg. (a) As a function
of σv   v   ; (b) as a function of ∆τσv   v   ; (c) as a function of τσv   v   .
configuration. The simple linear form of the inertia term reflects the trend apparent in figure 6-
9(c) for values of τσa
 
1  0. This is the inertia dominated regime [40, 99]. Beyond this regime
drag ( f  σv   v    ) becomes important and σT varies away from the straight line trend.
Various forms for f  σv   v    can be examined by subtracting a preliminary estimate of the inertia
contribution from σT . An initial estimate, M
 
, for the value of M is computed based on the slope
of a line fitted to the data for which τσa
 
1  0 in figure 6-9(c). Figure 6-10 shows the resulting
estimated values for f  σv   v    in the same three presentations as in figure 6-9, with σa replaced by
σv
 
v
 
.
The scatter in the velocity plots is greater than for the best acceleration case, but the relation-
ship in figure 6-10(b), drag as a function of the product ∆τσv   v   , appears to have the least scatter.
It also offers the possibility that a simple linear form can be used to model the drag contribution.
This form does have the disadvantage that drag disappears as ∆τ goes to zero. This limitation is
addressed more fully in section 6.10.
With the same type of linear form as the inertia term and the different non-dimensionalized
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mean tension, the model equation becomes
σT
 Mτσa

1
2
ρCd∆τdHσv   v    (6.16)
Like M, Cd is a single coefficient for drag in any configuration. The two model coefficients, M
and Cd can be determined from a linear least squares fit using experimentally observed values of
σT , σa, σv
 
v
 
, τ, and ∆τ. For n data sets, the formula for the coefficients is
 
M
1
2 ρdHCd


 

n
∑
i   1

τσa 
2
i
n
∑
i   1
	
τσa∆τσv   v  

 i
n
∑
i   1
	
τσa∆τσv   v  

 i
n
∑
i   1
	 ∆τσv   v  


2
i


 1
 

n
∑
i   1

σT σa  i
n
∑
i   1
	
σT σv
 
v
 

 i


 (6.17)
For the 119 data sets from the SWEX experiment, the fitted values are M  172  8 kg and Cd =
0.375.
6.3 Physical interpretation of the simple model
The variance of tension in the new model is
σ2T


Mτ  2 σ2a
	

1
2
ρCd∆τdH 
2
σ2v
 
v
 
 ρMτCd∆τdHσaσv   v    (6.18)
Using the linearizing approximation σ2
v
 
v
 
 3σ4v [4] this can be written as
σ2T


Mτ  2 σ2a

 
3 
 1
2
ρCd∆τdH 
2
σ2v


3ρMτCd∆τdHσa  σ2v  (6.19)
Neglecting the relatively small covariance between acceleration and velocity to make use of the
fact that the variance of a sum of independent random variables is the sum of the variances, the
governing equation for the corresponding physical system is
T

t   Ma

t 

v

t  3 
 1
2
ρCDdH 
2
σ2v


3ρMCDdHσa  (6.20)
It is clear from this result that the proposed model can be understood to represent a mass-damper
system with a linearized damping coefficient that depends on both the quadratic drag and inertia.
Casting the simple model in the variance form given by equation 6.19 allows for a comparison
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with the terms in the physically motivated SDOF spring-mass-dashpot model. For that model,
integrating equation 6.5 yields the variance of the tension in data set i as
σ2Ti
 M2i σ
2
ai
	 B2i  2MiKi 
 σ2vi
 K2i σ
2
zi  (6.21)
Both models represent the dynamic tension as a weighted sum of motion statistics. They differ in
the coefficient of the velocity term and in the inclusion or absence of the stiffness term.
The qualitative form of the mass term is the same in both models. From figures 6-2 and 6-7
it is clear that a mass term that grows linearly with non-dimensional mean tension is reasonable.
Linear fits to either of those results would be of the form M0
 M1∆τ. From a comparison with
the model mass term, Mτ, it is clear that the implicit assumption in the model is that the mass
initial value and growth rate are equal. To first order this is a reasonable assumption. If the total
suspended mass is taken as the mass per length times the suspended length, then the τ form of the
non-dimensionalized mean tension is equal to the scope of the mooring,
τ 
¯T
T0
 
mgL
mgH

L
H
 (6.22)
Assuming that the model mass coefficient is equal to the mass per length times the suspended
length and that the mass coefficient at ∆τ  0, M0, is equal to mH then for
M  M0
 M1∆τ  mH
 M1


L
H
 1

 mL (6.23)
to be true, M1 must equal M0.
In the variance form of the model, the coefficient of σ2v is
3 
 1
2
ρCd∆τdH 
2
σ2v


3ρMτCd∆τdHσa  (6.24)
From the time domain form of the simple model, equation 6.20, it can be seen that this entire
coefficient represents a linearized damping constant. This damping constant can be compared to
the velocity coefficient B2i  2MiKi, in equation 6.21 for the spring-mass-dashpot model. That
term represents both a damping and a stiffness effect.
Figure 6-11 shows the term B2i  2MiKi for each of the 119 individual fits to the SWEX spectral
results for the spring-mass-dashpot model along with the total damping coefficient for the simple
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Figure 6-11: Total effective damping constant for the experimental spectral data, B2i  2MiKi, and
the simple model total damping coefficient from equation 6.24.
model for each data set calculated from equation 6.24. With mass and drag coefficients calculated
from a linear fit to the standard deviation form of the model, the model total damping coefficient
is able to reproduce the nonlinear shape and much of the scatter of the spectrally fitted values.
With no stiffness, however, the simple model does not capture the negative coefficients at low
σ2v . For linearized quadratic drag in the spring-mass-dashpot model, B2 ∝ σ2v [29]. Thus, as the
velocity goes to zero in this model the intercept of the σ2v coefficient is  2MK. This term is only
important at low frequencies and amplitudes where there is little damping. At higher frequencies
and amplitudes the B2 term dominates. This higher velocity region is where the simple model total
damping constant, with its inherent expression of coupling between inertia and drag, is accurately
reproducing the shape and scatter of the individually fitted values.
In an undamped spring-mass model, the  2MK term governs the response near resonance. For
frequencies above resonance, inertia dominates the response. By neglecting this term the simple
model is sacrificing accuracy at these lower frequencies. Given the reversed notions of input and
output in the definition of the transfer function in equation 6.2, the undamped resonance is defined
as the frequency at which infinite wave amplitude produces zero tension. Thus, neglecting this
term is conservative. Additionally, any loss in accuracy will be tempered in real situations because
there is always some damping present. At the very lowest frequencies, the simple model also loses
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accuracy because it does not include a stiffness term like the spring-mass-dashpot model’s K 2σ2z .
This term governs the response near zero frequency.
The relative importance of the two stiffness effects, mass, and damping in the SWEX data can
be calculated using the coefficients fitted to the spectra of individual data sets in section 6.1. The
relative magnitude of each of the terms on the right side of equation 6.21 in comparison with the
total tension energy are
f ai 
M2i σ2ai
σ2Ti
 (6.25)
f vBi 
B2i σ2vi
σ2Ti
 (6.26)
f vKi 
2MiKiσ2vi
σ2Ti
 (6.27)
f zi 
K2i σ2zi
σ2Ti
 (6.28)
These response fractions are plotted together in figure 6-12. From these fractions it is clear that the
stiffness term f vKi has little effect over the full range of conditions encountered during the SWEX
experiment. For low ∆τ the relative magnitude of this term approaches 20%, but the total dynamic
tension in these configurations is relatively low. At higher sea states, this term does not contribute
significantly to the dynamic tension. fvKi , the contribution from the stiffness dependent portion of
the velocity coefficient is also quite small. This explains why the simple model is able to represent
the SWEX data without any reference to stiffness. The small stiffness effect also explains the high
scatter in the fitted stiffness coefficients in figure 6-4.
6.4 Model performance
To examine the performance of the simple model, three types of analyses are made:
  Accuracy of the model predicted σT values compared to the experimentally observed values
in terms of RMS error, max error, and the number of predictions with error less than five
percent.
  Accuracy of tension spectra calculated using a formula derived from the simple model. De-
tailed comparisons are presented for the 3 January 1999 storm data set and 6 December 1998
data set. The spectral error over all data sets is also presented.
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Figure 6-12: Portion of the total tension energy attributable to each of the terms in the variance
form of the spring-mass-dashpot model, equation 6.21.
  Bootstrap confidence intervals on the fitted model coefficients.
For the error analysis, the fractional error in the predicted value of σT for data set i is defined
as
ei





σT
 σmodelT
σT




i
 (6.29)
The root mean square error over all data sets is
e 
1
119
119
∑
i   1
e2i  (6.30)
Using these metrics, the RMS error between model fitted and experimentally observed values of
σT is 2.7%. The maximum error in any one data set is 8.3%. 93% of data sets have an error less
than 5%. Figure 6-13 shows the model and experimental tension as a function of τσa.
Casting the statistical relationship into the form given by equation 6.19 facilitates the pre-
diction of the tension spectrum based on quantities that are easily obtained from an input wave
spectrum:
ST 

Mτ  2 Sa

 
3 
 1
2
ρCd∆τdH

2
σ2v


3ρMτCd∆τdHσa  Sv  (6.31)
Comparisons of model predicted spectra calculated using the fitted coefficients and equation 6.31
with the experimental spectra for the 6 December and 3 January data sets are shown in figures 6-14
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Figure 6-13: Comparison of model predicted and experimentally observed standard deviation of
tension.
and 6-15, respectively. For the low sea state case (figure 6-14) the response is inertia dominated
and the model result agrees well with the experimental spectrum across the full range of fre-
quencies. In the high sea state case the basic agreement is good, but the model over predicts the
spectral peak by 12.5%. Beyond the spectral peak, the velocity spectrum falls away quickly while
the acceleration spectrum has the same basic shape as the tension spectrum; that the predicted
tension spectrum is too high suggests that the model is over predicting the mass effect for this
configuration.
To more fully quantify the spectral performance of the model, the spectral error metric defined
by equation 5.22 was applied to model predicted spectra for all 119 experimental data sets. For
each data set, equation 6.31 was used to calculate a model tension spectrum for comparison with
the experimentally observed tension spectrum. The RMS spectral error for all data sets is e
 

0  043. The maximum spectral error in any one data set is 0.10. These errors are lower than those
for the tension spectra which were calculated from the results of the full time domain numerical
simulations in the validation in section 5.4.1 (e
 
= 0.068, maximum error of 0.176). They are
also not markedly higher than the errors for the spectra calculated using the individually fitted
coefficients in section 6.1 (e
 
 0  023, maximum error of 0.055). This is significant because each
of those individual fits was actually based on a minimization of this same error. Thus, the error
for those spectra represents a best case which requires the calculation of 119 sets of coefficients.
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Figure 6-14: Comparison of model predicted tension spectra with the experimentally observed
tension spectrum for the 6 December 1998, 0800 data set.
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Figure 6-15: Comparison of model predicted tension spectra with the experimentally observed
tension spectrum for the 3 January 1999, 1600 data set.
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With just two parameters for the entire data set, the simple model is able to reproduce the tension
responses over the entire frequency range with only slightly less accuracy.
In addition to producing accurate tension results, the fitted coefficients are very robust. With
their 95% confidence intervals (calculated using the bootstrap method described in appendix F)
the fitted mass and drag coefficients are 172  8  2  0 kg and 0  375  0  045, respectively. The
confidence intervals on these fitted coefficients are 1% and 12% of the nominal value. These
small confidence intervals are important because they support the idea that meaningful model
coefficients can be calculated using a priori knowledge of mooring properties. Large uncertainties
on the fitted coefficients would indicate that the model was not capturing the scatter in the data.
These values can be compared to intervals for coefficients for a model based purely on the
spectrally derived mass and damping coefficients in figures 6-2 and 6-3. In such a model, the mass
and damping coefficients as functions of ∆τ are derived using fits to the individual spectrally fitted
values. A straightforward example of this type of model is [40]
M  M0
 M1∆τ  (6.32)
B 

B0
 B1∆τ  σv  (6.33)
Linear fits to these forms yield M0  176  5
 1  3 kg, M1  102  4
 21  7 kg, B0  161  3
 27  8 kg/s,
and B1  1255
 426 kg/s. At the highest value of ∆τ, the confidence intervals for M, and B are
2.8% and 27% of the nominal value. These intervals only take into account the uncertainty in
the linear fits to the individual coefficients. The actual intervals are even larger than this because
of the uncertainties in the individual fits that are not accounted for in this analysis. These large
uncertainties are a result of the highly scattered coefficients derived from the individual spectral
fits.
6.5 Model coefficient dependence on physical parameters
With a validated numerical simulation program it is possible to simulate the entire experimental
data set. This capability permits the calculation of model coefficients for parametric variations
of the system that was actually deployed. By simulating a large number of variations, the depen-
dence of the model coefficients on the system parameters can easily be determined. Parameters
considered here are the chain normal and tangential drag coefficients, Cdn and Cdt , chain normal
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Figure 6-16: Variation of the model mass and drag coefficient with changes to the system normal
and tangential added mass coefficients. Unless otherwise indicated, all other system parameters
are at baseline values. For reference, the suspended mass of chain and AxPacks at slack current
(∆τ  0) is 161.6 kg.
and tangential added mass coefficients, Can and Cat , and bottom stiffness and damping constants.
The total explored parameter space is shown in table 6.2. In most cases only one parameter is
varied relative to the baseline case defined in the first line of the table. The baseline values are the
same as those used for the validation simulations in section 5.4. For each set of parameters, the full
time domain numerical model is run for the environmental conditions in the 119 experimental data
sets. Simulations are two-dimensional with only vertical (heave) input. Statistics of the tension
responses are then computed and a least squares fit is used to calculate the model coefficients M
and Cd for that parameter set. Curves showing the variation in both coefficients while a single
parameter is varied are shown in figures 6-16 through 6-18.
Figure 6-16 shows a strong linear dependence of the mass coefficient on both tangential and
normal added mass. The model drag coefficient also varies with the added mass parameters:
very slightly with the tangential parameter and a bit more substantially for the normal parameter.
This dependency indicates that the model form by itself is not completely capturing the coupling
between inertia and drag. The increase in normal motion along the chain that accompanies the
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drag mass bottom
variation Cdn Cdt Can Cat ˜k ζ
baseline 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
1 0.5 0.01 0.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
2 0.5 0.01 0.2 0.1 0.155 1.0
3 0.5 0.01 0.5 0.1 0.155 1.0
4 0.5 0.01 1.5 0.1 0.155 1.0
5 0.5 0.01 2.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
6 0.5 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.155 1.0
7 0.5 0.01 0.5 0.0 0.155 1.0
8 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.0 0.155 1.0
9 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.05 0.155 1.0
10 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.2 0.155 1.0
11 0.5 0.01 0.0 0.2 0.155 1.0
12 0.5 0.01 0.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
13 0.0 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
14 0.2 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
15 0.4 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
16 0.45 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
17 0.55 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
18 0.6 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
19 0.7 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
20 0.45 0.003 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
21 0.55 0.003 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
22 0.6 0.003 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
23 0.7 0.003 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
24 0.5 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
25 0.5 0.003 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
26 0.5 0.007 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
27 0.5 0.015 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
28 0.5 0.03 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
29 0.4 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
29 0.6 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
31 0.6 0.007 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
32 0.6 0.015 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
33 0.6 0.03 1.0 0.1 0.155 1.0
34 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.078 1.0
35 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.311 1.0
36 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.622 1.0
37 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.155 0.0
38 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.155 0.5
39 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.155 2.0
40 0.5 0.01 1.0 0.1 0.155 4.0
Table 6.2: Parameter variations considered in the model coefficient functional dependence study.
Bold entries indicate a variation in the parameter relative to the baseline value.
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Figure 6-17: Variation of the model mass and drag coefficient with changes to the system normal
and tangential drag coefficients. Unless otherwise indicated, all other system parameters are at
baseline values. For reference, the equivalent tangential drag coefficient of suspended chain and
AxPacks at ∆τ  0 is 0.015, or piCequivdt
 0  048.
increase in mass is causing an increase in drag beyond the level accounted for by the coupling
term in equation 6.19. Because the model input velocity is the same in both cases, the increase in
drag must be reflected by an increase in the model drag coefficient.
A similar effect is evident in figure 6-17 for the model drag coefficients as functions of nor-
mal and tangential drag parameters. There are clear linear relationships between the model drag
coefficient and normal and tangential drag. There is also some dependence of the mass coefficient
on the system drag coefficients. The effect is quite small, however, as expected from the earlier
analysis of the effect of drag on mass (figure 6-7).
The dependencies of the model coefficients on the sea bottom parameters are shown in fig-
ure 6-18. The smallest effect is that of bottom stiffness on model drag coefficient. Over a broad
range of stiffness levels, the model drag coefficient is nearly constant. There is a slight linear
increase in drag coefficient with increasing bottom damping. The most significant effects of the
bottom parameters are on the mass coefficient. As the bottom stiffness increases more of the
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Figure 6-18: Variation of the model mass and drag coefficient with changes to the system bottom
stiffness and damping parameters. Unless otherwise indicated, all other system parameters are at
baseline values.
mooring is supported by the bottom, reducing the mass of the mooring suspended beneath the
buoy. This leads directly to a reduction in the model mass coefficient. That the model mass
coefficient increases with increasing bottom damping is a result of large accelerations (actually
decelerations in this case) of the chain near the bottom in the presence of high bottom damping.
The resulting increase in inertial force is once again reflected in the mass coefficient because of
the constant acceleration input in the model.
6.6 Parameter validation using model coefficients
One potential use of the model coefficients from the parametric studies is to validate the choice
of system parameters in the time domain simulations. In the validation in section 5.4, simulation
results were checked against experimental results to ensure that the simulation results were correct.
Given the numerous parameters in the simulations, however, it is conceivable that the right answers
could be obtained with several different combinations of those parameters. Comparing the model
coefficients derived from a simulated data set to coefficients derived from the experimental data is
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Figure 6-19: Model mass and drag coefficients for the simulation and experimental data sets.
Numbers refer to the variation in table 6.2. The experiment result, with confidence intervals, is
marked by the circle and the dotted box. The baseline simulation result is marked by the *.
one way to check whether the simulation parameters are actually correct. In a sense this process
checks not only that the simulation answers are correct, but that they are correct for the right
reasons.
Figure 6-19 shows the fitted model mass and drag coefficients for the forty variations plus
baseline simulation data sets relative to the model coefficients from the experimental data set. The
small distance between the experimental result and the coefficients for variations 17, 18, and 31
suggests that the parameters in those variations more closely approximate the true parameters than
those in the baseline simulation. Variations 17 and 18 represent an increase in the normal drag
coefficient to 0.55 or 0.6. Variation 31 increases normal drag to 0.6, but reduces tangential drag
to 0.007. Based on this analysis, the remaining baseline parameters (for added mass and the sea
bottom) all appear to be physically reasonable.
This type of validation cannot be obtained simply by comparing statistical results: the RMS
difference in tension standard deviation between simulation and experiment was 5.7% for varia-
tions 17 and 18, and 5.8% for the baseline and variation 31. Variation 19, the coefficients for which
actually fall outside the experimental result confidence intervals, also has an RMS error of 5.7%.
While this error is minimum for all the simulation data sets, analysis of the model coefficients
indicates that the normal drag coefficient of 0.7 in this variation is too high.
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While this procedure can validate a parameter set as being a reasonable approximation to the
true parameters, it cannot reveal the true values for those parameters. With an exhaustive search of
the parameter space, which even for this simple mooring would be computationally very expen-
sive2, it would be possible to determine the parameter set which best matched the experimental
results. Given the overlapping confidence intervals of all the fitted coefficients, however, the only
result that could be accurately reported would be the possible ranges of the parameters.
6.7 Empirical relationships for the model coefficients
The strong linear dependence of the model mass and drag coefficients on the system normal and
tangential added mass and drag parameters suggests the possibility of constructing empirical func-
tions which could be used to calculate model coefficients using only the known hydrodynamic and
material properties of the mooring. Particularly revealing are the relationships exemplified in fig-
ure 6-17 for the model drag as a function of system tangential drag. That the two lines for different
normal drag coefficients are separated by a constant offset indicates that the model drag coefficient
is simply a linear combination of the system normal and tangential drag coefficients.
Ignoring any dependence of the model drag coefficient on system mass or bottom parameters,
a formula for the model coefficient as a function of system parameters can be written as
Cd  βdt piCdt  βdnCdn  (6.34)
βdt and βdn express the relative weighting of normal and tangential drag in the composite model
drag coefficient. The factor of pi on the tangential term accounts for the definition of the tangential
drag coefficient based on material circumference, rather than diameter as for the normal drag
coefficient. The two weights, βdt and βdn , can be determined by a least squares fit to the model
results from variations 13 through 33 (in which only the drag coefficients were varied) plus the
baseline case in table 6.2. The results from the fit are
βdt  3  79  (6.35a)
βdn  0  46  (6.35b)
2 The forty variations in table 6.2, which by no means represent an exhaustive search of the space, took approximately
eight days to complete on a 533 MHz Alpha LX workstation.
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Given validated values Cdt  0  01 and Cdn  0  55 from the previous section, these weights lead to
proportions for tangential and normal effects in the composite model coefficient of approximately
one-third and two-thirds, respectively. The quality of the fit is quite high. The root mean square
difference between the actual model drag coefficients and those calculated from equation 6.34
with the weights from equation 6.35 is 5.1%.
The linear dependence of the model mass coefficient on the system added mass coefficients
suggests that a formula similar to equation 6.34 can be derived for mass. The dimensional nature of
the mass coefficient leads to a more complicated form, however. Taking into account the nominal
mass that hangs under the buoy in a slack configuration, and the rate of increase of suspended
chain length with static tension (the slope of the line in figure 6-20, ϕ), a formula for the mass
coefficient is
M  MT0
 ϕ  βmt 
 m  ρpid
2
4
Cat 
 βmn 
 m  ρpid
2
4
Can    (6.36)
The nominal mass, MT0 , is defined as the mass plus tangential added mass of all of the components
hanging beneath the buoy in a slack (purely vertical) configuration. The model mass coefficient,
M, is a combination of this nominal mass and a weighted sum of the virtual tangential and normal
mass of additional material that is pulled off the bottom as steady state tension increases. The
weights, βmt and βmn , are again determined using a least squares fit to simulation results: variations
1 to 12 plus the baseline in this case. The fitted weights are
βmt   0  156  (6.37a)
βmn  0  102  (6.37b)
The RMS difference between the actual mass coefficients and the results from equation 6.36 using
these weights is less than one percent.
To understand the meaning of the various terms in equation 6.36 and the importance of the
fitted weights, it is useful to consider a uniform mooring in water depth H . Defining
mat
 ρpid
2
4
Cat  (6.38)
man
 ρpid
2
4
Can  (6.39)
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Figure 6-20: Total length of mooring components suspended below the surface buoy as a func-
tion of static tension. Data are from the two dimensional validation simulations presented in
section 5.4.1.
the nominal mass can be written as
MT0  H

m

mat   (6.40)
and equation 6.36 becomes
M 

H  ϕβmt 

m

mat 
 ϕβmn

m

man   (6.41)
With this representation, the weights specify or modify the length of mooring material that con-
tributes to the tangential or normal mass. This explains why βmt is negative. The composite model
mass is made up of the tangential mass evaluated over some length slightly less than the total
length of the mooring plus the normal mass evaluated over some small length.
6.8 A priori response prediction
The primary motivation for developing equations 6.34 and 6.36 is the hope that these formulae
can be used to calculate the coefficients for a given mooring design based only on the known (or
estimated) material and hydrodynamic properties of that system. Such a facility would permit
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dynamic response prediction without the costly construction and execution of time- or frequency-
domain numerical simulations. In cases where the detailed information available from such sim-
ulations is a necessary part of the design process, response prediction based on the simple model
and a priori coefficients could still facilitate the early design iteration stages.
6.8.1 Specifying the steady state tension
A critical piece of information in the dynamic tension model is the non-dimensional steady state
tension, τ (and ∆τ). In early design studies it is probably sufficient to estimate the mean tension
using catenary formulae. For more refined predictions a static nonlinear model, such as the one
described in chapter 3 and appendix D, could be run. Easiest of all for predicting the response in
survivability conditions would be to specify a value for τ directly. Experience with oceanographic
catenary moorings in 40 m or greater water depth suggests that a reasonable maximum value for τ
in similar systems is about 1.3.
Calculating the mass coefficient (equation 6.36) also requires knowledge of the rate of change
of the length of the mooring with steady state tension, ϕ. From the inextensible catenary results in
appendix G, the rate of increase of suspended length with increasing ∆τ is
ϕ  dLdτ

H2
L
 (6.42)
This formula must be employed with some care for non-uniform moorings. More refined calcula-
tions of ϕ could be made by running several non-linear static simulations and estimating the slope
of the resulting

τ  L  line, as in figure 6-20.
6.8.2 Calculating model coefficients
For the basically uniform all chain experimental mooring, application of equations 6.34 and 6.36
to calculate model mass and drag coefficients is straightforward – simply input the mass and drag
properties of the chain. More complicated moorings require some pre-processing to calculate the
input variables for equations 6.34 and 6.36. For a slack mooring composed of p segments (chain
shots, instrument cages, strongbacks, etc.), equivalent normal and tangential drag coefficients are
calculated as
Cequivdn   t

1
dH
p
∑
i   1
diLiCidn   t  (6.43)
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di, Li, and Cidn   t are the diameter, length, and drag coefficients of segment i, respectively. d is
the diameter of the mooring material that includes the grounded portion of the mooring. The
assumptions behind this approach to averaging the drag coefficients are that the mooring is uniform
below a certain depth and that the mooring drag coefficients can always be characterized by the
drag properties of that portion of the mooring that is suspended in a slack configuration. The first
of these assumptions is not very restrictive. Instrumentation is seldom placed below the mud line.
The second assumption implies that for heavily instrumented large scope moorings at high static
tensions, the model prediction would be overly conservative. There is no mechanism in the model
to account for the fact that the long length of ungrounded bottom line in this situation has lower
drag coefficients than those calculated from the instrumented portion of the mooring.
For the mass coefficient the process is somewhat easier because there is no averaging involved.
The nominal mass is calculated from
MT0 
p
∑
i   1

m

mat  i Li  (6.44)
where

m

mat  i is the mass plus tangential added mass per length of segment i. Appropriate
values for m, Can , and Cat in equation 6.36 are simply those for the lower uniform portion of the
mooring.
6.9 Validation of a priori response prediction
In order to test the idea that formulae for the model coefficients derived using a data set from
a single experiment are broadly applicable, three test moorings are considered. The first is the
shallow water chain catenary mooring from the Coastal Mixing and Optics (CMO) experiment,
for which experimental results are available. In this case the model predictions are compared
directly to the experimental results. The remaining test cases are contrived examples of an offshore
riser in four different configurations: three catenary shapes and a lazy wave shape. The lazy
wave configuration is the same as that considered in Larsen’s [61] comparative study of different
numerical programs. Because no experimental results are available for these cases the model
predictions are compared to simulation results.
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6.9.1 CMO mooring
The central discus mooring of the CMO experiment was an instrumented chain mooring deployed
in 70 m of water off the northeast coast of the United States from July 1996 through June 1997 [40].
The central discus buoy contained the same motion package as in the SWEX experiment, with a
10,000 pound load cell at the top of the mooring chain. The primary difference in the two moor-
ings is the instrument load. In 70 m of water the CMO mooring had a nominal virtual mass of
approximately 1570 kg of chain and instruments suspended below the buoy. The field experiment
mooring had approximately 165 kg of chain and instruments in 40 m of water. Instrumentation
included five vector measuring current meters (VMCMs) and four Seacat conductivity and tem-
perature probes.
The data set from the Coastal Mixing and Optics experiment comprises 634 time series of
tension and motion. Composite normal and tangential drag coefficients, calculated according to
equation 6.43, are
Cequivdt
 0  025  (6.45)
Cequivdn
 0  97  (6.46)
The nominal mass is 1570 kg and the outside width and mass per length of the bottom chain are
0.066 m and 7.98 kg/m, respectively. Applying the weights from equations 6.35 and 6.37 yields
model coefficients of Cd  0  75 and m  1553 kg.
These results are very close to the coefficients calculated from a model fit to the 564 experi-
mental data sets for which wind data was readily available. From that fit, M  1557  7 kg and
Cd  0  79
 0  05. A plot of σT versus τσa for the experimental and model results with the a priori
calculated coefficients is shown in figure 6-21. Because the purpose of the comparison is to vali-
date the a priori coefficients rather than the usefulness of the model as an a priori design tool, the
model results were calculated using the experimental mean tension and a value for ϕ calculated
from 564 static simulations. The root mean square difference between the model prediction and
experimental result is 2.1%. This error is the same as that from a comparison of experimental and
model results with the above mentioned fitted coefficients.
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Figure 6-21: Comparison of experimental and model predicted σT for the CMO mooring using a
priori calculated model coefficients. RMS error between experiment and model result is 2.1%.
6.9.2 Catenary riser
The steel catenary riser (SCR) problem tests the predictive capabilities of the model on a problem
with a scale typical of offshore energy production systems rather than oceanographic applications.
The validation baseline in this case is derived from simulations. The simulated system consists
of 1500 m of 0.21 m diameter pipe deployed in three different configurations. The pipe has a
mass per length of 89 kg/m, axial stiffness of 5  109 N, and bending stiffness of 6  6  103 Nm2.
Hydrodynamic and bottom parameters in the simulation were set to Cat  0, Can  1, Cdt  0  05,
Cdn  1  0, ˜k  0  42 and ζ  1  0. The simulations were run for vertically imposed motions equal
to sea states two through nine. Two configurations were run in 600 m water depth with the steady
state horizontal position of the top node at 1000 m and 1200 m. A third configuration was run in
300 m of water with the horizontal position of the top at 1450 m. The current profile in all cases
was constant at  1  0 m/s (left to right) from the surface to one-third the water depth and then
decreased linearly to zero at the bottom. The modeled static configurations are shown in figure 6-
22. These configurations provide working scopes (ratio of suspended length to water depth) of
approximately 1.1, 1.5, and 3.8.
For illustrative purposes and because only simulation results are available for comparison, this
example also employs estimates for τ and ϕ based on catenary formulae rather than detailed static
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Figure 6-22: Static configurations of the catenary riser for the simulation results.
Configuration scope τ ϕ (m)
SCR a 1.10 1.1 545.5
SCR b 1.50 1.63 400.0
SCR c 3.80 7.72 78.9
Lazy wave 1.07 1.07 290.7
Table 6.3: Non-dimensional mean tension and ϕ values for the catenary riser and lazy wave riser
systems.
simulations or experimental results. Thus, the model calculations in this case demonstrate the
process that a designer might follow in using the simple model in the early stages of the design
process. Given estimates for the working scopes of 1.1, 1.5, and 3.8 for the three configurations,
equations G.4 and G.6 were used to calculate values for τ and ϕ in each configuration. The results
of these calculations are shown in table 6.3. Because the model mass coefficient, M, depends on
ϕ, a different mass coefficient was calculated for each configuration. Substituting the known pipe
properties, the weights for the mass coefficient given by equation 6.37, and the different values
for ϕ into equation 6.36 yields for M of 52527 kg, 52760 kg, and 26574 kg, for the three cases,
respectively. Similarly, substituting the pipe drag parameters into equation 6.34 with weights given
by equation 6.35 yields Cd  1  055, independent of the configuration.
Motion statistics for the model were calculated from the same Bretschneider spectrum, S

ω  ,
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% error in model predicted σT
sea
state
significant
height (m)
peak
period (s) config (a) config (b) config (c)
2 0.3 7.5 -15.1 -48.6 -61.5
3 0.9 7.5 -14.3 -41.1 -43.8
4 1.9 8.8 -11.4 -29.9 -27.0
5 3.3 9.7 -8.3 -16.3 -9.0
6 5.0 12.4 -4.6 -7.0 0.9
7 7.5 15.0 -1.3 3.7 12.5
8 11.5 16.4 3.1 17.2 39.2
8+ 16.0 20.0 0.9 15.8 38.7
Table 6.4: Error in the model predicted σT for the catenary riser using a priori model coeffi-
cients. Model coefficients were calculated using approximate steady state tension results from
equations G.4 and G.6. Sea state parameters are based on the North Atlantic data from Faltin-
sen [29], Table 2.3.
that was used in generating the input time series for the simulation in each sea state,
σv
 
v
 


3
 
∞
0
ω2S

ω  dω  (6.47)
σa
 
 
∞
0
ω4S

ω  dω 
1
2
 (6.48)
Results of the comparisons are shown in table 6.4 and figure 6-23. The largest relative errors occur
for the low sea states in all three configurations. At sea states two and three in the higher scope
configurations the model under predicts the response by 50% or more. This represents a much
smaller error in the total tension, however, as the static tension is very high in these configuration.
At higher sea states the agreement between model and simulation improves. In the lowest scope
case (a) the errors for sea states six and above are less than 5%. While the same holds true for the
high scope configurations in sea states six and seven, the model over predicts σT by approximately
17% in both sea states eight and nine for case (b) and by nearly 40% in case (c). As described in
section 6.10, the model increasingly over predicts the tension with increasing sea state because the
coupling of mass into drag actually becomes less at these high sea states. Overall, however, the
close agreement in both the quantitative and qualitative way in which the model results predict the
response as a function of sea state suggest that the model can be applied successfully to moorings
with very different scales than those considered previously.
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Figure 6-23: Comparison of simulation and model σT for the catenary riser. (a) Top node at
x  1000 m and water depth of 600 m in the simulation; estimated working scope of 1.1 for model
calculations. (b) Top node at x  1200 m and water depth of 600 m in the simulation; estimated
working scope of 1.5 for model calculations. (c) Top node at x  1450 m with water depth of
300 m in the simulation; estimated working scope of 3.8 for the model calculations.
6.9.3 Lazy wave riser
The lazy wave riser problem is based on the configuration described by Larsen [61]. The pipe
and bottom parameters are the same as for the catenary riser. The water depth is 355 m and the
static position of the top of the riser is x  350 m, z  375 m (20 m above the water surface). The
current flows from right to left (  x direction) with a constant value of 1.0 m/s from the surface
to mid-depth and a linear decrease from mid-depth to the bottom. The top of the riser is held in
place against the current with an applied pre-tension. The simulated static configuration is shown
in figure 6-24.
Because of the different shape, the model must be applied with some care in this case. The
water depth is taken to be the distance from the bottom of the sagged section to the top of the riser
(above the surface). Likewise, the suspended length is measured from the bottom of the sagged
section upwards. With these caveats, equations G.4 and G.6 can be used to calculate τ and ϕ as
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Figure 6-24: Static configuration of the lazy wave riser for the simulation results. The effective
working scope for the model predictions was also determined from this result.
for the catenary riser. Results of these calculations are given in the last line of table 6.3. The
calculated model coefficients are M  36267 kg and Cd  1  055.
A comparison between simulation and model predicted σT for the same eight sea states as
for the catenary riser is shown in figure 6-25. The largest relative errors in this case occur at the
highest sea states, but none of the errors exceed 11%. For sea states six and lower the errors are all
less than 5%. The good agreement between model and simulation in this comparison reinforces
the idea that the model is applicable on a range of scales, and also suggests that it can be applied
to geometrically compliant shapes other than the simple catenary mooring.
6.10 Conditions under which the model breaks down
While the comparisons above all showed reasonably good agreement between model predictions
and simulation results, there are conditions under which the accuracy of the model becomes de-
graded, such as at the highest sea states in the riser response. To explore these conditions the
simplified version of the SWEX mooring first introduced in section 6.1 to study scatter in the re-
sponse statistics was subjected to a wide range of forcing conditions. In this study, the mooring
properties and hydrodynamic parameters were set to their baseline values. The a priori model
coefficients given these properties are M  156  3 kg and Cd  0  349. Three hundred simulations
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Figure 6-25: Comparison of simulation and model σT for the lazy wave riser.
were run with ∆τ values of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0, ten excitation amplitudes ranging from
0.1 m to 2.0 m, and six excitation periods (4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 15 seconds).
Figure 6-26 shows the simulated and model predicted values of σT as a function of σa for
four values of ∆τ. In each case the model prediction agrees reasonably well with the simulation
for lower values of σa. At all four ∆τ values, however, the model over predicts the dynamic
tension at the highest acceleration levels. The critical acceleration at which the model accuracy is
significantly degraded increases with ∆τ. Thus, both steady state configuration and excitation level
determine when the model breaks down. In figure 6-26(a) for ∆τ  0  05 the model predictions
for σa  2 m/s2 have relatively large errors. For ∆τ  1  0 in figure 6-26(d), only the result at the
highest value of σa (approximately 3.5 m/s2) has a large error.
The over prediction of the tension is likely due to the presence of the coupling between mass
and drag in the model. As shown in figure 6-8, the relative importance of the coupling on the drag
coefficient decreases with increasing ∆τ. The model has no way to account for this decrease and
thus the presence of the coupling leads to an over prediction of the tension in severe conditions.
That the effect of the coupling should be reduced in severe conditions makes sense in that the
process whereby an increase in inertially induced motions leads to an increase in drag forces
should be self-limiting. At some point the motion will reach a speed at which quadratic drag,
which is proportional to A2ω2, will restrict any additional line motions that might be caused by
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Figure 6-26: Simulation and model predicted values for σT in a study using a broad range of
sinusoidal excitation conditions.
inertia, which is proportional to Aω2. The point at which this occurs increases with increasing
mean tension because as the mooring is pulled open the coupling between inertia and drag is
important over a broader range of excitation conditions.
In addition to this over prediction of tension in severe conditions there are several remaining
circumstances in which the model cannot accurately predict the dynamic response. The two most
interesting are both related to elastic stiffness. For moorings with inadequate scope, the geometric
compliance mechanism can fail and elastic stretching of the mooring line becomes important. In
these cases, the model would likely under predict the tension. The model essentially assumes that
there will always be sufficient geometric compliance.
In contrast, for moorings that are basically geometrically compliant, but also relatively elasti-
cally flexible, the model over predicts the tension. For example, the sea state 8 simulation result for
σT for the higher scope catenary riser problem with the axial stiffness reduced by a factor of 100
is σT  1  05  105 N. This is nearly three times less than the result calculated using the original
stiffness. The model has no mechanism to account for this reduction. The implicit assumption in
ignoring stiffness effects in the development of the model is that the mooring line is inextensible.
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The validity of the inextensibility assumption can be checked using the ratio of elastic to catenary
stiffness [94],


w0L
Fh

2 EA
Fh
 (6.49)
where Fh is the horizontal component of tension at the top of the mooring. Results from Irvine
and Caughey [58] suggest that inextensibility is a reasonable assumption if this ratio exceeds 100
– 1000.
Other failure modes for the model include cases where the mooring is near vertical (∆τ   0)
and σv   v   is large or tangential drag effects are substantial. In both of these cases, the model mass
term will accurately predict the inertial response but the inclusion of ∆τ in the drag term means that
the drag response will be neglected. Also, in cases where tangential drag is very large and normal
drag is very small, figure 6-6(c) makes clear that the total drag coefficient should decrease with
∆τ. The model drag coefficient always increases. Finally, because geometric stiffness induced
dynamic tension is proportional to the dynamic length of material off the bottom and steady state
forces acting on that material, strong bottom currents or very heavy bottom line can increase
geometric stiffness effects to the point where they become non-negligible.
6.11 Effect of horizontal motions on the model coefficients
All of the simulations used in developing the simple model thus far have used purely vertical in-
put. This approach was based on the derivation of the model using only heave statistics. Given
the comparisons to simulation results of a wide range of configurations, the model is clearly suc-
cessful at predicting the dynamic tension response to vertical motions. Furthermore, given the
model’s derivation from and success with the experimental results from the SWEX and CMO
chain catenary moorings, for which the topside motion had components in three dimensions, it
can be concluded that in these configurations the dynamic tension is dominated by the system
response to vertical motions. Clearly, however, the horizontal motions must produce some contri-
bution to the tension response.
To explore what effect horizontal motions have on the model coefficients, three-dimensional
simulations of the experimental mooring were run for the same baseline plus 40 variations of the
hydrodynamic coefficients listed in table 6.2. Because of the loss of the y accelerometer channel
during the experiment there are only 60 available data sets to be simulated for each variation.
Figure 6-27 shows the fitted model mass and drag coefficients as a function of the simulation
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Figure 6-27: Variation of the model mass and drag coefficient with changes to the system nor-
mal and tangential added mass and drag coefficients for both vertical and fully three-dimensional
topside motion input in the simulations. The parameters not under study in each panel remain at
baseline values.
tangential and normal added mass and drag coefficients for both the original two-dimensional
vertical only simulations and the new three-dimensional simulations.
The obvious effect of the horizontal motions is an increase in the model drag coefficient and a
decrease in the model mass coefficient. Based on the convergence to nearly identical mass coeffi-
cients at zero normal added mass, the change in model mass coefficient appears to be due entirely
to an effect in the normal direction. In contrast, both tangential and normal effects contribute to the
increase in model drag coefficient with the addition of horizontal motions. Qualitatively, however,
there are no significant differences in the coefficients derived from the three-dimensional simu-
lations with both vertical and horizontal topside motions. What this indicates is that the model,
which uses statistics of vertical motion as the only input, can be successfully applied to some sys-
tems with horizontal motions because the horizontal motions in these systems can be accounted
for by changes to the model mass and drag coefficients.
Because of this, figure 6-19, which compared model mass and drag coefficients for the vertical
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Figure 6-28: Model mass and drag coefficients for the three-dimensional simulation and exper-
imental data sets. Numbers refer to the variation in table 6.2. The experiment result, with con-
fidence intervals, is marked by the circle and the dotted box. The baseline simulation result is
marked by the *.
motion simulations to coefficients derived from the experimental data set, is not a good indicator
of the true value of the system hydrodynamic coefficients. Rather, it is an indicator of the coeffi-
cient sets which when used with a vertical motion only simulation produce good matches to the
experimental results, which are three-dimensional. The best choices for drag parameters from that
figure were Cdt  0  01 and Cdn  0  55. It is now clear that these values must be too high. They had
to be artificially large to match the experimental results to make up for the fact that there was no
horizontal motion in the simulations. Figure 6-28 shows the mapping of the model mass and drag
coefficients from the three-dimensional simulations. The best choice in this case is Cdt  0  003,
Cdn  0  5, and added mass coefficients at baseline values. This is variation 25 in table 6.2.
6.12 Horizontal motion effects in very shallow water
Horizontal motions have a more significant effect on the dynamic tension as the water depth de-
creases. This conclusion became clear during analysis of an experimental data set from a 17 m
deep National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) test mooring at Duck Pier, North Carolina. For that
experiment, an instrumented 3-meter discus buoy was deployed from July 1997 through January
1998 [88] (due to an instrumentation failure, data is only available for the first two months of this
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Figure 6-29: Experimental and simulated dynamic tension statistics for 126 of the data sets from
the NDBC Duck mooring.
period). The buoy contained a six axis motion package, current meter, and meteorological sensors.
Two load cells and an S4 current meter were deployed on the mooring line immediately beneath
the buoy. The current meter was deployed in the middle of a 7.1 m length consisting of shackle
and short shots of 1-inch and 34 -inch chain. The remainder of the mooring line consisted of 41 m
of 1 14 -inch chain.
During the analysis of the data from this mooring two things became apparent. First, simula-
tion results could not be made to match experimental results without the inclusion of the horizontal
surge motion at the top of the mooring. There was no choice of hydrodynamic parameters which
produced an accurate response given only vertical input. Statistical evidence of this inability is
shown in figure 6-29. This situation contrasts with that for the deeper (40 m) SWEX experiment
described above for which the hydrodynamic parameters could be increased in conjunction with
vertical input to produce a simulation that compared well to the three-dimensional experimental
result. The second observation was that while the dynamic tension model could be fitted to the
experimental results the fitted drag coefficient was approximately three times greater than that
predicted from the a priori coefficient prediction procedures outlined in section 6.8 These two ob-
servations indicate that the presence of horizontal motions in this very shallow water mooring lead
to a dynamic tension response that is qualitatively different than the response to vertical motions
that can be characterized by the simple model.
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6.12.1 A model for the dynamic tension response to horizontal motion
To separate the effects of horizontal and vertical motions as a function of depth, simulations of the
NDBC mooring were run with horizontal only, vertical only, and combined horizontal and vertical
input motion at a series of depths from 10 to 40 m. The length of the bottom chain was increased at
the higher depths so that the touchdown point was always away from the anchor. The simulations
were two-dimensional, horizontal motion in the surge direction only, to minimize the computa-
tion time. Tension statistics at six depths are shown in figure 6-30. Three results are presented
for each depth: σv   hT , dynamic tension in the simulations with both horizontal and vertical input,
σvT , dynamic tension in the simulation with vertical input, and σvT

σhT , the sum of the dynamic
tension in the simulations with horizontal only and vertical only input. An important observa-
tion to draw from figure 6-30 is that as the depth increases the results from the vertical only and
vertical+horizontal simulations appear to converge. This is consistent with the small difference
between vertical and fully three-dimensional results from the SWEX mooring. A second observa-
tion is that at lower depths the sum of the dynamic tension from the vertical only and horizontal
only simulations appear to sum to the results from the simulation with both horizontal and vertical
input. This is important because it suggests that the effects of vertical and horizontal motion on
dynamic tension are linearly separable.
Based on this latter observation then, a modification to the dynamic tension model can be
proposed as follows:
σT
 Mτσa

1
2
ρCd∆τdHσv   v  
 f  horizontal motion statistics, depth   (6.50)
Figure 6-31(a) shows the dynamic tension statistics as a function of horizontal acceleration for
the simulations with horizontal only input in 15 m depth. The qualitative similarity between this
response and the typical response to vertical motions (e.g., figure 5-27(a)) suggests a form similar
to the model for vertical motions for the horizontal terms,
σhT
 Mhτσax

1
2
ρChd∆τSσvx   vx    (6.51)
The superscripts h indicate terms specific to horizontal motion, subscripts x refer to statistics of
the motion in the horizontal direction, and S is a projected area because it is not immediately clear
that non-dimensionalizing the drag coefficient using the full water depth is appropriate. For that
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Figure 6-30: Simulated dynamic tension in the NDBC Duck mooring at six depths given verti-
cal+horizontal, vertical only, and horizontal only motion input.
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Figure 6-31: (a) Simulated dynamic tension in the NDBC Duck mooring in 15 m depth given
horizontal only input motion. (b) Portion of dynamic tension attributable to drag with an initial
mass estimate based on the slope of the points in (a) with τσax   0  8.
reason it is more convenient to express the model with a dimensional drag coefficient as
σhT
 Mhτσax
 bh∆τσvx   vx    (6.52)
Figure 6-31(b) which shows a linear trend with quadratic velocity for the initial guess at the non-
inertial portion of the tension response provides further evidence that this same form of model
may be appropriate for horizontal motions.
When the fitted coefficients for this model are mapped over a range of simulation parameters,
however, the fitted dimensional drag coefficient is insensitive to the value of the simulation nor-
mal and tangential drag coefficients. For example, at baseline values of Cdn  0  3 and Cdt  0  003,
the fitted dimensional drag coefficient is bh  1041 kg/m. Doubling the normal drag coefficient
to 0.6 results in only a slight increase in bh, to 1080 kg/m. Likewise, increasing the tangential
drag coefficient to 0.01 in the simulations produces a fitted value for bh of 1044 kg/m. The fitted
mass coefficients vary significantly with changes to the simulation normal added mass parameter;
there does not appear to be any sensitivity of the model mass coefficient to tangential added mass.
Parameter variations were also run with a range of bottom damping and bottom stiffness coeffi-
cients. The fitted mass and dimensional drag coefficients for some of these variations are listed in
table 6.5.
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variation Mh (kg) bh (kg/m)
baseline 69.3 1041
Cdn  0  6 60.9 1080
Cdt  0  01 69.3 1044ζ  0  0 68.0 1026
˜k  0  056 67.9 1180
Can  2  0 84.9 1022
Cat  0  0 69.1 1045
Table 6.5: Fitted coefficients for the dynamic tension response to horizontal motions using the
same model form as for vertical motions. Baseline values are Cdn  0  3, Cdt  0  003, Can  1  0,
Cat  0  1, ζ  2  0, ˜k  0  22. Variations were run for the 15 m depth case.
The vertical model form for the horizontal motions, equation 6.52, is only superficially appro-
priate. That the dynamic tension response to purely horizontal motions is not dependent on the
drag coefficients or bottom damping suggests that there is no significant drag contribution to the
tension response. In fact, the only parameter variations that produce a significant change in the fit-
ted drag coefficient are changes to the mooring line wet weight. Doubling the wet weight (without
changing the mass) of all the mooring components yields fitted mass and damping coefficients of
97 kg and 2204 kg/m, respectively. A better model then is one in which the non-inertial portion of
the tension response is attributable to a geometric stiffness effect rather than a drag effect. Such a
mechanism would explain this correlation between the non-inertial portion of the tension and the
mooring wet weight. A model that makes use of this insight is,
σhT
 Mhτσax
 kh∆τσx  (6.53)
The form of the stiffness term was chosen because of the strong linearity apparent in figure 6-
32 for the non-inertial portion of the dynamic tension as a function of ∆τσx. σx is the standard
deviation of the surge motion.
Table 6.6 lists the fitted coefficients for the model described by equation 6.53 for the same
variations as in table 6.5 plus variations on the wet weight. As expected the stiffness coefficient
is largely insensitive to changes in any parameter except mooring wet weight. There is a slight
dependence on the bottom stiffness: a factor of four decrease in ˜k results in a twelve percent
increase in the fitted stiffness coefficient. The mass coefficient also shows a strong dependence on
the wet weight. The quality of the fits is not as high and the confidence intervals are not as small
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Figure 6-32: Portion of dynamic tension attributable to a stiffness effect with an initial mass
estimate based on the slope of the points in figure 6-31(a) with τσax   0  8.
variation Mh (kg) kh (N/m)
baseline 56  5  6  2 724  100
Cdn  0  6 47  0
 6  2 753  100
Cdt  0  01 56  3
 6  3 726  100
ζ  0  0 55  0  6  3 718  99
˜k  0  056 55  3  6  0 815  107
Can  2  0 72  3
 6  5 711  98
Cat  0  0 56  3
 6  3 727  100
w0

w
 0
 0  5 51  3  7  7 493  66
w0

w
 0
 1  5 67  6  6  8 1099  159
w0

w
 0
 2  0 82  4  7  9 1528  83
Table 6.6: Fitted coefficients with 95% confidence intervals for the dynamic tension response to
horizontal motions using the model described by equation 6.53. Baseline values for the parameters
are given in table 6.5. The wet weight variations are specified as a ratio of the specified wet weight
to the nominal wet weight in the baseline case. The variation is made to the wet weight of all
mooring components.
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Figure 6-33: Simulated and model fitted (equation 6.53) values for the standard deviation of ten-
sion in response to horizontal input motion.
as for the vertical model applied to the SWEX or CMO experimental data. The errors are not
unreasonable, however: RMS error between the standard deviation of dynamic tension from the
baseline simulations and the fitted results is 25%; 74% of points have an error of less than 10%.
Figure 6-33 shows the simulated and fitted values for σhT for the baseline case in 15 m depth.
Equation 6.53 and the strong dependence of the stiffness coefficient on the wet weight explain
why the horizontal motions in the deeper SWEX mooring contributed so little to the total dynamic
tension. First, the stiffness term in equation 6.53 scales with non-dimensional mean tension, ∆τ.
The average value of this parameter decreases with increasing depth. The maximum value of ∆τ
during SWEX was 0.17. In the NDBC experiment it was 0.99. Secondly, the weight of chain
in the SWEX mooring was approximately five times lower than the depth averaged wet weight
of components in the NDBC mooring. With model stiffness roughly proportional to wet weight,
these two factors combine to produce a horizontal motion stiffness effect that is as much as 25
times lower in the SWEX mooring than in the NDBC mooring given similar topside motion.
6.12.2 Parametric dependence of the model coefficients
A practical benefit to choosing equation 6.53 as the form of the model for horizontal motions is
that the fitted stiffness coefficients are relatively constant with depth. Figure 6-34 shows the fitted
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Figure 6-34: Fitted stiffness coefficient for the horizontal motion model in 15, 20, 30, and 40 m
water depth. The x-axis is the scaling factor applied to the wet weight of all mooring components.
stiffness coefficient over a range of wet weight values for depths from 15 to 40 m. The upward
trend in kh is roughly linear with increasing weight, though the slope does steepen somewhat as the
weight increases. It is difficult to quantify the exact relationship between the fitted value of kh and
the wet weight in the simulation because of the variation in weight over the length of the mooring3.
Counterintuitively, perhaps, the appropriate value is not simply that for the bottom chain. In 15 m
depth simulations with half the wet weight of the bottom chain, but nominal values for the rest of
the mooring, the fitted stiffness value was 645 N/m. This value is higher than the 493 N/m stiffness
from figure 6-34 calculated when all of the mooring component weights were halved, indicating
that the weights of the components above the bottom chain do effect the stiffness.
In a simulation with a uniform mooring consisting only of heavy bottom chain with a wet
weight of 188 N/m, the fitted stiffness coefficient was 850  119 N/m. This leads to a ratio kh

w0

4  5. Applying this ratio to the actual mooring with a wet weight averaged over a length of 15 m
yields a prediction for kh of 693 N/m. This value is slightly low compared to the fitted result
of 724 N/m in figure 6-34. In 40 m of water, the average wet weight increases because of the
increased length of heavy bottom chain, and the predicted result using the ratio of 4.5 is 788 N/m,
which is too high compared to the fitted result of 653  173 N/m. All of these values, however,
fall within the 95% confidence regions of one another.
3 The NDBC test mooring consisted of four distinct segments, with heavier segments nearer the bottom.
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Figure 6-35: (a) Dynamic tension response to horizontal motion in the uniform NDBC mooring
at 15, 25, and 40 m depths. (b) Portion of the dynamic tension attributable to stiffness. The initial
mass estimate, Mh0 , is based on a linear fit to the data in (a) for τσax   0  8.
To eliminate the difficulty associated with the variation in mooring properties with depth and to
explore the interdependence of the mass and stiffness coefficients, simulations with only horizontal
input were run with the uniform version of the NDBC mooring in water depths from 15 to 40 m.
Because the mass and wet weight properties of a mooring line are related through a proportionality
constant in most practical situations only the mooring mass was varied in these simulations. The
wet weight was defined as
w0
 mg 
 1 
ρwater
ρmooring 
 (6.54)
Both tangential and normal added mass coefficients were zero.
With a uniform mooring, the effective wet weight per length and mass per length are constant
with depth. Under these conditions, there is virtually no depth dependence in the fitted coeffi-
cients. Figure 6-35 shows the dynamic tension response in the usual way for three different depths
overlaid upon one another. That the response across depths can be plotted meaningfully in the
same way as the response at a single depth suggests that a fit to the combined data from all depths
will yield coefficients that are valid at any depth. Figure 6-36 shows the fitted mass and stiff-
ness coefficients for the combined data at 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 m depths with the mass per
length set to 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 times the nominal value of 22 kg/m. The fitted coefficients vary
linearly with the mooring line mass. The average ratio of model mass coefficient to mooring mass
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Figure 6-36: (a) Mass coefficient fitted to the tension response data in figure 6-35(a) for the uni-
form NDBC mooring at 15, 25, and 40 m depths plus additional results for 20, 30, and 35 m
depths. (b) Fitted stiffness coefficient for the same data.
is 2.89 m. The average ratio of model stiffness coefficient to mooring wet weight is 4.68.
The slope of the fitted mass coefficient as a function of mooring mass in figure 6-36(a) has
units of length. This length is the amount of mooring chain over which there is an inertial response
to horizontal motions. Typically, for wave frequency excitation and low values of non-dimensional
mean tension, only a small region near the touchdown point responds with significant acceleration
to horizontal motion. The dimensionality of the length of this region complicates any attempt to
develop a formula for calculating the model mass coefficient in an arbitrary system. In the vertical
model, the appropriate length scale was the water depth. For the horizontal model, the same mass
coefficient can be applied across depths and thus depth does not provide the appropriate scaling.
A length scale, l, can be calculated from the ratio of stiffness and inertial effects,
l  w0σx
mσax
 (6.55)
With the wet weight proportional to mg and σax ∝ ω2pσx,
l ∝ g
ω2p
 (6.56)
where ωp is the peak frequency of the spectrum of horizontal motion. Though this dependence
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Figure 6-37: Dynamic tension response of the uniform NDBC mooring to purely sinusoidal hori-
zontal input motion as a function of depth and excitation period.
on excitation frequency could cause some of the scatter in the response statistics, the variation in
excitation frequency over the course of the experiment was not great. To verify the dependence on
frequency then, simulations were run with purely sinusoidal input motion. Figure 6-37 shows the
dynamic tension for the uniform mooring in 15 m, 25 m, and 40 m depth with excitation periods
of 5 s, 8 s, and 11 s. Excitation amplitude ranged from 0.1 m to 1.5 m. For each excitation period,
the slope of the response is roughly the same, independent of depth. As the excitation period
increases, acceleration level decreases, and the slope of the response increases. This increasing
slope represents an increase in the total mass that is needed to keep inertia in balance with stiffness
effects.
The slopes from these results can be compared to values calculated using equation 6.55. Given
sinusoidal input, σax  ω2pσx (rather than just being proportional) and the total mass coefficient,
ml, becomes
ml  w0
ω2p
 (6.57)
This formula yields predicted slopes of 575 kg, 304 kg, and 119 kg for 11 s, 8 s, and 5 s excitation
periods, respectively. These values compare to average slopes for the results in figure 6-37 of
385 kg, 234 kg, and 126 kg. Even within the simulation results in figure 6-37 the correspondence
between frequency and length scale is not exact. The ratio between the average slope of the results
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Figure 6-38: (a) Comparison of simulated and model calculated σhT from equation 6.58. The
simulation results are the same as those shown in figure 6-35. (b) Simulated and model calculated
σhT from the original model equation 6.53 with fitted coefficients (Mh  61  4 kg, kh  848 N/m).
for 11 s and 5 s cases is 385/126 or 3.06. From equation 6.56 the expected ratio is

11

5  2 or
4.84. The conclusion from both comparisons is that the calculated length scale becomes too large
as the excitation period increases. At the highest frequency, where inertia is most dominant, the
calculated length scale appears to be accurate. As the frequency decreases and stiffness effects
begin to dominate, the calculated length scale becomes too large.
With the model mass coefficient written as Mh  ml, the length scale l given by equation 6.55,
and the wet weight and mass related according to equation 6.54, the horizontal model for a uniform
mooring with negligible or no added mass can be written in terms of standard deviation of motion
only as
σhT
 w0σx

τ
 ∆τβhk

 (6.58)
where βhk is a constant that relates the stiffness coefficient kh to the mooring wet weight. Figure 6-
38(a) shows the simulation results for 15 m, 25 m, and 40 m depth as in figure 6-35 along with
σhT calculated from equation 6.58 using a value for βhk of 4.68 from figure 6-36(b). At low values
of τσax the response is inertia dominated and the model predictions agree reasonably well with
the simulation results. As τσax increases, however, the model prediction becomes larger than the
simulation result. This is a consequence of overestimating the mass length scale as the response
becomes more stiffness dominated.
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While a length scale based on the ratio of stiffness and inertial effects offers a generalized
procedure for calculating the model mass coefficient, it is not applicable over a broad range of
conditions. Figure 6-38(b) shows values for σhT calculated from equation 6.53 with fitted mass
and stiffness coefficients. At high τσax these results are significantly more accurate than those
based on equation 6.58. The process of calculating model coefficients by fitting to experimental
or simulation results is much harder to generalize, however, and is therefore much less useful in
practical applications.
6.12.3 Practical application of the horizontal model
Given appropriate coefficients for both the vertical and horizontal models, the separate predictions
for response to vertical (equation 6.16) and horizontal (equation 6.53 or 6.58) motions can be
summed to calculate the total dynamic tension response in the presence of both vertical and hori-
zontal topside buoy motions. The validity of this approach is supported by the linear separability
(in a statistical sense) of the response to vertical and horizontal motions in figure 6-30. Additional
work is required, however, to determine the limits of applicability of this approach.
For the analysis of experimental results, it would be desirable to fit the experimental data to a
model which combined equations 6.16 and 6.53. The results from such a fit would immediately
reveal the relative importance of vertical and horizontal effects in a given data set. Because of the
typically strong correlation between vertical and horizontal motion statistics, however, such a fit
does not produce reliable results. There are simply too many degrees of freedom in the fit (four)
and too little discrimination amongst the input parameters.
6.13 Summary
While the model for horizontal motions needs to be more fully studied, the overall results from
the above analyses of simple models for dynamic tension are quite encouraging. For the response
to pure vertical motion, or for cases with low values of ∆τ in which horizontal effects can be
neglected, the simple model given by equation 6.16 is quite accurate over a broad range of condi-
tions. In the analyses above it was applied to a variety of chain catenary moorings and steel riser
configurations with good success. When combined with a validated model for horizontal response
effects the range of applicability will be even greater.
As a data analysis tool or as a design tool with a priori predicted coefficients, the simplicity of
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the model is a compelling advantage. In fact, in the latter application, the simplicity of the model
greatly facilitated the analysis that yielded the rules for a priori coefficient prediction. Despite
the model’s simplicity, however, it has features which make it physically, as well as practically,
compelling. In the analysis of these physics, many of the important features of the dynamic
response of geometrically compliant moorings were highlighted:
  The dependence of the mass term on τ and the drag term on ∆τ reflects the inertia dominated
response regime in low to moderate excitation conditions.
  The presence of the coupling between mass and drag in the model is important in the tran-
sition between inertia dominated and drag dominated responses.
  At some excitation level which is dependent on both steady state configuration and quadratic
velocity, the drag forces overwhelm the inertially induced motions of the chain. Under these
conditions the coupling term in the model leads to an over prediction of the tension.
  Stiffness effects can typically be neglected at low non-dimensional mean tension, except
perhaps for very low frequency, large amplitude excitations in which velocity and acceler-
ation are small. Stiffness effects are more important in the response to horizontal motions
than to vertical motions.
Unstudied in this chapter is the elastic dominated regime which exists beyond the drag regime
for cases where the non-dimensional mean tension is high enough to pull all of the available line
off the bottom. Webster [99] studied this regime in some detail. In these cases the system is no
longer geometrically compliant and deforms elastically in response to dynamic forcing. For the
rigid, stiff materials typically used in these systems this can be a dangerous regime. This situation
can be avoided by designing the mooring with sufficient scope given accurate specification of the
environmental conditions.
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Chapter 7
Bottom Interaction
In the previous chapter the focus of the analyses was the dynamic tension at the top of the moor-
ing. For the most part, the stiffness and damping properties of the bottom played little role in
determining that response. Previous authors [79] have shown that the bottom properties do play a
role in governing the response, particularly the bending response, of the mooring in the immediate
vicinity of the touchdown point (TDP). In this chapter, laboratory experiments are used to inves-
tigate whether there are excitation conditions under which bottom interaction effects do play a
role in other aspects of the mooring response. Under these conditions, the suitability of the elastic
foundation approach in the numerical simulations is also investigated.
7.1 Description of the laboratory experiment
The laboratory experiments were conducted in the Iselin flume at the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution. The flume is 20 m long and has a cross-section approximately 1.2 m square. It is
equipped both with a tow carriage and recirculation pumps, neither of which were used for these
experiments. The experiments used a section of mooring chain deployed at a fixed position in the
flume. Various configurations of the chain were excited using a linear servo actuation mechanism.
Data was collected from load cells and a digital video camera.
7.1.1 Physical layout of the experiment
The test specimen was a length of 316 -inch galvanized steel chain with an outside link width of
1.95 cm and a shaft diameter of 0.57 cm. The mass and wet weight of the chain were 0.57 kg/m
and 4.84 N/m, respectively. The test chain was suspended from the linear actuator and run along
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Figure 7-1: The basic setup for the laboratory experiments.
a bottom platform to an anchor position. The anchor end of the chain was held in place using lead
weights placed on top of the chain immediately beyond the end of the platform. Pretension and
excitation levels were constrained so that the chain at the anchor end of the platform never lifted
off the bottom. Water depth during the experiments was 1.1 m. With a bottom platform height of
10 cm, the effective depth was 1.0 m.
A schematic overview of the experiment is shown in figure 7-1. A photograph of the physical
arrangement of the actuator, lighting, and test specimen is shown in figure 7-2. The 10 cm high
bottom platform lifts the chain above the tank bottom so that the entire chain is in view of the video
instrumentation. The platform, a section of wide aluminum channel stock, was used with four
different surfaces. The basic hard bottom is simply the aluminum covered with black electrical
tape to reduce reflectivity. Other bottom types were created by placing either a stippled foam or
artificial grass mat on top of the tape. Photographs of these two surfaces are shown in figures 7-3
and 7-4. The foam material is an anti-fatigue standing mat. The artificial grass mat is a green
plastic door mat of the type commonly used to scrape the bottoms of shoes clean. For a more
realistic bottom condition, the channel was turned over and filled with sand obtained from West
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Figure 7-2: View of the actuator shaft, load cell, test specimen, and lighting arrangement looking
down the flume from the anchor towards the top of the chain.
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Figure 7-3: The foam anti-fatigue mat used as a bottom type.
bottom Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Average
hard 0.49 0.40 0.45 0.51 0.46
foam 0.55 0.78 0.75 0.74 0.71
grass 0.61 0.80 0.69 0.75 0.71
sand 1.25 1.20 1.39 1.01 1.21
Table 7.1: Friction coefficients, in air, of the various bottom types.
Falmouth Harbor. This sand has a relatively uniform grain size of approximately 290 µm [30].
None of these bottoms were soft enough that their stiffness could be easily characterized. The
friction coefficient of each bottom was measured by pulling a 90 cm length of chain horizontally
by hand, at a roughly constant speed, over an approximately 1 m length of the bottom. The
average of the tension over the duration of the pull was used to calculate an estimate of the drag
coefficient. Four runs were conducted on each bottom. These pull tests were conducted in air; the
results are not necessarily directly applicable in water, but they do provide a relative comparison
of the friction on the different bottoms. The results of the four runs, and their average, for each
bottom are summarized in table 7.1. The hard bottom has approximately one-third less friction
than the two mat bottoms, which appear to have very similar friction properties within the context
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Figure 7-4: The artificial grass door mat used as a bottom type.
of this test. The sand has a high coefficient in this test partly because the chain tends to become
partially buried over its length as each pull progresses.
7.1.2 Actuator mechanism
The actuator is a Parker Hauser HLE-60 with approximately 60 cm of usable throw. The actuator
is driven through a 4:1 planetary gear box by a Parker Compumotor SM233 brushless servo motor.
The motor is driven by a Parker Compumotor APEX 10 servo drive. The test specimen is attached
to the actuator carriage via a hardened steel shaft that runs through a guide plate at the end of
the linear stage. The system is controlled by a PC equipped with a Delta Tau PMAC-Lite servo
controller card. The PC runs a custom designed program which generates the motion profiles,
simulating either regular or random waves, and downloads them onto the controller card. Once
the motion profile is started, the process is entirely under the control of the PMAC card which
employs a hardware based PID algorithm to command the drive/motor/actuator system. Feedback
is provided by a 4000 line optical encoder on the motor. Home and limit switches on the actuator
allow for repeatability to within approximately one millimeter from one run to the next.
7.1.3 Video instrumentation
One of the significant advantages of working in the laboratory versus working in the field is the
opportunity to gather data along the whole mooring. The AxPacks on the field mooring provide
valuable data, but it is impractical to use many more than the three that were employed. Also, they
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only provide relative motion. By using a video system we are able to capture the absolute motion
of the entire system in a relatively compact and easy to interpret data set.
The video instrumentation system consists of a Pulnix TM-9701 camera and a MuTech MV-
1500 frame grabber in a 200 MHz Pentium PC equipped with 192 MB of RAM. The camera is
a progressive scan monochrome CCD camera with electronic shuttering and digital 8-bit output
via RS-422. It has a resolution of 484 lines and 768 pixels. The camera and frame grabber are
controlled by a custom written acquisition program that runs on the PC. With a relatively simplistic
interrupt driven capture algorithm the maximum frame rate for full size frames is approximately
15 Hz. With half size frames, which are more convenient for processing and storage reasons, the
frame rate can be 30 Hz. The frame grabber is triggered by a pulse that comes from the servo
control computer.
The post-processing of the imagery is simplified by the use of blacklight and fluorescent paint.
The mooring chain is painted white and coated with ultraviolet lacquer that fluoresces well un-
der black light. During an experimental run all standard lighting is turned off and the windows
are blacked out. Illumination is provided by six 40 watt blacklight fluorescent tubes hanging im-
mediately above the free surface, parallel to the plan view of the chain, two 40 watt blacklight
fluorescent tubes positioned across the width of the tank just above the top of the chain, and a
400 watt theatrical blacklight flood positioned behind and above the chain.
7.1.4 Force instrumentation
In addition to the video instrumentation, the model system is instrumented with a small waterproof
load cell between the actuator arm and the top of the chain. The load cell is a Sensotech Model 34
miniature underwater load cell with a 4 - 20 mA output over the zero to five pound range of the
cell. The current output is dropped across a 500Ω termination resistor to produce a 2 - 10V output
signal. This output signal is fed through an analog six pole Tschebyscheff anti-aliasing filter with
a 20 Hz corner frequency before being digitized (100 Hz, 16-bits) and stored. The data capture
routine runs on the servo control computer as a background process while the motion profile is
executing.
The load cell is attached to the test specimen and the actuator rod using loops of 26 AWG
wire. The top and bottom studs on the load cell have small holes drilled through them to accom-
modate this wiring. The bottom of the actuator shaft also has such a hole. A photograph of this
arrangement is shown in figure 7-5. The idea behind this attachment scheme is to measure the
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Figure 7-5: View of the actuator shaft, load cell, test specimen, and bottom platform through the
glass wall of the flume.
inline tension at the top of the chain. A rigid, vertical connection of the load cell to the bottom of
the shaft would provide a measurement of the vertical component of tension only.
7.2 Video processing algorithm
During each experimental run 384  242 pixel, 8-bit grayscale video images are captured to RAM
at 30 Hz. Each image is electronically shuttered at 1

60th of a second. At the end of each run,
every second frame is written to a compressed disk file, yielding a final sample rate of 15 Hz. An
example of a single raw image is shown in figure 7-6. Because of the fast shuttering the contrast
of the image is relatively low. For presentation purposes, the image in figure 7-6 was brightened
and sharpened using image processing software.
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Figure 7-6: Example of a raw image from the video capture system.
The raw images are then convolved with a 3  3 vertical gradient filter defined as
 



1 2 1
0 0 0
 1  2  1




(7.1)
Edges are extracted from the gradient images using a simple threshold. The edge image corre-
sponding to the raw image in figure 7-6 is shown in figure 7-7. At any given horizontal position,
the vertical centerline of the chain at that position is calculated as the median location of all points
along a vertical line. This procedure reduces the edge image to an image with no more than one
pixel illuminated per horizontal coordinate. These pixels are turned into a line through a simple
connection of adjacent points. The result of this final processing stage on the example image is
shown in figure 7-8.
7.3 Mooring dynamics in the touchdown region
The initial series of experiments were all conducted on the basic hard bottom described in sec-
tion 7.1.1. Each experimental run lasted twenty seconds, with a two second linear ramp of the ex-
citation amplitude at the beginning and end. Excitation amplitudes were 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, or 0.25 m.
Excitation periods were 1.25, 1.5, 2.0, and 3.0 seconds. These 16 excitation conditions were run
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Figure 7-7: Edges extracted from the raw image in figure 7-6.
Figure 7-8: Line representing the center of the model chain extracted from the edge image in
figure 7-7.
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Figure 7-9: Tension time series for the hard bottom at ∆τ   0  80 for excitation amplitude 0.25 m
and excitation periods (a) 3.0 s, (b) 2.0 s, and (c) 1.25 s.
at non-dimensional mean tensions, ∆τ, of approximately 0.16, 0.37, and 0.80. ∆τ is defined by
equation 6.6,
For reasons of brevity, only results for 0.25 m excitation amplitude and the highest and lowest
mean tensions are presented. All of the different qualitative dynamic features are evident in this
subset of the results. Time series of tension for the highest ∆τ and lowest ∆τ values are shown in
figures 7-9 and 7-10, respectively, for excitation periods 3.0, 2.0, and 1.25 seconds. In both cases
there is a marked difference in the tension response between the slowest and fastest excitation
levels. For the 3 second excitation cases, the response is roughly sinusoidal, matching the regular
input motion. As the excitation period decreases, however, the tension response becomes more
and more asymmetrical.
To more fully understand what is happening in the high frequency excitation cases it is in-
structive to consider the motion and tension of the chain over a single cycle. Figure 7-11 shows
the positions of the chain extracted from the video and the corresponding tension record for a
single cycle of motion starting at 13 seconds for ∆τ   0  80. The top left panel shows the chain
positions while the motion of the top of the chain is upwards (vertical velocity greater than zero)
with the starting position drawn in bold. The top right panel shows the chain positions during
the downward motion, with the first downward position drawn in bold. In the tension plot, time
points marked with circles correspond to the timing of the upward moving position snapshots;
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Figure 7-10: Tension time series for the hard bottom at ∆τ   0  16 for excitation amplitude 0.25 m
and excitation periods (a) 3.0 s, (b) 2.0 s, and (c) 1.25 s.
squares correspond to downward moving snapshots. Starting from the lowest point in the motion,
the tension very gradually increases until approximately 13.2 seconds at which point it increases
very rapidly. The tension remains relatively high for approximately 0.15 seconds before falling
gradually until 13.6 seconds. After that point the tension increases very slowly for the remaining
0.6 seconds (nearly half) of the cycle.
At the beginning of the cycle the input velocity is zero and the chain top is at its lowest point.
As the chain moves upwards, drag increases as velocity increases. The large jump in tension just
after 13.2 seconds is due not to drag, however, but to a snap load that occurs when the slack,
grounded chain suddenly retensions. This phenomenon can be seen clearly in close-up video of
the touchdown region in figure 7-12. This imagery was actually taken for a slightly different case
(artificial grass bottom which was held in place by a light coating of sand), but the features and
timing are nearly the same as in the hard bottom case. As the chain moves downward in the
moments preceding the cycle under consideration, the chain that is being grounded is slack. By
the 13.14 second image the input motion has started moving upwards again and it is clear that
the slack in the grounded chain is beginning to be pulled out. When it is fully pulled out, the
tension spike occurs. Drag keeps the tension relatively high for a time because the bulk of the
chain is moving very fast, as evidenced by the large separation between profiles in the upward
moving panel in figure 7-11. As the chain slows in its upward motion, drag decreases and tension
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Figure 7-11: Chain response on the hard bottom over one cycle at 1.25 s excitation period, 0.25 m
excitation amplitude, and ∆τ   0  80 The bold line in each of the top panels marks the first profile
of that panel. The arrow indicates the direction of motion of the top of the chain. In the tension
plot, circles correspond to the time points of the upward moving profiles, squares to downward
moving profiles. The dashed line is the static tension level. Dotted vertical lines mark the Tp

4,
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
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
4 points.
decreases.
At the transition from upwards to downwards motion near 13.6 seconds, the velocity is zero
and the displacement and acceleration have maximum magnitude with opposite signs. Given an
acceleration of nearly two-thirds the acceleration due to gravity, the inertial effect greatly reduces
the increased tension attributable to the weight of the additional line that is pulled off the bottom.
Thus, with little drag, the tension at this mid-point in the cycle is very low. The tension remains
low after this point because at this point the chain that is being grounded is laid down slack.
With no tension at the bottom of the chain, the curvature near the top of the chain reverses as the
downward motion progresses. With the chain top more horizontal and the mid-section of the chain
moving relatively slowly (as evidenced by the close spacing of profiles in the downward profiles
of figure 7-11) due to this curvature reversal, there is little dynamic contribution to the tension
during this part of the cycle.
Both tension discontinuities, the spike just after 13.2 seconds, and the slack at the touchdown
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Figure 7-12: Closeup view of the touchdown region showing a sequence in which the chain is
laid down with slack and then pulled taut. For practical reasons, the bottom in this case was the
artificial grass mat with a light coating of sand to hold it in place. As will be shown in section 7.4,
the results for this bottom are nearly identical to those on the hard bottom.
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point starting at 13.6 seconds, are the result of a shock in the tension. Using an analytical result
for the interaction of string and bridge in a sitar by Burridge et al. [12], Triantayllou et al. [94]
predicted that for the cable bottom interaction problem, shocks will occur when the velocity of the
TDP exceeds the speed of transverse waves in the cable. Essentially, the transverse wave speed
governs the ability of the mooring line to comply geometrically with a smooth rolling and unrolling
motion. When the touchdown point moves faster than this speed during loading (upward motion)
snap loads occur. A shock during unloading (downward motion) produces a slack condition at the
touchdown point. Both of these conditions can be seen quantitatively in the experimental results.
Following a result from Burridge and Keller [11], thisT(b)
T(a) s0
F
a
b
Figure 7-13: Definitions for the
derivation of the shock criterion.
shock criterion can be derived by considering the inte-
gral form of the momentum equation for the situation di-
agrammed in figure 7-13,
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The limits a and b define a small region that contains the instantaneous TDP which is located at
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by the bottom at the TDP. Using Leibnitz’s rule [43] the integral on the left side of equation 7.2
can be evaluated as
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Assuming that the line comes instantaneously to rest after being grounded, the velocity of the line
immediately to the left of the TDP is zero and
∂
∂t
 
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 0  (7.4)
Furthermore, letting a and b approach s0 from below and above, integral terms go to zero and
equation 7.2 becomes
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Finally, noting that there is no vertical component of tension to the left of the TDP, and that for
small vertical displacements
x   s  (7.6)
cos φ  ∂z∂s  (7.7)
the force balance in the vertical direction is
 m
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Because z

x0

t   t  is zero for all t, the total derivative of z at the TDP must also be zero,
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Substituting this geometric constraint into equation 7.8 yields
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From geometric considerations and the assumption that F is an upwards directed reaction force,
all of the terms in this equation are positive or zero. This leads to two possible scenarios:
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In the second scenario, the line leaves the bottom tangentially and there is no impact force. The
first scenario is the case in which a tension discontinuity forms. The condition for this case can be
re-written as




dx0
dt





 T0
m
 (7.13)
The quantity on the right in equation 7.13 is the transverse wave speed in the line. When this
condition is true, there is an impact from the bottom and the line does not leave the ground tan-
gentially. This impact force and the loss of tangency introduce the tension discontinuity that is the
most obvious consequence of the shock. It is important to note that while the impact force in this
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Figure 7-14: Transverse wave (solid line) and TDP (dashed line) speed over one cycle at 1.25 s ex-
citation period, 0.25 m excitation amplitude, and ∆τ   0  80. Circles and squares indicate upwards
and downwards input motion as in figure 7-11.
derivation is not itself evident in the topside tension record, it does have direct implications for the
numerical simulations, as discussed in section 7.5.
Both the transverse wave speed and the TDP speed can be calculated for the experimental
results. For the wave speed, T0 can be estimated by the horizontal component of the top tension.
The TDP speed is calculated by numerically differentiating the horizontal TDP coordinates, x0,
extracted from consecutive chain profiles. Figure 7-14 shows these two results for the same high
frequency, high ∆τ case as in figure 7-11. The exceedance of the shock criterion, equation 7.13, is
clear at both the 13.2 and 13.6 second time points.
The utility of this criterion in predicting these tension discontinuities is further supported by
the data from the the 2.0 and 3.0 second excitation period cases. In figure 7-15 for Tp  2  0 s
there is no snap load during the upwards motion but the tension does exhibit the slacking response
during a portion of the unloading half of the cycle. Correspondingly, in figure 7-16 the TDP speed
exceeds the estimated wave speed during unloading, but not during loading. Note that with slack
in the grounded chain, the horizontal component of the top tension overestimates T0 and the TDP
speed likely exceeds the wave speed for some length of time beyond the brief exceedance shown
in figure 7-16. This estimate is valid up to the point of the criterion being met, making it useful for
the predictive purpose shown here, but is not accurate once the tension discontinuity has formed.
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Figure 7-15: Chain response on the hard bottom over one cycle at 2.0 s excitation period, 0.25 m
excitation amplitude, and ∆τ   0  80.
The response in this case also differs from the Tp  1  25 s case because the lower frequency
excitation leads to a basic tension response that is not simply drag dominated, with weight and
inertia effects largely canceling one another.
For 3.0 s period excitation, neither snapping nor slacking behavior is evident in figure 7-17.
This is expected as the TDP speed in figure 7-18 never exceeds the transverse wave speed. At
this lowest frequency the tension response is dominated by geometric stiffness. The phase of the
tension in figure 7-17 very nearly matches the phase of the displacement of the chain top.
The results for 1.25 s excitation period and ∆τ   0  16 (the lowest non-dimensional mean
tension) are shown in figures 7-19 and 7-20. Qualitatively, the response in figure 7-19 is similar
to that for the ∆τ   0  80 case in figure 7-11. The onset of the snap load is delayed relative to that
case because the higher initial curvature of the low tension configuration at its lowest point results
in the TDP speed reaching its maximum more slowly. The slack discontinuity occurs at the same
time in the two cases because that shock is more dependent on a low wave speed than on a high
TDP speed and the phase of the wave speed is similar in the two cases.
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Figure 7-16: Transverse wave and TDP speed over one cycle at 2.0 s excitation period, 0.25 m
excitation amplitude, and ∆τ   0  80.
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Figure 7-17: Chain response on the hard bottom over one cycle at 3.0 s excitation period, 0.25 m
excitation amplitude, and ∆τ   0  80.
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Figure 7-18: Transverse wave and TDP speed over one cycle at 3.0 s excitation period, 0.25 m
excitation amplitude, and ∆τ   0  80.
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Figure 7-19: Chain response on the hard bottom over one cycle at 1.25 s excitation period, 0.25 m
excitation amplitude, and ∆τ   0  16.
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Figure 7-20: Transverse wave and TDP speed over one cycle at 1.25 s excitation period, 0.25 m
excitation amplitude, and ∆τ   0  16.
7.4 Effect of bottom conditions on mooring response
7.4.1 Artificial bottoms
In addition to the hard bottom tests described above, tests were run on the artificial bottom types
described in section 7.1.1. The artificial mats have higher friction than the hard bottom and some
unquantified differences in their stiffness properties. Based on the results, however, these proper-
ties are only weakly relevant (a conclusion supported by the full scale experimental and simulation
results in chapter 6) or the differences were not significant enough to produce a marked change in
the response. Figures 7-21 and 7-22 show the tension time series for the runs on foam and artificial
grass bottoms at ∆τ   0  80 with excitation period 1.25 seconds and excitation amplitude 25 cm.
There are no significant differences between these results and those shown in figure 7-9 for the
hard bottom case. The mean values are slightly different due to the added height of the bottom
mats and the accompanying small variations in the shape of the chain.
7.4.2 Sand bottom
A more interesting response was observed in the runs on the sand bottom. Like the artificial
bottoms, the tension records for these runs do not look markedly different from those obtained
on the hard bottom. The interesting feature of the response on sand is the trenching and digging
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Figure 7-21: Tension time series for the foam bottom at ∆τ   0  80 for excitation amplitude 0.25 m
and excitation periods (a) 3.0 s, (b) 2.0 s, and (c) 1.25 s.
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Figure 7-22: Tension time series for the grass bottom at ∆τ   0  80 for excitation amplitude 0.25 m
and excitation periods (a) 3.0 s, (b) 2.0 s, and (c) 1.25 s.
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Figure 7-23: Tension time series of the initial twenty seconds for the sand bottom with ∆τ   0  16,
excitation amplitude 0.25 m, and excitation periods (a) 3.0 s, (b) 2.0 s, and (c) 1.25 s.
action of the cycling chain. Because of this action, the chain was often below the plane of the
bottom and thus was not visible to the camera. For this reason, the standard high speed video and
associated processing were not used for runs on sand. Instead, the camera was repositioned to
look down at an angle on the touchdown region (this is the position from which the closeup video
in figure 7-12 was taken). To document the trenching behavior, time lapse video was then taken
every ten seconds over the course of two consecutive three minute runs. The sand was restored to
its original, flat condition after every six minute run (between each change in excitation period or
non-dimensional mean tension). Because this process was more time consuming than the runs on
the artificial bottoms, only 25 cm excitation amplitude cases were performed. Tension data was
captured as before at 100 Hz.
Figure 7-23 shows the first twenty seconds of the tension record for the runs on sand at ∆τ  
0  16. In the high ∆τ runs, the lowering of the bottom as the trench deepened over time, and the
subsequent rise in steady state tension, led to tension spikes in the 1.25 s excitation period case
which were clipped in the data acquisition system (over 5 lbs). For this reason, the low ∆τ runs are
used to facilitate a direct comparison with the results already presented for the hard bottom runs
in figure 7-10. As mentioned previously, these results are not significantly different than the hard
bottom results.
Even after significant trenching has occurred for the 1.25 and 2.0 second excitation period
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Figure 7-24: Changes in the sand bottom over the first 120 cycles of the 1.25 s excitation case at
∆τ   0  16.
(a) Tp = 3.0 s, after 120 cycles (b) Tp = 2.0 s, after 120 cycles (c) Tp = 1.25 s, after 120 cycles
Figure 7-25: State of the sand bottom after 120 cycles for the (a) 3.0, (b) 2.0, and (c) 1.25 s
excitation cases at ∆τ   0  16.
cases, the tension results are not significantly different. The evolution of the trenching over the
first 120 cycles for the 1.25 s case is shown in figure 7-24. The state of the bottom after 120 cycles
is shown for each of the 1.25, 2.0, and 3.0 s cases in figure 7-25. Corresponding twenty second
time series of tension, from the time immediately preceding the 120 cycle mark, are shown in
figure 7-26. The presence of the trench increases the mean tension level, but it does not change
the basic dynamic response.
The trenching action is a result of the slacking and re-tensioning of the chain following a
shock discontinuity during the unloading phase of the motion. As the chain re-tensions, links on
the ground move laterally forward (in the direction of the chain top), carrying sand with them.
This relationship between the trench and the tension discontinuity explains why a trench forms for
the 1.25, and 2.0 s cases, but not for the 3.0 s case. In both of the higher frequency cases a large
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Figure 7-26: Tension time series for the twenty seconds preceding the 120 cycle mark on the sand
bottom at ∆τ   0  16, excitation amplitude 0.25 m, and excitation periods (a) 3.0 s, (b) 2.0 s, and
(c) 1.25 s.
pile of sand accumulates at the forward end of the trench. In the 3.0 s case, the chain does settle
into the sand somewhat, but no pile forms because there is no lateral transport of sand by the links.
These results may have important implications for chain wear in long term deployments. The
lateral motion of the chain along the bottom that is associated with the tension shocks may signif-
icantly enhance abrasion. If that is the case then wear might be reduced by designing moorings so
that exceedances of the shock criterion are minimized.
7.5 Comparison with numerical simulations
The numerical program described in chapter 3 uses an elastic foundation with linear stiffness and
damping to model the interaction of the mooring line with the sea floor. With the controlled
bottom conditions and the importance of the bottom interaction in the dynamic response, the
laboratory experiments provide an opportunity to investigate the limits of the elastic foundation
approach in the numerical model. This analysis was not possible with the full scale experiment
because detailed information about the response of the mooring in the touchdown region was not
available.
In searching for a baseline simulation configuration that approximately matched the experi-
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mental results, it became clear that given correct input for the easily measured parameters (mass,
weight, static tension), the important parameters in the validation were the bottom stiffness and
damping, and the chain bending stiffness. Interestingly, none of these three parameters played an
important role in the simulations of the full scale experiment. The values for these parameters
were chosen so that the baseline simulation result was in reasonably good agreement with the
experimental result. The baseline values for these three parameters are k  10000 N/m2, ζ  0  1,
and EI  10  6 Nm2. This stiffness gives a non-dimensional bottom stiffness, ˜k, of 40.3, 260 times
greater than the baseline non-dimensional stiffness used for the field experiment. Stiffnesses sig-
nificantly beyond this value made static solutions difficult to obtain. The bottom damping ratio
chosen was low enough that impact on the tension response is small, but high enough that oscilla-
tions of the grounded chain are relatively low. The bending stiffness was set very low to minimize
any possible effect on the response. Hydrodynamic parameters were similar to those used for the
full scale mooring: Cdn  0  5, Cdt  0  01, Can  0  5, and Cat  0  05.
Figures 7-27 and 7-28 show the simulated response with these parameters for one cycle at 1.25
and 3.0 s excitation periods, respectively. In both cases the basic agreement with the experimental
results on the hard bottom (figures 7-11 and 7-17) is quite good1 . For the high frequency excitation
the same snapping and slacking behavior is evident as in the experimental result. The magnitude
of the tension spike following the snap is higher in the simulation, but this may be an artifact of
the analog filtering having attenuated the impulse in the experimental data. The most significant
qualitative difference between the simulation and experiment is in the motion of the grounded
chain during the downward half of the cycle. In the simulation the chain from the rightmost TDP
to the current TDP at each step is bowed upwards because the model cannot properly resolve the
slack in the chain along this length. The configuration of the suspended chain (to the left of the
TDP) does accurately show the reversal in curvature that results from the slack tension (or in the
simulation, very low tension) in the grounded chain. This discrepancy does not appear in the lower
frequency excitation case because the tension discontinuity does not occur and the grounded chain
is not slack. As a result, the simulated profiles in this case match the experiment very closely over
the entire motion cycle.
The height of the buckled chain above the bottom during the downward motion can be reduced
by increasing the damping ratio. Figure 7-29 shows the simulation result for ζ  0  3 for the 1.25 s
1 The experimental results have a small temporal lag relative to the simulation results because of a delay in the start of
the actuator motion after the video and analog instrumentation is triggered.
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Figure 7-27: Simulated response with baseline parameters over one cycle at 1.25 s excitation
period, 0.25 m excitation amplitude, and ∆τ   0  80.
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Figure 7-28: Simulated response with baseline parameters over one cycle at 3.0 s excitation period,
0.25 m excitation amplitude, and ∆τ   0  80.
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Figure 7-29: Simulated response with ζ  0  3 over one cycle at 1.25 s excitation period, 0.25 m
excitation amplitude, and ∆τ   0  80.
excitation case. The motion of the grounded chain is reduced, but so are the spatial extent of the
motion and the overall tension level. A better alternative is to increase the damping ratio to 0.3,
but at the same time decrease the bottom stiffness to 1000 N/m2, so that the damping constant,
b  2ζ  k  m  ma  , remains approximately the same as in the baseline configuration. Results
for this case, shown in figure 7-30, illustrate that lowering the stiffness reduces the height of the
buckled chain above the bottom while preserving the tension level. This suggests that the bottom
damping constant is the most important of the bottom parameters in determining the tension and
that the motion of the chain on the bottom can be largely controlled with stiffness.
These same parametric variations in the 3.0 s excitation case do not produce significant changes
in the simulation results. For simulations with ζ  0  3 the maximum tension in the cycle changed
by a barely detectable 0.08% relative to the baseline simulation. This contrasts with the marked
decrease in tension and increase in range of motion for the 1.25 s case. The simulation with
ζ  0  3 and k  1000 N/m2 at this excitation period had similarly small changes. In cases where
the shock criterion is never met, the bottom properties do not appear to play any significant role in
the dynamic response. This statement comes with the caveat that bottom stiffness always plays a
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Figure 7-30: Simulated response with ζ  0  3 and k  1000 N/m2 over one cycle at 1.25 s excita-
tion period, 0.25 m excitation amplitude, and ∆τ   0  80.
role in the static response and thus, to the extent that the dynamic response depends on the steady
state configuration, the importance of bottom stiffness can never be completely neglected.
This same situation in which simulation results are much less sensitive to parameter variation
in the absence of tension shocks is evident in the results with increased bending stiffness. With
EI increased by four orders of magnitude to 0  01 Nm2, the results for the 3.0 s case again only
changed very marginally: the maximum tension increased by 1.6%. The result for the 1.25 s
case is shown in figure 7-31. Both the tension and motion are significantly different than for the
baseline simulation. The increased bending stiffness allows the wave in the grounded chain to
propagate upwards into the suspended chain, thus altering the response over the entire length.
The grounded chain buckles because there is an extended period and region of zero tension.
With no mechanism to model the collapsing of individual chain links, the chain must deform by
bending, no matter how low the EI value. Providing a means to propagate energy in the presence
of zero tension is the very reason for incorporating bending stiffness into the equations of motion
in the first place. With too high a stiffness, however, unrealistic bending effects can propagate into
areas with low, but not necessarily zero tension. Given the tensions in this model scale system,
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Figure 7-31: Simulated response with EI  0  01 N/m2 over one cycle at 1.25 s excitation period,
0.25 m excitation amplitude, and ∆τ   0  80.
EI  0  01 N/m2 is not scaled properly to prevent this. This improper scaling is not an issue with
the lower frequency excitation because flexural waves are never introduced into the system.
The conclusion of this comparison then is that the elastic foundation is accurate for both su-
personic and subsonic TDP motions. For the subsonic case this is no surprise given the validated
accuracy of the simulations of full scale moorings. In the supersonic case, there are several quali-
fiers to this conclusion. Primary among them is the substantial sensitivity of the simulation results
to parametric variations in bottom properties and bending stiffness. This adds additional com-
plexity to the task of defining the simulated system. Also, it should be noted that the numerical
simulations at the faster excitation periods required a higher node density (1601 nodes over the
3.29 m length of the chain) than the slowest period cases (401 nodes) to succeed. All of the
simulations were run with a 0.001 s base time step.
Much of the reason for this added difficulty in solutions with tension shocks arises from the
consequences of the shock condition described in equation 7.11. The non-zero impact force gives
rise to a dynamic excitation of the elastic bottom. Also, substituting the non-zero slope at the
TDP into equation 7.9 implies a non-zero vertical velocity for the chain at the TDP, enhancing
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the bottom damping forces at that point. To maintain the overall accuracy of the simulation, these
vibrations must be resolved by increasing the spatial and/or temporal resolution of the simulation.
The lack of these exciting mechanisms in the subsonic case explains the lack of sensitivity of those
solutions to variations in bottom parameters.
7.6 Implications for full scale moorings
With the validation of the elastic foundation approach it is possible to investigate the formation of
tension discontinuities in full scale moorings, such as that used in the SWEX field experiment. As
discussed above these tension discontinuities have several implications for the design and analysis
of these types of moorings. Snap loads and increased wear of chain along the bottom may require
that design life be shortened or that a heavier material be used.
Tension and TDP and wave speeds for a relatively high resolution numerical simulation of the
SWEX mooring under the storm conditions of the 3 January 1999 data set is shown in figure 7-32.
For simplicity, the AxPacks were removed and 401 nodes were used to discretize a single 80 m
length of chain. The simulation time step was 0.01 s (compared to 0.1 s for the simulations in chap-
ter 5 and 6). Snapshots of motion and tension along the entire length of the mooring were saved at
0.1 s intervals and used to calculate the TDP and wave speeds. Under these extreme conditions the
shock condition is exceeded during both loading and unloading. The loading shocks correspond
to the snap loads that are apparent in the time series of top tension (the snap loads are not as clear
in the experimental tension record because of the analog filtering in the instrumentation).
To more fully investigate the conditions under which tension discontinuities occur, the re-
sponse of the uniform version of the SWEX mooring was simulated under a range of mean ten-
sions and sinusoidal excitations. Current was applied in a linear ramp from top to bottom, with
magnitudes 1.0, 0.6, 0.3, and 0.1 m/s at the top and zero current at the bottom. These currents
produced non-dimensional mean tensions of 0.245, 0.089, 0.023, and 0.003, respectively. Exci-
tation amplitude and period ranged from 0.1 to 2.5 m and 3.0 to 10.0 seconds. The position and
tension at all nodes was recorded every 0.1 seconds over the course of each 60 second simulation.
This information allows for calculation of the position and speed of the touchdown point (in a
procedure similar to that used for the video data) and a calculation of the wave speed based on the
actual instantaneous tension at the TDP.
Figure 7-33 shows the maximum observed difference in the calculated instantaneous wave
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Figure 7-32: (a) Tension at the top of the mooring and (b) TDP speed and transverse wave speed
at the TDP for a portion of a simulation of the full scale SWEX mooring using environmental
conditions from the 3 January 1999 storm event. The experimentally recorded tension is shown in
(a) for reference.
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Figure 7-33: Maximum difference in the wave and TDP speeds during unloading for simulations
with sinusoidal excitation. At low values of ∆τ the results appear clustered because there are criti-
cal thresholds of input velocity, Aω, at which the maximum speed difference jumps considerably.
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Figure 7-34: Maximum difference in the wave and TDP speeds during loading for simulations
with sinusoidal excitation.
and TDP speeds over the course of the entire simulation during unloading portions of the motion.
The distinction between loading and unloading motions is made using the sign of the TDP speed.
Unloading means that chain is being laid down and the TDP speed is positive. Exceeding the
shock criterion during this portion of the motion implies that the chain is being laid down slack.
Positive differences in figure 7-33 indicate an exceedance of the criterion. The differences are
plotted as a function of the ratio between the amplitude of the dynamic tension at the top of the
mooring and the static tension at the static TDP, T0

0  .
When the dynamic tension amplitude approaches the static TDP tension, the total tension at the
TDP approaches zero. With near zero tension the wave speed is very low and the shock criterion is
easily exceeded. This argument and the results in figure 7-33 suggest that a reasonable design goal
is to keep the value of this ratio below unity to avoid tension discontinuities during unloading2 . As
mean tension decreases this goal could be relaxed somewhat. Several of the simulation results for
the lower values of ∆τ are below the shock limit but have tension ratios of between two and six.
The maximum difference between wave and TDP speeds during loading is shown in figure 7-
34. In this case the difference is plotted as a function of the ratio between the input velocity at the
2 In slack conditions, this goal is nearly impossible to achieve because the static tension at the TDP is nearly zero. The
effect of the shocks may be slight in these cases, however, because the lack of horizontal forces means that the lateral
motions at the TDP will be very small.
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top of the mooring (the TDP speed will typically be proportional to this) and the wave speed at
the TDP calculated from the static tension at the TDP,
Vwave

0  
 T0

0 
m
 (7.14)
For unloading motion, a tension ratio was used because the shocks are largely dependent on low
tensions at the TDP. Loading shocks typically form when both wave and TDP speeds are non-zero,
making a velocity dependence more meaningful.
As this ratio increases, the TDP is moving faster and faster relative to the wave speed and
shocks forms. From figure 7-34 an approximate critical value for this velocity ratio is 0.5. The
shock criterion was exceeded for most of the simulations with ratios above this value. There are
fewer exceedances of the shock criterion during loading than unloading. During unloading, 91
of the 140 simulations exceeded the shock criterion (105 simulations have a tension ratio greater
than unity). During loading, only 41 simulations exceeded the shock criterion (47 simulations
have a velocity ratio greater than 0.5). That loading shocks (snap loads) are more rare than un-
loading shocks (slacks and lateral motion along the bottom) is consistent with the experimental
results where the results for 3.0 second excitation period had no shocks, 2.0 second period had
unloading shocks, and only the fastest excitation cases had both loading and unloading shocks.
No simulations in the above cases had only loading shocks.
The critical values of the tension and velocity ratios described above can be used along with
the simple model for dynamic tension described in chapter 6 to develop a procedure for estimating
the likelihood of tension discontinuities in full scale moorings. Given an input wave spectrum,
spectra of heave velocity and acceleration can be computed and used in equation 6.31 to calculate
a spectrum of tension at the top of the mooring. Assuming that the tension is a Gaussian random
process, the expected number of times that the dynamic tension will exceed the TDP static tension,
T0

0  , per second is [73]
NT 
1
2pi
MT2
MT0
e  T
2
0

0   2MT0
 (7.15)
where MT0 and MT2 are the moments of the tension spectrum,
MT0 
 
∞
0
ST

ω  dω  σ2T  (7.16)
MT2 
 
∞
0
ω2ST

ω  dω  (7.17)
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shock type correct  correct  false  false 
unloading 112 0 7 0
loading 4 109 0 6
Table 7.2: Number of correct and incorrect predictions given a probability level of 0.9 in equa-
tions 7.18 and 7.20 as an indicator of the presence of shocks.
The probability of at least one exceedance in a period ¯t is
P


T

 T0

0  in ¯t   1  e  ¯tNT  (7.18)
Similarly, for loading shocks the number of exceedances of the input velocity of the level 12Vwave

0 
per second is
Nv 
1
2pi
σa
σv
e  V
2
wave

0   8σ2v
 (7.19)
and the probability of at least one exceedance in ¯t is
P

Aω  0  5Vwave

0  in ¯t   1  e  ¯tNv  (7.20)
In the above, the variances of velocity and acceleration have been substituted for the zero- and
second-order moments of velocity.
To test these guidelines, this same mooring configuration was simulated with the steady state
and dynamic excitation conditions observed from the SWEX experiment. Each of the 119 sim-
ulations was run for 200 seconds (¯t  200 s). The moments for tension were calculated using
equation 6.31 with model coefficients calculated from a fit to the simulation results (M  158  0 kg,
Cd  0  288). From the simulation results, 10 data sets had loading shocks and 112 simulations had
unloading shocks. Using a probability level greater than 0.9 as an indicator that a shock could be
expected, the accuracy of equations 7.18 and 7.20 can be categorized in one of four ways: correct
positive, correct negative, false positive, and false negative, where a positive is an exceedance of
the shock condition. For example, a correct positive is a data set for which the calculated probabil-
ity of an exceedance is greater than 0.9 and an exceedance was observed in that data set. Table 7.2
lists the number of data sets that fall into each category for both types of shock.
There are no negative predictions for the unloading case. The calculated probability of the
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tension ratio exceeding unity is nearly 1.0 for all data sets. The seven data sets in the simulation
results that did not have an exceedance during unloading were amongst the twelve lowest of all
data sets ranked in terms of dynamic tension (σT ). Unloading shocks occurred under nearly all of
the observed conditions. In this situation then, the probabilistic prediction of unloading shocks in
all 119 cases is not unreasonable.
As observed in the study with sinusoidal inputs, loading shocks occur less frequently than
unloading shocks. Equation 7.20 with a probability level of 0.9 appears to offer a reasonable
predictive capability for loading shocks. However, for conservative design, the false negatives
are a concern. The number of false negatives can be reduced, with a subsequent increase in the
number of false positives, by decreasing the probability level. A value of 0.5 produces only two
false negatives, but also yields three false positives.
Overall then, the design guidelines outlined above provide a reasonable prediction of the like-
lihood of tension discontinuities at the TDP. For the most accurate prediction, and for quantitative
information about the magnitude of tension spikes and extent of lateral motion along the bottom
associated with shocks, full numerical simulation (with accurate representation of bottom condi-
tions) is still necessary.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
The most tangible contributions of this thesis are tools that can be used in the analysis and design of
mooring systems. The generalized-α time integration scheme and algorithms for mesh refinement,
adaptive time-stepping, and adaptive relaxation contribute to the numerical program and make it
robust and relatively easy to use. The simple model for dynamic tension in chapter 6 can provide
a mooring designer with a convenient and accurate predictor of tension given very simple inputs.
On a more fundamental level, however, the tools are not themselves the end goal of this work.
That goal is to develop a deeper understanding of the mechanics of these systems so that design
methodologies can be improved, and more capable, longer lasting systems can be developed and
deployed. Toward that end, the real importance of the tools is the insight that they yield in the
analyses such as those of dynamic tension in chapter 6 and bottom interaction in chapter 7. Tools
facilitate design and analysis, but ultimately, innovation must come from understanding.
8.1 Summary
8.1.1 Numerical model
The generalized-α time integration scheme for cable dynamics developed in chapter 2 offers sig-
nificant advantages over the traditional box method [1] or other box method variants [60]. By
retaining the box method’s finite difference spatial integration, the method remains second-order
accurate in the spatial dimension and is relatively easy to implement. For the temporal discretiza-
tion the generalized-α algorithm provides:
  Controllable numerical dissipation without loss of second-order accuracy. Trapezoidal rule
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is only first-order accurate in the presence of numerical dissipation. The original box
method temporal discretization has no numerical dissipation and therefore is subject to
Crank-Nicolson noise and other numerical instabilities.
  Second-order accuracy. Box method variants using backward differences are only first-order
accurate in time.
  The ability to implement other algorithms, including backward differences, trapezoidal rule,
HHT-α, and WBZ-α, through appropriate choices of parameters.
  Improved numerical stability through the averaging of coefficient matrices.
These advantages were made clear in chapter 5 where the scheme allowed for robust solution
of the instability in the two-dimensional hanging chain motion leading into three-dimensional
whirling. This solution could not be obtained with the previous program that used the pure box
method. The generalized-α scheme also facilitated the fast, accurate, and robust simulation of the
entire range of conditions observed during the SWEX experiment in chapters 5 and 6.
8.1.2 Models for understanding dynamic tension
Chapter 6 contains a number of significant contributions regarding dynamic tension in geometri-
cally compliant systems. The proposed model for dynamic tension was derived by first consid-
ering a SDOF spring-mass-dashpot system. By fitting motion and tension spectra for each data
set individually to this form, model coefficients were derived for each data set. To understand the
scatter in these coefficients, the individual tension mechanisms (inertia, drag, stiffness) were ana-
lyzed separately and in pairs. This analysis confirmed that the model coefficients should change
roughly linearly with mooring shape (as measured by the non-dimensional mean tension) and that
the different mechanisms are coupled together.
To account for scattering due to this coupling, relationships were sought among the statistics of
the experimental data that presented low scatter. From these low scatter relationships the tension
model was constructed based on the standard deviations of tension, heave acceleration, and heave
quadratic velocity. Analyzing the model in relationship to the spring-mass-dashpot model showed
that coupling between mass and drag was a likely cause of much of the scatter in the coefficients
fitted to individual data sets and that the spring terms could be neglected over the range of condi-
tions present in the experimental data set. With just two parameters the simple model is compact
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and able to represent the experimental data with only slightly less accuracy than the model using
the coefficients fitted to individual data sets.
Numerical simulations were then used to analyze the parametric dependence of the model
mass and drag coefficients on actual system parameters, including normal and tangential drag
coefficients, added mass coefficients, and bottom stiffness and damping. From these parametric
dependencies, formulae were derived for the a priori prediction of the model coefficients. These
formulae, together with the simple model, allow a designer to analytically calculate the dynamic
tension response over a wide range of conditions without the need for experimental data or nu-
merical simulation. This approach was validated using data from a second oceanographic mooring
(the CMO experiment) and simulation of steel catenary and lazy wave riser configurations.
Several circumstances under which the simple model dynamic tension is not accurate were
described. Among these are:
  The coupling between mass and drag is self-limiting. At high sea state, the coupling term
in the model leads to an over prediction of the dynamic tension.
  At very low frequencies the only dynamic tension is due to stiffness effects which are ne-
glected in the model. These effects are small.
  There is no model drag when the mooring is slack/vertical. If input velocities are high in
such a case, the dynamic tension calculated from the model will be too low.
  The model is derived based on an assumption that the mooring materials are inextensible.
If the mooring has significant elastic compliance then the model calculated tensions will be
too high.
  The model assumes that adequate scope is always available for geometric compliance.
When the mooring is pulled taut, model calculated tensions will be too low.
An additional limitation of the simple model is that as ∆τ, the non-dimensional mean tension,
increases, dynamic tension due to horizontal motions becomes significant. In the SWEX mooring,
the non-dimensional mean tensions were low enough that surge and sway motion did not con-
tribute significantly to the total dynamic tension. For oceanographic moorings in very shallow
water, however, horizontal motions become important, as illustrated by the data from the NDBC
Duck Pier mooring in 17 m depth. This situation is also more common in riser applications where
mooring pre-tensioning can lead to very high values of ∆τ.
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In the statistical domain, the contributions to the dynamic tension due to vertical and horizontal
motions are linearly separable. Chapter 6 demonstrated that a model for dynamic tension due to
horizontal motion can be developed using a procedure similar to that used for vertical motion.
Summing the results from the two models yields a complete prediction for the dynamic tension in
the presence of both vertical and horizontal input motions.
8.1.3 Bottom interaction
The experiments presented in chapter 7 represent the first direct observation of the shock condition
at the touchdown point of a catenary mooring. They also illustrate the implications of the shocks.
The mathematical implications of the shock are a non-zero impact force at the TDP and a loss
of tangency as the mooring line leaves the bottom. Practically, the shock condition has different
implications depending on whether the motion is loading, line being picked up off the bottom, or
unloading, chain being laid down on the bottom.
In the unloading portion of the cycle, the tension discontinuity leads to zero tension at the TDP
and the grounded line being laid down with slack. As the motion reverses the mooring line does
not roll smoothly off the bottom but rather the TDP moves laterally along the bottom. This lateral
motion may be a significant source of abrasion of mooring line in the touchdown region. This type
of tension discontinuity is more common than shocks during loading.
During loading, the tension discontinuity of the shock is manifest as a snap load, leading
to large impulsive tension spikes. This situation arises only after the shock criterion has been
exceeded during the unloading motion. The snap occurs because the geometry of the mooring
cannot change rapidly enough to accommodate the retensioning of the slack grounded line.
The qualitative features of the response of the mooring in the presence of tension shocks
at the TDP do not change as the bottom type changes. On two softer artificial bottoms with
higher friction, there were virtually no observable quantitative or qualitative changes in the motion
or tension response. On a realistic sand bottom, the lateral motion of the TDP associated with
unloading shocks caused a large trench to form in the touchdown region. The digging action
required to produce this trench strongly supports the idea that mooring wear and abrasion will
increase in the presence of unloading shocks.
The likelihood of both types of shocks can be predicted using relatively simple criteria. How-
ever, for the most accurate prediction of their occurrence and their implications, full numerical
simulations should be used. The presence of the shocks make numerical simulations more diffi-
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cult because the results are more sensitive to parametric variations in the bottom parameters and
the mooring bending stiffness. The results from chapter 7 did verify that with the right parameters,
the elastic foundation approach to modeling bottom interaction can capture the tension and motion
response in the touchdown region quite accurately.
8.2 Recommendations for future work
In its current state of development the numerical program is relatively robust and capable. While
not a focus of this thesis, additional work is still needed to improve the stability of static solutions,
particularly for problems with mooring line on the sea floor. The current static solution procedures
are adequate, but a fast, robust, fully automated scheme, coupled with the generalized-α based
time integration scheme developed in this thesis would be a very powerful tool for mooring line
simulation problems.
The instrumentation suite that was deployed for the field experiments provided good quality
data for the validation of the numerical program and for the analysis of dynamic tension. It did
not provide data that could be used for a full scale comparison with the results from the laboratory
experiment. For that analysis, more complete information about the steady state configuration and
along mooring motion are needed. Redeployment of the GPS receiver that failed in the SWEX
experiment and an acoustically localized anchor position would yield high quality data about the
very slow current and tidal induced motions of the mooring. The AxPack instruments would
provide much more information about motion over the length of the mooring with the addition of
a compass and tilt sensor. In conjunction with the accelerometer data, this addition would provide
high frequency earth referenced motion along the mooring.
For the laboratory experiments additional realistic bottom types need to be studied. More work
is also needed to refer the laboratory observations to full scale bottom conditions. Bottoms such as
mud will likely make the video data very difficult to process and additional analog instrumentation,
such as very small inline accelerometers and load cells, may be necessary to develop an accurate
picture of the system dynamics on these bottoms. An impact resistant, unobtrusive, inline load
cell would also be useful in collecting tension data directly in the grounded portion of the chain.
An interesting laboratory experiment would also be one in which chain abrasion in the pres-
ence of tension shocks could be measured and compared to the wear experienced during more
typical, smooth motions. Such an effort would require considerable thought about the practical
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aspects of runs that may last for many days or weeks. Together with design tools that can predict
the occurrence of tension shocks, a catalog of this kind of data on various bottoms would be very
valuable, as chain wear is one of the limiting factors in current oceanographic mooring practice.
As discussed in the summary for chapter 6, additional work is needed to develop design for-
mulae for dynamic tension in compliant systems with horizontal input motions, analogous to equa-
tion 6.16 for vertical motions. A reduction to such a simple form may not be possible, but through
the study of a range of systems in which horizontal motions are important some general design
rules could certainly be formulated.
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Appendix A
Derivation of 2D Equations of Motion
This appendix contains a derivation of the two-dimensional governing equations for a cable in wa-
ter. A derivation of the three-dimensional equations can be found in Tjavaras [93]. The derivation
assumes that the cable material is circular and homogeneous in cross-section (but not necessarily
along the length), has a nonlinear tension–strain relationship and that Euler-Bernoulli beam theory
can be applied. Fluid forces on the cable are modeled using a Morison formulation [29].
A.1 Kinematics and coordinate system
The governing equations are derived in the coordinate system defined by the local tangential (
 
t)
and normal (  n) directions, as shown in figure A.1. The transformation between local and global
(
 
i 
 
j) coordinates is
 
 
t
 
n


 
cosφ sinφ
 sinφ cosφ

 
 
i
 
j

(A.1)
 

 
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 
j



 

cosφ  sinφ
sinφ cosφ


 

 
t
 
n


(A.2)
The time derivative of a vector,
 
A, that is defined in the local frame is
d
 
A
dt

∂
 
A
∂t

 
ω 
 
A  (A.3)
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Figure A-1: Vector definitions for the local coordinate system.
where
 
ω is the time rate of change of the orientation of the local frame. Likewise, the derivative
of
 
A with respect to the Lagrangian coordinate, s, along the cable length is
d
 
A
ds

∂
 
A
∂s

 
Ω 
 
A  (A.4)
where
 
Ω is the spatial rate of change of the orientation of the local frame. For the two-dimensional
case defined in figure A.1,
 
ω and
 
Ω are
 
ω 
∂φ
∂t
 
k 
 
Ω  ∂φ∂s
 
k  (A.5)
A.2 Cable stretch and buoyancy
If ds is the unstretched length of an infinitesimal element of cable and ds1 is the stretched length
then
ds1 

1  ε  ds  (A.6)
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where ε is the cable strain. From conservation of mass, the mass and weight per unit length of the
stretched element are
m1ds1  mds   m1 
m
1  ε
 (A.7)
w1ds1  wds   w1 
w
1  ε
 (A.8)
Based on Poisson’s ratio, ν, the reduction from the nominal diameter, d, of the stretched cross-
section is
δd 

 νε  d  (A.9)
the change in cross-sectional area is
δA  pi
4
 

d  δd  2  d2    pi
2
dδd  (A.10)
and thus
δA
A
  2νε  (A.11)
If ν  12 we have conservation of volume
1
A

1  ε 

1  ε  ds   Ads  (A.12)
Finally, we can use a binomial expansion to write the stretched area and diameter in a more
convenient form:
A1  A

1  ε   
A
1  ε
 (A.13)
and
d1 
d

1  ε
 (A.14)
With the above definitions, we can easily treat hydrostatic forces on the cable by considering
the effective tension. In reality, hydrostatic forces act only on the exterior of the element, not at
the two ends. Following the procedure first suggested by Breslin [6], however, we can introduce a
pressure force on the element end faces if we also introduce a compensating term into the tension
1 While ν   12 is not strictly true for all cables (particularly metal chain and wire), the conservation of volume that it
introduces greatly simplifies the treatment of the buoyancy forces on the cable [36]. Burgess [10] calculates the error
associated with using ν   12 when the true value of ν   0 (the maximum possible error in ν) as ρgz

E. This term
becomes significant only with large depths and very soft materials.
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Figure A-2: Schematic diagram of pressure and effective tension terms.
force. This is shown schematically in figure A-2. Mathematically,
Teffective  T
 pA1  (A.15)
where p is the hydrostatic pressure at the depth of the element. With the fictitious end pressures
Archimedes’ principle applies and the buoyancy force per unit length of the stretched element is
simply
B1  A1ρwg 
A
1  ε
ρwg  (A.16)
where ρw is the density of water and g is the local acceleration due to gravity. The total of the
weight and buoyancy forces on the stretched element are
 
Fw 


A
1  ε
ρwg 
w
1  ε 
 
i  (A.17)
If we define the wet weight of the material as w0  w  Aρwg, then

1  ε 
 
Fw   w0
 
i  w0 cosφ
 
t

w0 sinφ
 
n  (A.18)
Introducing the effective tension and the wet weight frees us from any further consideration
of the hydrostatic pressure; pressure effects are now simply rolled into any computed strain re-
sult [36]. Because tensions are always computed as a function of strain, all calculated tensions
will be the effective tension. For simplicity in the remainder of the derivation of the governing
equations we will use T to denote the effective tension.
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A.3 Hydrodynamic forces
The hydrodynamic forces on the cable are the drag, added mass, and dynamic Archimedes forces.
The drag forces arise from the relative velocity of the cable in a current field defined in global
 
i 
 
j
coordinates by U and V respectively. In local coordinates the relative velocities are
ur
 u  U cosφ  V sinφ  and (A.19)
vr
 v
 U sinφ  V cosφ  (A.20)
The drag force in local coordinates is
 
Fd 
 

1
2 ρw
pid
 
1   eCdt

u  uc   u
 uc 
 
t

1
2 ρw
d
 
1   eCdn

v  vc   v
 vc 
 
n

 (A.21)
For a solid circular cross-section cable, the added mass force has a component in the normal
direction only. It is computed as a function of the relative acceleration between the fluid and the
cable. The time derivative of the current velocity in local coordinates (assuming steady current) is
v˙c
   U cosφ  V sinφ

∂φ
∂t
 
n  (A.22)
The added mass force is
 
Fam 
ma
1  ε



U cosφ  V sinφ  ∂φ∂t

∂v
∂t 
 
n  (A.23)
where ma is the added mass per length of the cable cross-section. Because the current velocity in
local coordinates is changing in time, there is a pressure gradient that gives rise to the dynamic
Archimedes force [69]. Like the added mass force, the only component of this force on a solid
circular cable is in the normal direction. It is defined as
 
Far   ρw
pid2
4

1  ε 

U cos φ  V sin φ

∂φ
∂t
 
n  (A.24)
For cables with non-solid, or non-circular cross-sections (such as chains) there can be both
added mass and dynamic Archimedes forces in the tangential direction. The time derivative of the
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current velocity in the tangential direction is
u˙c
    U sinφ  V cosφ

∂φ
∂t
 
t  (A.25)
With the appropriate tangential components equations A.23 and A.24 become
 
Fam 
 
mat
1   ε


 U sinφ  V cosφ  ∂φ∂t  ∂u∂t 	
 
t
man
1   ε
 

U cosφ  V sinφ  ∂φ∂t  ∂v∂t 	
 
n

(A.26)
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Far 
mg  w0
g

1  ε 
 

 U sin φ  V cosφ

∂φ
∂t
 
t


U cosφ  V sinφ

∂φ
∂t
 
n 

(A.27)
The term mg  w0g defines the mass of the fluid displaced by the irregular cross-section. This formu-
lation also requires two terms to describe the cross-section added mass, mat for tangential motion,
and man for normal motion.
A.4 Balance of forces
A summation of the forces on the cable element shown in figure A.1 yields
d
dt

m1ds1
 
V


 
T  d
 
T 
 
T 
 
Fds1  (A.28)
If we expand the derivatives according to equations A.3 and A.4 and eliminate stretched variables
we find
m
 
∂
 
V
∂t

 
ω 
 
V  
∂
 
T
∂s

 
Ω 
 
T 
 
F

1  ε   (A.29)
Substituting
 
F 
 
Fam

 
Fad

 
Fw

 
Fd and collecting terms in the normal and tangential directions
yields
m


∂u
∂t
 v
∂φ
∂t 

∂T
∂s
 Sn
∂φ
∂s
 w0 cos φ  12ρwpidCdt

u  uc   u
 uc  1

ε (A.30)
m


∂v
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
u
∂φ
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∂Sn
∂s
 T
∂φ
∂s
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∂v
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ma
 ρw
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4 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
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
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ε  (A.31)
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A.5 Balance of moments
For the two-dimensional element, the only moment balance involves moments about the out-of-
plane axis. The tension force does not contribute a moment in this case because in the infinitesimal
limit the tangential and normal directions at the two opposite ends have the same direction and
opposite magnitudes. The remaining moment contributions are the rotational inertia, the couple
due to shear, and the bending of the element:
d
dt

 ds1ρcI1
∂φ
∂t 
 Snds1
 dM1  (A.32)
where I1 is the second-area moment of inertia of the stretched cable cross-section and ρc is the
mass density of the cable. Using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory the bending moment, M, is the
product of the flexural stiffness of the cable, EI, and cable curvature:
M1  EI1
∂φ
∂s  (A.33)
The area moment of inertia of a circular cross section is   d4 and thus
M  M1

1  ε  2 I  I1

1  ε  2  (A.34)
Substituting equations A.33 and A.34 into equation A.32, eliminating ds1, and dividing by ds
yields
d
dt


ρcI
1  ε
∂φ
∂t 
 Sn

1  ε  
d
ds


EI

1  ε  2
∂φ
∂s   (A.35)
Expanding derivatives and re-inserting the definitions for the spatial and temporal derivatives of φ
given in equation A.5 so that the system remains a first-order PDE yields,
ρcI 

1  ε 
∂ω
∂t
 ω
∂ε
∂t 
 EI 
∂Ω3
∂s

2Ω3
1  ε
∂ε
∂s 


1  ε  3 Sn  (A.36)
Howell [46] used dimensional analysis to show that for both metal and synthetic cables the
rotational inertia term and the second bending term containing the spatial derivative of strain are
of significantly lower order than the remaining terms. If we drop these terms, the result is
EI
∂Ω3
∂s


1  ε  3 Sn  (A.37)
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Both terms could be retained without a significant loss of simplicity. Using equation A.37 over
equation A.36 does offer the advantage that the additional dependent variable ω does not need to
be stored.
A.6 Compatibility
Compatibility can be established by requiring continuity of the position of the cable in both space
and time. If
 
R

s  t  is a vector to a point on the cable then continuity requires
d
dt


d
ds
 
R


d
ds


d
dt
 
R

 (A.38)
By definition
d
 
R
dt

 
V  (A.39)
and from analytic geometry we know that the derivative of a position vector to a space curve
with respect to arc length is a unit vector tangent to the curve, in the direction of increasing arc
length [43]
d
 
R
ds1

 
t  
d
 
R
ds


1  ε 
 
t  (A.40)
Thus the continuity condition (equation A.38) reduces to
d
dt
 

1  ε 
 
t  
d
 
V
ds
 (A.41)
Expanding the derivatives and collecting components in the tangential and normal directions gives
∂u
∂s

∂e
∂t
 v
∂φ
∂s
 (A.42)
∂v
∂s


1  ε 
∂φ
∂t
 u
∂φ
∂s  (A.43)
A.7 Matrix form of the governing equations
Equations A.5, A.30, A.31, A.36 or A.37, A.42, and A.43, define a system of either six equations
and six unknowns (without rotational inertia) or seven equations and seven unknowns (if rotational
inertia is retained in equation A.36). The six degree-of-freedom form of the equations can be
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written as
T
 
ε 
∂e
∂s
 Sn
∂φ
∂s
 m
∂u
∂t

mv
∂φ
∂t
 w0 cos φ

1
2
ρwdpiCdt ur  ur  1

ε  0  (A.44)
∂Sn
∂s
 T

ε 
∂φ
∂s


m

ma 
∂v
∂t
	 mu
	
 ρw
pid2
4

ma 

U cos φ  V sin φ  ∂φ∂t

w0 sinφ  12ρwdCdnvr  vr   1

ε  0  (A.45)
∂u
∂s
 v
∂φ
∂s

∂ε
∂t
 0  (A.46)
∂v
∂s

u
∂φ
∂s


1  ε  ∂φ∂t
 0  (A.47)
∂φ
∂s
 Ω3  0  (A.48)
EI
∂Ω3
∂s
 Sn

1  ε  3  0  (A.49)
If we define     ε  Sn  u  v φ  Ω3  T then equations A.44 through A.49 can be written in matrix
form as
M
∂ 
∂t
 K
∂ 
∂s
 


 s  t   0  (A.50)
The continuous forms of the mass matrix, “stiffness” matrix, and forcing vector are
M 
 













0 0  m 0 mv 0
0 0 0 

m

ma  j  1   mu


ρw pid
2
4

ma


U cos φ  V sin φ 
	
0
 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 

1  ε  0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0














 (A.51)
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K 
 












T
 

ε  0 0 0 Sn 0
0 1 0 0 T

ε  0
0 0 1 0  v 0
0 0 0 1 u 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 EI













 and (A.52)


 












 w0 cosφ  12 ρwpidCdt ur  ur   1

ε
w0 sin φ  12 ρwdCdn vr  vr   1

ε
0
0
 Ω3
Sn

1  ε  3













 (A.53)
Note that the distribution of terms as either stiffness or force is somewhat arbitrary as spatial
derivatives of φ could also appear as Ω3. Experience has shown that given the dependence of
the nonlinear solver (described in appendix C) on the Jacobian of the equations of motion, the
solution typically proceeds more quickly when any dependence on φ is explicitly incorporated
into the equations of motion. This is not surprising given the formulation outlined above in which
φ is the primary variable used in describing the system geometry.
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A.8 Static governing equations
The static governing equations can be derived from the dynamic equations (A.44 to A.49) simply
by dropping time derivative and velocity terms. They are
T
  
ε 
∂ε
∂s
 Sn
∂φ
∂s
 w0 cosφ  12ρwdpiCdt

U cos φ  V sinφ 

U cos φ  V sinφ
 
1  ε  0 
(A.54)
∂Sn
∂s
 T

ε 
∂φ
∂s

w0 sin φ  12ρwdCdn

 U sinφ  V cosφ 

 U sinφ  V cos φ
 
1  ε  0 
(A.55)
∂φ
∂s
 Ω3  0  (A.56)
EI
∂Ω3
∂s
 Sn

1  ε  3  0  (A.57)
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Appendix B
Accuracy and von Neumann Stability
Analysis of the Box Method
B.1 Stability
In this appendix we use the classical von Neumann method [48, 82] to analyze the stability of
the box method as a pure finite difference method. This contrasts with the amplification matrix
method of stability analysis which operates on the semi-discrete equation of motion.
Like the amplification matrix method, we consider a single degree-of-freedom homogeneous
problem
∂y
∂t

ω
∂y
∂s
 0  (B.1)
The fully discrete form of this equation after applying the box method is
1
2
 
ynj
 yn  1j
∆t

ynj  1
 yn  1j  1
∆t 

1
2
ω
 
ynj
 ynj  1
∆s

yn  1j
 yn  1j  1
∆s 
 0  (B.2)
The proposed solution is
ynj  ζnei jk∆s  (B.3)
where ζ is an amplification factor, i 

 1, and k is a spatial wave number. The condition for
stability of the method is

ζ

 
1.
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Substituting equation B.3 into equation B.2 and dividing through by ζn  1ei jk∆s yields
ζ 
	 1  e  ik∆s


 ω ∆t∆s
	 1  e  ik∆s



1  e  ik∆s   ω ∆t∆s

1  e  ik∆s 
 (B.4)
For all values of k, ∆s, ∆t, and ω,

ζ

 1, and as in chapter 2 we find that the box method is
unconditionally stable with no numerical dissipation.
B.2 Accuracy
The truncation error of the box method is found using a procedure similar to that for the semi-
discrete equations in chapter 2. Given an exact solution to equation B.1, y˜, Taylor series expansions
for the solution near s  j∆s and t  n∆t are written as
y˜n  1j
 y˜nj  ∆t


∂y˜
∂t 
n
j

∆t2
2


∂2y˜
∂t2 
n
j

∆t3
6


∂3y˜
∂t3 
n
j

   (B.5)
y˜nj  1  y˜
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∂2y˜
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n
j

   (B.6)
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n
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(B.7)
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Because y˜ is an exact solution to equation B.1 we can write
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Using these relationships and substituting the Taylor expansions for the exact solution into the
approximate difference equation B.2 yields an expression for the truncation error [83],
1
2
 
y˜nj
 y˜n  1j
∆t

y˜nj  1
 y˜n  1j  1
∆t 

1
2
ω
 
y˜nj
 y˜nj  1
∆s

y˜n  1j
 y˜n  1j  1
∆s 

∆t2
 
1
6


∂3y˜
∂t3 
n
j

ω
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∂3y˜
∂s∂t2 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
 ∆s2
 
1
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∂3y˜
∂s2∂t 
n
j

ω
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∂3y˜
∂s3 
n
j

 H O  T  (B.12)
The truncation error that results from using the difference equation in place of the exact PDE has
terms of lowest order in ∆t2 and ∆s2. Thus, the method is second-order accurate in both space and
time.
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Appendix C
Solution of the Nonlinear Problem
For all combinations of boundary conditions, 2D or 3D and static or dynamic problems, the math-
ematical problem is posed as a system of coupled, nonlinear partial differential equations. These
systems are solved numerically by discretizing the continuous (exact) forms of these governing
equations onto a grid of nodes and calculating an approximate solution. As the grid becomes
finer and finer the approximate solution will approach the exact solution. The cost of these finer
discretizations which buy better solutions is an increase in computation time.
Both the static and the dynamic cable problems can be generalized as a system of N first-
order nonlinear partial differential equations (at each time step the dynamic problem represents a
quasi-static equilibrium problem),
K∂ ∂s


s     0  (C.1)
where  is the vector of the N dependent variables. For example, in the 2D static problem (the
simplest of all possible cases), equation C.1 represents four equations in four unknowns: strain
(from which we can always derive tension via a constitutive relationship), shear force, inclina-
tion angle, and curvature. This equation is discretized at the n nodal points using centered finite
differences written on the half-grid points. At node j the discretized result is
 j   j  1

s j  s j  1
2


j

j  1   0  (C.2)
When combined with a total of N boundary conditions at the two ends, equation C.2 written at the
n  1 half-grid points represents a coupled system of N  n nonlinear equations in N  n unknowns.
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The system can be solved using a relaxation procedure similar to Newton-Raphson [82].
C.1 Newton-Raphson updates
Equation C.2 can only strictly be satisfied by an exact solution for  j. Given an inexact first
guess at this solution,  0j , we need to develop an iterative scheme to calculate successively better
approximations,  ij, through a series of update vectors, ∆  ij, such that

i   1
j


i
j
 ∆  ij  (C.3)
where  i   1j brings us closer to satisfying the equality in equation C.2. In quantitative terms we
want to iteratively minimize the error function
  i
j
	

i
j  
i
j  1 
  
i
j  
i
j  1

s j  s j  1
2
	  i
j
 i
j  1 
  (C.4)
Neglecting for clarity the dependence on the previous nodal point ( j  1), we can very loosely
write

  i   1
j


i
j
 ∆  ij


  i
j


i
j

	
∆  ij
 
∂   j
∂  j
 (C.5)
The derivatives on the right hand side of equation C.5 can be calculated analytically from the
known form of the discretized governing equations (equation C.4). If we were to re-insert the
dependence on  j  1, we would note that these derivatives actually constitute an N  2N Jacobian
matrix at each j (the matrix is composed of the derivatives of the N equations with respect to the
2N variables represented by  j and  j  1). We can assemble the Jacobian matrices from each
node into a single global Jacobian matrix (much like element stiffness matrices are assembled into
global stiffness matrices in the finite element method), add boundary condition information and
formulate a linear system that will find ∆  ij to drive the updated error,
  i   1
j , to zero. If Ji is this
global Jacobian matrix evaluated at  i then we see from equation C.5 that
Ji∆  i     i  (C.6)
Because only two nodes ( j and j  1) are coupled by each individual Jacobian matrix the
assembled global Jacobian matrix in equation C.6 will be very sparse, with the only non-zero
entries clustered near the main diagonal. We can take advantage of this sparsity in solving equa-
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tion C.6 by using a sparse Gaussian elimination algorithm, NSPIV, due to Sherman [85]. Sparse
algorithms such as NSPIV exploit sparsity to reduce both memory requirements and computation
time (normal Gaussian elimination is an O  n3  operation, sparse algorithms can be as efficient as
O

n  ). A distinct advantage of NSPIV over some other algorithms for sparse linear systems is that
it can handle matrices with arbitrary sparsity patterns. This capability is important in dealing with
systems that are not simply connected (i.e., multipoint moorings and moorings with segments that
branch out from other segments).
C.2 Convergence criterion
The iterative updates of  continue until the updates, ∆  , become sufficiently small as to not
warrant continuation of the process. The total error at iteration i, σi, is defined as
σi 
1
Nn
N
∑
k   1
1
χk
n
∑
j   1
∆  ij   k  (C.7)
where ∆  ij   k are the N components of ∆  at node j and iteration i and χk are scaling constants
appropriate to each of the physical variables represented within  . The stopping criterion is simply
σi

specified tolerance  (C.8)
C.3 Relaxation
The actual update to  is scaled by a relaxation factor µr

i   1


i  µr∆  i  (C.9)
The purpose of this relaxation factor is to slow (under-relax) the update in cases where strong non-
linearities may mean that the update is not quite as robust as we would like. For highly nonlinear
problems, where small changes in parameters can mean large changes in system configuration, the
approximation of equation C.5 becomes less valid and our update ∆  i, if fully applied (µr  1),
may actually increase the total system error. A small relaxation factor increases the accuracy
of the linearized Taylor series expansion that equation C.5 represents. By slowing the process
down (µr
 
1) the movement of the system from iteration to iteration towards equilibrium will be
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smoother because the steps between iterations will be smaller.
In many cases, it is desirable to have the relaxation factor vary as the solution progresses. This
is particularly true in the static solution of some problems which may need very fine movement of
the relaxation process as the solution approaches equilibrium. As an example, in cases with cable
resting on the sea floor, the resolution of the location of the touchdown point can be very difficult
because of the unilateral nonlinearity represented by the bottom. With too large a relaxation factor
the update might pull a substantial amount of cable off the bottom, only to be followed by an
update that drops too much onto the bottom.
To accommodate this behavior the actual relaxation factor used from iteration to iteration is
varied according to the progress of the solution. If at any point during the solution the error
increases from one step to the next, σi  σi  1, the relaxation factor applied to the update at that
step is reduced from the factor used at the previous step,
σi  σi  1   µir 
µi  1r
R1
 (C.10)
where R1 is a constant larger than unity. If the error is decreasing as it should then we take the
opposite approach and try to speed the solution by increasing the relaxation factor
σi

σi  1   µir  R2µ
i  1
 (C.11)
where 1  R2
 
R1. The relaxation factor is not allowed to increase beyond the baseline value,
µr, and as a protection against pathological cases in which a very small relaxation can effectively
bring the solution to a halt, it is not allowed to decrease beyond µr

1000. In our implementation
R1  1  1 and R2  1  02.
The adaptive procedure has the effect of driving the relaxation factor into an equilibrium at
which the solution can make the best progress. For regions of the solution in which the baseline
relaxation is too large and the solution starts to diverge, equation C.10 kicks in and the relaxation
factor is reduced until the solution begins to converge again. Equation C.11 mitigates these re-
ductions and prevents the relaxation factor from getting too small in response to an occasional
wayward oscillation in an otherwise downwards solution path.
This procedure still requires a reasonable value for the baseline relaxation factor, but it avoids
having to set that factor very low when in fact it may need to be very low only for a portion
of a solution. For problems with cable on the sea floor the last part of the solution may require
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Figure C-1: Error and relaxation factor during the static solution of a mooring problem with line on
the bottom. The dashed line in the upper panel is for a solution with the largest constant relaxation
factor (0.004) that will result in a solution convergent to an error level of 0.001. The solid lines
are the error and relaxation factor for a solution using the adaptive procedure described in the text.
relaxation factors on the order of 10  3, but may proceed quite well in the initial iterations with
µr   10  1. An example of the error progress during such a problem is shown in figure C-1. In
the upper panel, the solid line charts the error in a solution with a baseline relaxation of 0.2. The
bottom panel shows how the relaxation factor changes as the solution progresses. The dashed
line in the upper panel shows the error in a solution with a constant relaxation of 0.004 (this is
the largest constant relaxation factor that results in a solution convergent to σ  0  001). Not only
does the adaptive procedure save a significant amount of trial and error to determine that 0.004 is
a reasonable relaxation, but it also reduces the number of iterations by more than a factor of two.
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C.4 Dynamic relaxation
For certain problems, particularly moorings with cable on the bottom and very low levels of hori-
zontal forcing (current and wind), the procedure outlined above can fail to converge when applied
to the static equations. Because of the near infinite radius of curvature at the touchdown point in
these problems, both the shooting method initial guess (appendix D) and the subsequent relaxation
method solution are difficult to obtain in any reasonable amount of computation time. A method
that works well to overcome this difficulty is dynamic relaxation.
In dynamic relaxation, we use the standard procedure (shooting initial guess followed by re-
laxation of the static equations) to obtain a static solution for a problem with a higher level of
horizontal forcing. This solution is then used as the initial condition in a dynamic problem with
the true level of current and wind applied. As time progresses in the dynamic simulation the moor-
ing falls back to its true equilibrium state at the lower forcing level. With adaptive time-stepping,
adaptive relaxation, and the physical drag and damping in the problem, solutions can be obtained
for significantly lower levels of horizontal forcing than with the standard static solution procedure.
The procedure does not work well for three-dimensional problems in which the entire plane of
the mooring may rotate as the true three-dimensional forces are applied. In these cases the time to
equilibrium can be prohibitively long. Also, for either two- or three-dimensional cases in which
the horizontal forcing is reversed from the high initial condition to the desired low condition, the
solution can run into difficulty as the mooring crosses through a purely vertical configuration.
C.5 Coordinate integration
This solution procedure calculates the N  n dependent variables that are explicitly included in
the governing equations. Because both static and dynamic governing equations in the formula-
tion derived in appendix A do not explicitly include the coordinate positions of the nodes, these
positions must be calculated in a separate procedure. The position of the nodes is critical to the
solution; bottom boundary effects, wave forces, and current are all dependent on spatial position.
For this reason, the coordinate positions of all the nodes are updated following each iteration. The
integration procedure is described in appendix E.
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Appendix D
Static Initialization Procedures
In order to solve equations A.54 through A.57 using the method outlined in appendix C we must
calculate an initial guess at the solution. We can compute a very good first estimate of the solution
using a shooting method to solve the governing equations without bending stiffness and with a
simplified treatment of bottom interaction effects. Without bending effects the static problem
reduces to two equations in two unknowns, ε and φ, and a simple form of the shooting method can
be employed.
The shooting method solutions have the advantage that they are quite fast and provide a good
initial solution for most problems. In many cases they are good enough to use for preliminary static
design studies. Because of the simplifications used in these solutions, however, they do not provide
appropriate initial conditions for the dynamic solution and thus we still must solve the complete
static governing equations using the Newton-Raphson procedure described in appendix C when
we want to study system dynamics. The implicit solutions of the complete static equations are
also much more easily applied to cases in which the system is not singly connected – multipoint
moorings and moorings with branches for example.
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D.1 Integration procedure
We can derive the simplified equations from equations A.54 and A.55 by dropping the shear force
terms,
T
 

ε 
∂e
∂s
 w0 cosφ  12ρwdpiCdt

U cosφ  V sinφ 

U cos φ  V sinφ
 
1  ε  0  (D.1)
T

ε 
∂φ
∂s

w0 sin φ  12ρwdCdn

 U sinφ  V cosφ 

 U sinφ  V cos φ
 
1  ε  0  (D.2)
Because the static boundary conditions depend on the x  y coordinates of the top and bottom node
we also explicitly include equations for x and y. Those two equations are
∂x
∂s


1  ε  cos φ  (D.3)
∂y
∂s


1  ε  sinφ  (D.4)
For the direct integration of the governing differential equations that is inherent in the shooting
method, this explicit inclusion of x and y is not significantly more computationally expensive than
the integration of the coordinates after the solution that is described in appendix E.
The numerical integration of the simplified governing equations proceeds from the top node
to the anchor. Given a set of trial boundary conditions at the top node we integrate downwards
using an explicit, fourth-order accurate Runge-Kutta algorithm [82]. If during the integration
the calculated vertical position of a node is on or below the sea floor we stop the integration
and assume that the remainder of the mooring is on the sea floor with constant angle φ   pi2 and
constant tension (equal to the tension at the touchdown node). Sea floor slope effects are neglected
in this formulation; the bottom is assumed flat at x  0.
D.2 Iterating on the boundary conditions
Like the outer loop iterations required to resolve the boundary conditions for the static solution
using the relaxation procedure, shooting solutions require two levels of iteration. The three types
of static boundary conditions detailed in section 3.1.1 are:
1. A buoy is on the surface, but we do not know the buoy draft.
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2. A platform is on the surface at some specified horizontal offset from the anchor. We do not
know the mooring line tension or the angle φ at the top node.
3. A platform is on the surface with a known tension on the mooring line. We do not know the
angle φ at the top node.
In all three cases we want to specify a value for strain (tension), φ, and an arbitrary horizontal
position at the top node. We then iteratively specify a vertical position for the top node, integrat-
ing the simplified governing equations from node n to node 1 at each vertical position until the
computed vertical position of the first or touchdown node is in fact on the bottom. The final value
for the vertical coordinate of the top node is then used to compute corrected values for strain and
φ in the outer loop. In the inner loop we are shooting for the correct position of the top node given
some applied force. Within the outer loop we are shooting for the correct applied force.
We need outer loop iterations for the relaxation procedure because the coordinate positions do
not enter directly into the governing equations. In this case, where we do have coordinate positions
in the governing equations, outer loop iterations are necessitated by the simplified treatment of the
bottom. In addition to the unknown boundary conditions at the top node we do not know the
location of the touchdown node along the mooring. Because the simplified bottom treatment leads
to a solution for the mooring only between the touchdown node and the top node, the position of
the touchdown point is critical.
For the first type of boundary condition, given a guess at the draft we can calculate the drag
and buoyancy forces and therefore T and φ at the top node. If our first two guesses at the draft
are the maximum and minimum available (the minimum is defined as the draft that will float the
weight of the buoy itself and nothing more) then subsequent guesses can be made using bisection
until the position of the top node computed in the inner loop corresponds to a position based on
the guessed draft within some specified tolerance. The standard tolerance is 1% of the maximum
draft.
The third type of BC is similar in that a guess at φ and a known T provide a complete force
specification at the top node. With two initial trials at φ  0 and φ  pi2 , the solution is bracketed
and we can use bisection to calculate a sequence of successively better guesses for φ. The stopping
procedure is the same as for the first case – the position of the top node computed in the inner loop
must correspond with the known vertical position at the top within some tolerance specified as a
percentage of the mesh spacing, ∆s, at the top node.
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The second case is more complicated because we only know two, x and y, of the four boundary
conditions. This requires that we iterate to find both ε and φ. Rather than employing a sophisticated
multi-variable nonlinear root finding technique (such as Newton-Raphson) in the outer loop, we
can use the same error correction procedure that we use with these boundary conditions in the
outer iteration loop of the regular static solution. Given a guess at the vertical and horizontal
components of the tension and the known horizontal position of the top node, we perform the
inner iterations to calculate the vertical position of the top node. As in equation 3.7 we update the
trial forces based on positioning error and a pseudo-“stiffness” constant, µ p,
Fk   1x  F
k
x
 µpxktd  (D.5)
Fk   1y  F
k
y
 µpykanchor  (D.6)
where Fkx   y are the trial forces at iteration k in the global vertical and horizontal directions, respec-
tively, xktd is the calculated vertical coordinate of the touchdown node, and ykanchor is the calculated
horizontal coordinate of the first node. The iterative update process is halted when the touchdown
node is on the bottom and the anchor node is at the horizontal origin within a tolerance specified
as a percentage of the mesh spacing at the anchor.
The primary complication with this approach is that there is no clear best choice for the initial
guess at the forces, F0x   y, such that the iteration procedure will have a reasonable chance of rapid
convergence. The initial forces in our implementation are based on an inclined catenary solution
for a uniform cable with no current. Given a uniform cable with linear stiffness, EA, and weight
per length, w0, the catenary solution for the position of the top end is
x

L  
Fy
w0
 
1 	
 Fx
Fy

2
 1 	
 Fx
 w0L
Fy

2


FxL
EA
 (D.7)
y

L  
Fy
w0
 sinh  1 
 Fx
Fy

 sinh  1 
 Fx
 w0L
Fy



FyL
EA
 (D.8)
where Fx and Fy are the applied forces at the top end in the global vertical and horizontal directions,
respectively. Given the desired position of the top end of the mooring, we use a two-dimensional
nonlinear Newton-Raphson root finding technique to solve equations D.7 and D.8 for F0x   y. In
multi-segment applications, EA is calculated as the equivalent stiffness of all segments in series,
with the stiffness of each segment computed as the slope of the tension strain relationship at a
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strain of 1%. The unit weight in these cases is computed by summing all weight and buoyancy
forces in the system and dividing by total length.
D.3 Computing shear and curvature
As a final step before proceeding with the relaxation solution for the complete nonlinear problem,
the shear force, Sn and curvature, Ω3 are calculated numerically using centered differences ac-
cording to equation A.56 (to calculate Ω3) and equation A.57 (to calculate Sn using differences of
the newly calculated Ω3). For boundary condition cases one and three, the horizontal coordinates
are also translated to bring the position of the anchor to the origin.
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Appendix E
Coordinate Integration
Because the global coordinate variables x  y  z do not appear in any of the governing equations, they
are integrated based on cable coordinates and cable orientation after each iteration of the nonlinear
solver. While the coordinates do not enter directly into the governing equations it is important that
they be updated because they are used in evaluating the current at a node and determining if a node
is lying on the bottom.
E.1 Static solution
For the static problem we can write differential equations for the global coordinates, x and y,
∂x
∂s


1  ε  cos φ  (E.1)
∂y
∂s


1  ε  sinφ  (E.2)
Including these two equations directly into the static governing equations would simplify the han-
dling of static boundary conditions in some cases, but only with a 50% increase in computational
expense in the nonlinear solver. Trial implementations based on this approach also demonstrated
convergence problems when the boundary conditions became part of the iterative solution. The
current approach of iterating on the boundary conditions in a loop outside of the nonlinear solver
appears to provide better stability and convergence.
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Following the box method spatial discretization we discretize equations E.1 and E.2 as
2 

x j  x j  1
s j  s j  1



1  ε j  cosφ j 

1  ε j  1  cos φ j  1  (E.3)
2 

y j  y j  1
s j  s j  1



1  ε j  sinφ j 

1  ε j  1  sin φ j  1  (E.4)
With the first node always located at the origin, we can rearrange the discretized equations to
derive recursion relationships for x j and y j, j  2    n,
x j  x j  1

∆s j  1
2
 

1  ε j  cos φ j 

1  ε j  1  cosφ j  1   (E.5)
y j  y j  1

∆s j  1
2
 

1  ε j  sinφ j 

1  ε j  1  sin φ j  1   (E.6)
∆s j  1 is the spacing between nodes j and j  1.
E.2 Dynamic solution
For the dynamic problem, we have a choice in the integration method. Equations E.1 and E.2 are
valid for the dynamic problem as are the temporal differential equations
∂x
∂t
 uij cosφij  vij sin φij  (E.7)
∂y
∂t
 uij sinφij  vij cos φij  (E.8)
Either pair of equations could be incorporated into the governing equations, but again, only with
an increase in computation expense in the nonlinear solver. With x and y effectively decoupled
from the other six dependent variables, integration outside of the nonlinear solver is more efficient.
Experience has indicated that integrating the spatial differential equations at each time step
provides better results over long time simulations than does integration of the temporal equations.
One explanation for this is that the spatial integration couples the coordinate positions of all the
nodes together thus providing a strong notion of “connectedness” at each time step. In the tempo-
ral integration the positions of the nodes are independent of one another, with the evolution of a
node’s position in time dependent only on the nodal velocity and local orientation. In principle the
two solutions should be the same given the compatibility requirements enforced in the cable gov-
erning equations (equations A.46 and A.47), but compatibility cannot be strictly enforced given
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the necessarily inexact solution provided by the nonlinear Newton-Raphson procedure.
For the dynamic problem we integrate equations E.1 and E.2 using the standard half-grid
spatial discretization and the generalized-α method. The discretized equations are
2

1  αk  
xij
 xij  1
∆s

 2αk 
xi  1j
 xi  1j  1
∆s



1  αk  
	 1  εij 
 cos φij 	 1  εij  1 
 cosφij  1 	
 αk

	 1  εi  1j 
 cosφi  1j  	 1  εi  1j  1 
 cos φi  1j  1 	  0  (E.9)
2

1  αk  
yij
 yij  1
∆s 
 2αk 
yi  1j
 yi  1j  1
∆s 


1  αk  
	 1  εij 
 sin φij 	 1  εij  1 
 sinφij  1 	
 αk

	 1  εi  1j 
 sinφi  1j  	 1  εi  1j  1 
 sinφi  1j  1 	  0  (E.10)
Rearranging terms yields the recursion relationships for the dynamic calculation of nodal coordi-
nates
xij  x
i
j  1

∆s
2

1  αk 


1  αk  
	 1  εij 
 cosφij  	 1  εij  1 
 cosφij  1 	

αk

	 1  εi  1j 
 cos φi  1j  	 1  εi  1j  1 
 cosφi  1j  1 	 
2αk
∆s
 xi  1j
 xi  1j  1 	   (E.11)
yij  y
i
j  1

∆s
2

1  αk 


1  αk  
	 1  εij 
 sinφij  	 1  εij  1 
 sin φij  1 	

αk

	 1  εi  1j 
 sinφi  1j  	 1  εi  1j  1 
 sin φi  1j  1 	 
2αk
∆s
 yi  1j
 yi  1j  1 	   (E.12)
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Appendix F
Bootstrap Monte Carlo Confidence
Intervals
The bootstrap method is a procedure for calculating the error in a statistically estimated value.
The advantage to the procedure is that no assumptions are necessary about the underlying proba-
bility distribution of the estimated value. For the purposes of this thesis, the estimated values are
regression coefficients calculated using least squares and the errors that are sought are the 95%
confidence intervals of those coefficients.
The basic procedure, as outlined by Efron and Gong [26], is as follows. Given n independently
observed data points y1  y2      yn, the regression coefficients are calculated as
ˆC  f  y1  y2      yn   (F.1)
ˆC represents the best available estimate of the true value of the coefficients, C. For the dynamic
tension model in chapter 6 yi is defined as
yi 
 
σai  σv
 
v
 
i
 σTi  ¯Ti 
T
 (F.2)
The probability distribution for ˆC is estimated using bootstrap with Monte Carlo simulations.
A bootstrap sample, y
 1  y  2      y  n, is drawn from the original yi. The sample is constructed by
making n random draws with replacement so that each of the original data points has probability
1

n of being selected for each of the locations in the bootstrap sample. From this bootstrap sample
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Figure F-1: m and Cd coefficients calculated in 500 distinct bootstrap Monte Carlo simulations.
95% symmetric confidence intervals for m and Cd are indicated by the dashed lines. The best
estimates for m and Cd are indicated by the solid lines.
we calculate a bootstrap estimate of the regression coefficients,
ˆC
 
 f  y
 1  y  2      y  n   (F.3)
By repeating this procedure some large number of times, B, the distribution of ˆC is mapped out.
Figure F-1 shows the distribution of ˆC
 
  mˆ
 

ˆCd   	
T
for the dynamic tension model developed
in chapter 6 with B  500. Individual probability density functions for m and Cd with B  20000
are shown in figures F-2 and F-3, respectively. With distributions for m and Cd there are two basic
approaches to calculating confidence intervals. For equal-tailed confidence intervals, the bootstrap
simulation results are sorted in ascending order and (for 95% confidence) the end-points of the
interval are defined as those points at indices 0  025B and 0  975B in the sorted list. With this type
of formulation there is equal probability that the true value lies above or below the interval. For
mass for example, if the interval endpoints are defined as mˆ
 0   025B and mˆ  0   975B and δ1  mˆ  mˆ  0   025B,
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Figure F-2: Probability density function for m based on 20000 distinct bootstrap Monte Carlo
simulations. The best estimate for m from the original least squares fit is indicated by the solid
vertical line. The mean from the bootstrap simulations is indicated by the dashed vertical line.
95% symmetric [ ] and equal-tailed ( ) confidence intervals are indicated on the horizontal axis.
δ2  mˆ  0   975B  mˆ, probability functions for m are
P

mˆ  δ1

m

mˆ
 δ2   0  95  (F.4)
P

m

mˆ  δ1   0  025  (F.5)
P

m  mˆ
 δ2   0  025  (F.6)
Hall [41] showed that symmetric intervals have coverage error O 	 B  2


compared to O 	 B  1


for equal-tailed intervals. Because they are also slightly easier to present they are used throughout
the thesis. The probability function for the mass coefficient with a symmetric confidence interval
is written as
P

mˆ  δ  m  mˆ  δ   0  95  (F.7)
In practice, δ is calculated using bisection. Because of the discrete nature of the count of points
that fall in the interval, the search does not always converge to an interval with exactly 0  95B
points. To be conservative, the bisection algorithm always returns an interval that contains at least
0  95B points.
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Figure F-3: Probability density function for Cd based on 20000 distinct bootstrap Monte Carlo
simulations. Other markings are the same as in figure F-2.
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Appendix G
Catenary formulae
For an inextensible line with no current, and vertical and horizontal forces applied at the top point,
Fv and Fh, respectively, the catenary expression for the vertical coordinate of the top point is
z 
Fh
w0
 
1 	
 Fv
Fh

2
 1

 (G.1)
With excess scope remaining on the bottom the vertical force at the top of the mooring, Fv, must
equal the suspended weight, w0L. The total tension, T , at the top is simply
 
F2h
 F2v . If the top
of the mooring is at the surface, z  H , depth, tension and length are related by
T  w0H

 
T 2 

w0L  2  (G.2)
After some manipulation, the non-dimensional mean tension can be written as
τ 
1
2

 1  L
2
H2 
 (G.3)
∆τ  1
2


L2
H2
 1

 (G.4)
The suspended length as a function of non-dimensional mean tension is
L  H

2∆τ  1  (G.5)
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The rate of increase of the suspended length with increasing ∆τ is
dL
dτ

H2
L
 (G.6)
This rate slows as the scope of the mooring increases.
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